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ABSTRACT
It is both uncontroversial and unassailable to assert that small things can often go where big
things cannot. It is similarly prosaic to note that at smaller length scales, matter behaves
differently than at larger length scales. This thesis exploits these intuitive and simple axioms to
yield advances in three independent lines of enquiry: (i) robust and practically accessible
encoding of information within microparticles, (ii) rapid, quantitative sensing of hydrophobic
colloids and (iii) immunologically-focused drug delivery.
Specifically, upconversion nanocrystals are used as the foundation of a novel spatial-spectral
patterning motif to produce polymer microparticles with unique, decodable identities. With large
single-particle encoding capacities (>106), an ultralow decoding false alarm rate (<10-9), and
pronounced insensitivity to both particle chemistry and harsh processing conditions, this
architecture enables practical deployment of encoded microparticles in applications with
orthogonal requirements, including multiplexed bioassays and covert labeling of objects and
packaging for anti-counterfeiting.
Next, the large specific surface area of nanoscale objects is exploited by a family of zwitterionic,
surfactant-like molecular rotors to develop a broadly applicable tool for sensitive, quantitative,
and accessible nanoscale metrology. This tool is shown to address multiple challenges in
nanometrology of self-assembled structures, including (i) quantification of surfactant adsorption
isotherms on metal oxide surfaces, (ii) determination of self-assembly onset concentration, and
(iii) high-throughput readout of drug delivery nanoparticle mass concentration.
Finally, the combination of small size and large interfacial area was exploited to design
nanoscale formulations for (i) ex vivo delivery to human neutrophils, a significant element of the
innate immune system and (ii) targeted delivery of therapeutics to the asthmatic lung.
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Outline of Thesis

As of this writing, it is both uncontroversial and unassailable to assert that small things
can often go where big things can't. It is similarly prosaic to note that at smaller length scales,
matter behaves differently than at larger length scales; at the nanoscale, in particular, surface area
is maximized per unit volume and the discrete arrangement of atoms and molecules plays a more
important role in determining material properties than it does in the bulk. At this most basic
conceptual level, the work described herein does not tread new ground. Rather, this thesis
exploits these intuitive and simple axioms to yield advances in three independent lines of
enquiry: (i) robust and practically accessible encoding of information within microparticles, (ii)
rapid, quantitative sensing of hydrophobic colloids and (iii) immunologically-focused drug
delivery.
Chapter 1 offers an introduction to the features which differentiate nanoscale materials
from their bulk counterparts.
Chapter 2 describes a methodology by which a particular class of optically active
nanoparticles may be used to endow polymeric microparticles with information-rich, easily
decodable identities. Rare-earth based upconverting nanocrystals uniquely enable a spatialspectral barcoding motif with exceptional flexibility and robustness, solving one of the pressing

14

challenges in the field of encoded microparticles. The method for integrating nanocrystals into
the particles at synthesis - and by extension the barcoding motif - is shown to be universally
applicable across a broad range of particle chemistries. Applications include multiplexed
biological assays and labeling of objects for anti-counterfeiting.
Chapter 3 details the use of fluorescent, surfactant-like molecular rotors to derive
quantitative information from multiple important classes of interfacially hydrophobic colloids.
This technique exploits the large surface area per unit volume ratio of nanoscale particulates to
generate fluorescent signals sufficiently strong to be read out by a standard plate reader.
Judicious evaluation of molecular rotor structures preserves this strong fluorescence while
simultaneously avoiding the off-target molecular interactions and dye-dye binding that plague
other attempts at universal sensors for hydrophobic interfaces. For surfactant micelles,
surfactant-polymer complexes, self-assembled drug delivery nanoparticles and admicelles on
hydrophilic colloids, this technique is capable of rapidly generating reliable, relevant and
quantitative information on unsophisticated laboratory equipment. Such a tool is expected to
expand and accelerate screening capability for the nanoscale colloids used in environmental
remediation, enhanced oil recovery, drug delivery, and detergency, among other fields.
Chapters 4 and 5 describe work exploiting well-known features of nanoscale particulates
in the context of drug delivery - their ability to be taken up by individual cells (ex vivo human
neutrophils, Chapter 4) and traverse size-excluding biological barriers (enhanced delivery to
asthmatic lungs, Chapter 5). More specifically, Chapter 4 offers a systematic description of
nanoparticle uptake by ex vivo human neutrophils, including dependence on particle size,
incubation time and presence of serum. Finally, Chapter 5 describes attempts to deliver
nanoparticles specifically to asthmatic lung - and not to healthy lung - via an intravenous route.
15

Chapter 1 - Introduction: Differentiating nanoscale
particulates from their bulk counterparts
The ability to design and engineer materials on the nanoscale has revolutionized almost
every field of science and technology. Nanotechnology is defined by both nanoscale dimensions
and the presence of unique phenomena or properties as a result of such small size. One wellaccepted definition from the U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative takes this into account:
"Nanotechnology is the understanding and control of matter at dimensions approximately
between 1 and 100 nm, where unique phenomena enable novel applications not feasible when
working with bulk materials or even with single atoms or molecules." Going further,
nanotechnology often contains components specifically engineered to take advantage of these
unique phenomena. Quantum dots, or semiconductor nanocrystals with a diameter often < 10
nm, are a prime example'. For quantum dots, small changes in particle size have a large effect on
electronic bandgap structure, and hence the material's optical properties. Clusters of metal atoms
exhibit similarly stark changes in material properties; as cluster size decreases, the melting point
of gold, for instance, decreases significantly compared to that of bulk metal 2 . At such small sizes,
the discrete arrangement of atoms and the outsized influence of surface effects can lead
conductors to become insulators, non-magnetic materials to suddenly exhibit magnetism, and
inert materials to catalyze chemical reactions2
However, rather than such exotic effects, this thesis is concerned with two more
conceptually simple and seemingly prosaic effects of diminishing particle size. The first,
intuitively, is that small particles can go where large ones can't. The second, no less surprising, is
that smaller particles exhibit greater specific surface area (per unit mass) than larger particles. On
the basis of reduced size alone, micron-scale entities, for instance, have enabled substantial
16

throughput gains for detection of biomolecules, 3 as well as fast mapping 4 and precise control 5 of
chemical systems exhibiting nonlinear dynamics. Use of nanoscale versions of bulk materials
additionally enables precision engineering of multiscale materials using microfluidic
manipulation and synthesis equipment, as shown in Chapter 26. The presence of a large specific
surface area for interaction enables the adsorption of large numbers of guest molecules, recently
described for use in environmental remediation 7 and reversible chemical separations 8 , a feature
which directly powers the advances in nanoscale particle metrology discussed in Chapter 3.
Finally, the particular combination of large specific interfacial area and small physical size have
had profound implications for the design of targeted drug delivery formulations9,1,11,12, an effect
leveraged to yield novel paths to immunomodulatory therapeutics in Chapters 4 and 5.

1.1 - The effects of small physical size
The small physical size of nanoscale particulates leads to several important effects that
will be exploited throughout this thesis. The first and most important is that small particles can
fit into spaces which would prohibit the passage of larger particles. That a 10 micron cell is
unable to engulf a 50 micron sphere12, a rigid 20 micron particle will clog a nozzle or
microfluidic device of lesser diameter, and a 20 nanometer particle cannot traverse the -5 nm
size exclusion filtration in the human kidneys' 2 are uncontroversial assertions. Properties such as
shape, aspect ratio, surface chemistry, charge and deformability of the particle play a role in
determining where exactly the size cutoff lies

3 4,

as does the context (e.g. engulfment of a

particle by a phagocytic cell' 5 , extravasation from leaky vasculature into tumor bulk' 6 or the
interaction of a particle with a physical pore). However, little more need be written; where pores,

17

channels and cells are concerned, size restrictions do exist. Chapter 2 of this thesis, for instance,
specifically describes the use of nanoscale upconverting phosphors to barcode polymeric
microparticles despite their lower quantum yield 7'"8"1 9 , more challenging synthesis

20

and

increased difficulty in dispersion21 compared to particles with sizes ranging from 1-5 ptm, which
are commercially available. Given that high solid loadings are required to achieve bright, errorfree signals, nanoscale particles are essential to prevent catastrophic clogging of the microfluidic
channels used for synthesis.
Less intuitively, reducing particle sizes to the nanoscale also leads to changes in the way
matter interacts with light. For nanoscale particles, often much smaller in diameter than the
wavelength of light with which they interact, Rayleigh scattering dominates. In particular, the
scattering cross section of a spherical particle can be described with the following formula:
6

5
2r d

as

3

(n2-1

2

/14 Q2~+2)

where d is the particle diameter, X is the wavelength of light, and n is the particle's refractive
index. The intensity of scattered light scales with particle diameter raised to the power of 6. As
shown in Figure 1.1, this leads to profound, order-of-magnitude differences in the intensity of a
particle's interaction with light as its diameter changes at the smallest scales. In this context, the
use of nanoscale particulates in Chapter 2 was beneficial in the context of significantly reduced
opacity (compared to that afforded by a brightness-equivalent mass of micron-scale particles) to
the ultraviolet light required to initiate polymerization in the microchannel.
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Figure 1.1 INormalized Rayleigh scattering cross section as a function of spherical particle
diameter. The distribution shown is normalized to 1 at a particle diameter of 1 nm, and assumes
constant wavelength and refractive index. Mie scattering becomes a more accurate descriptor than
Rayleigh scattering above particle diameters of -100 nm for visible light, but the graph is extended
to -250 nm for illustrative purposes.
In addition, nanoscale particulates often possess characteristic sizes well below the
diffraction limit of light, which complicates fast and definitive characterization of particle
ensembles. One of the most common optical tools, dynamic light scattering, requires that
significant assumptions be made about particle shape and composition to arrive at accurate size

19

distribution measurements. Electron microscopy, relying on much higher resolving power, is
often used as a tool for visualizing nanoscale particle formulations and structures. However, for
organic particles - which make up a significant fraction of the formulations used in fields like
drug delivery - low contrast, a lack of in situ imaging methodologies and the corresponding need
for extensive preparation limit the ability to achieve accurate visualization. For small organic
particles, as discussed in Chapter 3, simple tasks like measuring particle concentration in a dilute
solution can become exquisitely challenging and/or time-consuming.
Finally, nanoscale particulates also experience forces differently in aqueous solution,
leading to occasional difficulty with separations. For spherical particles, the Stokes equation
describes how sedimentation velocity varies with particle diameter, density and applied
centrifugal force, as follows:
V

2
d (p-L)g
1877

where v is sedimentation velocity, d is particle diameter, p is particle density, L is the density of
the medium, g is the applied centrifugal force and rq the viscosity of the medium. For smaller
particles, sedimentation velocity falls off with the square of diameter due to the increased
difficulty in overcoming the force of random Brownian fluctuations. Figure 1.2 shows how the
sedimentation time for poly(styrene) particles (density of 1.05 g/mL) of different sizes varies
with applied force. Even with a high-speed benchtop centrifuge operating at 30,000 x g, 200 nm
poly(styrene) particles must be sedimented overnight. Sedimentation of 10 nm poly(styrene)
particles would be extremely time-consuming (-1 week) even with an advanced ultracentrifuge
(700,000 x g). These difficulties are diminished for denser nanoparticles. Alternatively, in
situations where sedimentation or separation of multiple small particulates is not required, spin20

--

column ultrafiltration is often used as an alternative. However, as discussed in Chapter 3,
methodologies that do not require sedimentation of particles or their centrifugal impaction
against a membrane are superior in many situations; for example, deformable poly(caprolactone)
nanoparticles characterized by a low glass transition temperature (Tg) are shown to pass through
certain ultrafiltration membranes with size cutoffs orders of magnitude smaller than the particle
diameter.
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Figure 1.2 ISedimentation time in a 10 cm tube vs. applied force for poly(styrene)
nanoparticles of varying size in water.
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1.2 - The effects of increased specific surface area

Concomitant with decreasing particle size are an increase in specific surface area per unit
mass and an increase in the ratio of surface area to volume, as seen in Figure 1.3. This has a
three-fold effect: (1) an increase in the number of potential interfacial interactions per unit mass
of particles, (2) a greater impact of the particle surface properties on the behavior of the
ensemble and (3) a greater impact of the particle interface on the material properties of and
processes which occur within the particle 'bulk', or the portion of the particle mass which does
not directly participate in forming the interface. The first effect, where more interactions can
occur per unit mass as particle size decreases, enables a given mass of nanoscale particulates to
associate with greater amounts of guest molecules as the average particle size decreases. This
assertion presumes, however, that the nature of the guest binding site does not appreciably
change with shrinking particle diameter - a reasonable assumption when the radius of curvature
is large compared to the guest entity's diameter, but one that must be carefully verified for large
guests (such as antibodies) or exceptionally small particles.
As described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, despite the attendant challenges of measuring
properties of nanoparticles, a class of colloids characterized by the presence of hydrophobic
interfaces may be measured at low levels (down to <100 ng) with small amounts of passively
adsorbing fluorogenic dyes (concentrations of <1 pM) on inexpensive instrumentation like
microtiter plate readers. The effect becomes increasingly less valuable with increasing particle
size, due to the corresponding decrease in the number of adsorption sites available to dye
molecules. It stands to reason that when the particles do not present a solid, shell-like interface to
the surrounding environment but rather exhibit percolated networks of small channels which
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penetrate the particle 'bulk', this relation between size and interaction area does not hold - for
example, when the adsorbed entities are molecular guests and the particles are porous
supraclusters such as self-assembled gold nanospheres.
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Figure 1.3 1Surface area to volume ratio as a function of particle diameter for spherical,
nonporous nanoparticles.
A canonical example of the outsize effect decreasing particle size has on properties of an
ensemble of particles may be found in the need for better passivation, or shielding of particles
from the interactions they have with one another, as size decreases. Nanoscale particles (with
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high surface energy) are particularly susceptible to irreversible aggregation driven by van der
Waals forces22 . In practice, both extremely small particles (like quantum dots and gold
nanoclusters) and larger particles with high surface energy (like interfacially hydrophobic
particles formed from nanoprecipitation of drug delivery polymers that are then dispersed in
water) utilize steric repulsion (as with shielding of the particle surface by poly(ethylene
glycol) 23), electrostatic repulsion, or a combination of both to prevent macroscopic precipitation.
An additional example can be found in the design of drug delivery vehicles for controlled release
of therapeutics; extremely small nanoparticles are known to exhibit a large and at times
undesirable burst release of the therapeutic which they encapsulate as a result of the greater
proximity of the therapeutic payload, on average, to an aqueous interface.
Finally, an increased surface area to volume ratio can impact processes which occur
within the particle 'bulk'. This is especially so for certain optically active materials, including the
upconversion nanocrystals discussed in Chapter 2, that rely on efficient energy transfer among
constituents in the bulk for their activity24 25 . In that particular case, one hypothesis holds that the
increased ratio of surface defects to defect-free particle volume in extremely small particles (< 20
nm) allows significant amounts of absorbed energy to be quenched away by coordinated ligands
or solvent itself.

1.3 - The effect of small physical size combined with increased specific surface
area in medicine
While a detailed discussion of the nuances of particle size and other parameters on
therapeutic potential is beyond the scope of this thesis (a number of excellent reviews are
available12, 13 ,16 ,26 ), it is worthwhile to mention that the combination of small size and high

specific surface area is particularly enabling in the field of drug delivery for medicine. Small
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size, in particular, allows nanoparticles to navigate the complex anatomical structures that lie
between an injected (or inhaled 27) formulation, its intended target in the body, and successful
clearance post-delivery 28. For instance, Chapter 5 contains a brief discussion of how the leaky
neovasculature present in asthma may enable nanoparticles to be taken up in asthmatic lung.
Importantly, however, increased surface area efficiently enables the complex suite of
biological interactions that are driving the drug delivery field past mere passive, size-based
anatomical uptake and controlled release toward specific cellular targeting29. Interactions at the
plentiful bio-nano interface are sufficiently abundant and potent to either completely abolish" or
dramatically enhance3 0 a desired therapeutic or targeting effect, for instance. Chapter 4 contains
an initial, systematic evaluation of how ex vivo human neutrophils - the body's most abundant
leukocyte - interact with nanoparticles. Preliminary results indicate that with the correct
selection of (small) particle size and surface properties, uptake is swift and extensive. The
combination of engineered particle surfaces, sizes that permit efficient interaction with individual
cells, and abundant interfacial area per unit mass presage the use of nanoscale drug delivery
formulations to address two major problems in modem formulation science: (i) precision
anatomical targeting and (ii) specific, potent cellular phenotype modulation.

1.4 - Conclusions
The aim of this thesis is to translate the conceptually simple advantages of nanoscale
particulates over their larger counterparts into tangible advances in a variety of fields. Further,
the argument is made that a starting point of conceptual simplicity, when applied to challenging
technological problems, is a distinct practical asset. Is the channel narrow? Make the particles
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smaller (and then deal with the passivation and quantum yield issues which occur - Chapter 2).
Are the particles too small to directly visualize or probe? Leverage the concomitantly increased
interfacial area which results (and then engineer the molecular structure of probe dyes
accordingly - Chapter 3). Need to hitch a ride to sites of inflammation? Figure out how to load
up the most abundant inflammation-homing cell in the body with therapeutic particulates (and
then deal with the confounding impact of serum adsorption to the particle surface - Chapter 4).
Are there no good systemic or inhalable options for targeting diseased lung? Sneak in via the
porous, leaky vasculature (and then figure out what to deliver - Chapter 5). Without diminishing
the complexity, nuance and even art involved when engineering at the nanoscale, leveraging the
distinguishing aspects of nanoscale particulates to first order helps ensure that if a solution
emerges, it is not unnecessarily complicated or impossibly impractical.
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Chapter 2 - Universal process-inert encoding
architecture for polymer microparticles

Polymer microparticles with unique, decodable identities are versatile information carriers with a
small footprint. Widespread incorporation into industrial processes, however, is limited by a tradeoff between encoding density, scalability and decoding robustness in diverse physicochemical
environments. Here, we report an encoding strategy that combines spatial patterning with rareearth upconversion nanocrystals (UCNs), single wavelength near-infrared excitation and portable
charge-coupled device (CCD)-based decoding to distinguish particles synthesized by means of
flow lithography. This architecture exhibits large, exponentially scalable encoding capacities (>106
particles), an ultralow decoding false-alarm rate (<10-9), the ability to manipulate particles by
applying magnetic fields, and dramatic insensitivity to both particle chemistry and harsh
processing conditions. We demonstrate quantitative agreement between observed and predicted
decoding for a range of practical applications with orthogonal requirements, including covert
multiparticle barcoding of pharmaceutical packaging (refractive-index matching), multiplexed
microRNA detection (biocompatibility) and embedded labelling of high-temperature cast objects
(temperature resistance).

*

This work has been published by P. W. Bisso et al, Nature Materials2014.
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2.1 - Introduction
Encoded microparticles are attractive as information carriers due to small size and an
ability to serve as scaffolds for functional payloads like molecular sensors (1-19). However,
satisfying the exacting specifications of industrial functions like anti-counterfeiting, massively
parallelized bioassays or forensic labeling has proven elusive. Unique encoding of single units
within information-intensive processes like pharmaceutical packaging entails encoding capacities
of 105-102 and high-throughput particle synthesis, out of reach for many current systems (1-3,5-

17). Exposure to harsh environments requires thermal insensitivity, biocompatibility and/or
chemical resistance. Simple, portable decoding equipment avoids crippling implementation
complexity, yet must retain the capability for low-error readout in the presence of confounding
factors (e.g. complex background, obscurants, noise). Current encoding architecture designs focus
on advancing the capabilities of individual components -- encoding, synthesis or decoding
methodologies -- at the expense of overall performance (3-18, 34). For instance, innovative
graphical encoding architectures in which codes are represented by a binary two-dimensional
pattern have achieved some commercial success, but are intrinsically limited to encoding
capacities <10 3 (10) and cannot be robustly decoded with a portable device (3-4). Purely spectral
approaches are limited by the need for precise loading of multiple dyes (13-17), challenging
spectral deconvolution (11-18), or cumbersome and expensive decoding equipment (13,16,18). A
recent hybrid spectral/graphical approach combined magnetic inks (M-Ink) and flow lithography,
yet is severely constrained by synthesis throughput and code reproducibility (4). Another
innovative hybrid spectral/graphical approach uses combinatorial attachment of fluorescent
reporter beads to a support bead, but requires sophisticated flow cytometry, confocal microscopy
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and image deconvolution for accurate readout (34). Most architectures are also narrowly designed
for use in multiplexed bioassays, artificially limiting the accessible application space (1-18, 34).
As a solution, we employ a rational multiscale design strategy to engineer a robust
encoding method for compatibility with high-throughput particle synthesis and portable CCD-

based decoding. The resulting architecture exhibits dramatic insensitivity to particle chemistry

enabling tuning of encoding capacity and decoding error rate independently of particle material
properties - as well as the capacity for straightforward magnetic manipulation. We demonstrate
quantitatively predictable decoding of both temperature-resistant and biocompatible particles in
challenging, realistic environments. With single-particle encoding capacities in excess of 1 million
and error rates of less than 1 part per billion (ppb), we expand the practically accessible number of
codes for applications like forensic product labeling and multiplexed bioassays by orders of
magnitude (1-2). Extending the use of encoded particles to a broad and evolving range of
previously unexplored industrial applications, we also introduce a novel procedure to produce
covert, durable anti-counterfeiting labels with practically unlimited encoding capacity from small
sets of uniquely encoded particles.

2.2 - Microparticle synthesis and encoding motif
We generate unique particle barcodes by micropatterning spectrally distinct upconversion
nanocrystals (UCNs). This intuitive coding motif scales exponentially as Cs for asymmetric
particles (Figure A 1.14) and Cs/2 for symmetric particles (Figure 2. 1C), where C is the number of
distinguishable spectral signatures (UCN 'colors') and S is the number of spatial features
(microparticle 'stripes'). Thus, a modest number of colors may be coupled with a similarly modest
number of stripes to yield considerable encoding capacities that scale rapidly with incremental
changes to either quantity. To implement this approach, we use a versatile, high-performance stop33

flow lithography (SFL) technique for synthesizing chemically anisotropic particles (3,20-21). In a
semicontinuous process, multiple coflowing laminar streams - each containing a single optically
active UCN moiety or probe molecule - are convected into a microchannel formed from either
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or a non-swelling polymer for use with organic solvents (22),
stopped, and photopolymerized in place via mask-patterned ultraviolet light (365 nm) to form
barcoded particles at a rate of 18,000 particles/hr, which are then displaced when flow resumes
(Figure 2.1A). This reported synthesis rate (~104 particles/hr) is by no means limiting.
Hydrodynamic flow focusing has been used to increase the synthesis rate for similar particles to
over 105 particles/hr (35). The synthesis platform may also be constructed using commercial offthe-shelf parts and free-standing optics for under $3K USD, a price that includes a highperformance CCD detector (Figure A1.13). Parallelization in an industrial setting, with no further
optimization, could readily increase the facility-scale synthesis throughput by orders of magnitude
to meet industrial demand. While this spatial-spectral motif is described in recent literature, other
implementations utilize exotic materials or synthesis setups that do not permit scalable
parallelization, giving rise to challenging processing requirements, restricted synthesis throughput
and poor decoding robustness (4-5,7-10).
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Figure 2.1 1Synthesis of encoded particles via stop-flow lithography. (A) Multiple co-flows of
prepolymer solution (PEGDA or PUA) with UCNs were photopolymerized in a PDMS channel
via illumination with photomask-patterned UV light (365 nm) and collected for future use. (B)
Hydrophobic UCNs are physically entrained in the tightly cross-linked PUA matrix. (C)
Luminescence images of encoded PUA particles. (D) Acrylated UCNs covalently incorporated
into the mesoporous PEGDA matrix. (E) Incorporation of acrylated miRNA probes during flow
lithography for bioassay application. Mesoporous matrix allows diffusion of large (>10 nm)
biomolecules through the matrix. (F) Labeling of hydrogel particles after incubation with miRNA
targets using a biotinylated universal adapter sequence and streptavidin-phycoerythrin (SA-PE).
(G) Luminescence images of encoded PEGDA hydrogel particles after miRNA bioassay.
(excitation: 1W 980 nm NIR diode laser)
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2.3 - Embedding and spectral tuning of rare-earth UCNs
Rare-earth UCNs, an emerging class of bright anti-Stokes emitters with tunable spectral properties,
enable our architecture to thrive in non-ideal industrial settings (23-28). Individual UCNs absorb
continuous-wave (CW) near-infrared (NIR) light at a single wavelength and emit in multiple
narrow bands of the visible spectrum (25-26). Large anti-Stokes shifts reduce spectral interference
from sample autofluorescence and lead to enhanced decoding signal-to-noise ratios (23-26). In
contrast to M-Ink or quantum dots, these benefits persist even in the presence of obscurants or a
complex, reflective background. Tuning of emission intensities in multiple bands by adjusting
relative stoichiometries of lanthanide dopants permits ratiometrically unique spectral encoding, in
which the ratio of integrated intensities in 2 or more bands serves as the code, rather than absolute
intensity (26,28). External standards (as with porous silicon crystals), precise dye loading (as with
quantum dots and Luminex), sensitive instrumentation (as with M-Ink) and extensive calibration
thus become unnecessary for precision readout, paving the way for unsophisticated CCD-based
decoding tools (4,12-17,19).
Figure 2.1 illustrates integration of UCNs into physicochemically distinct microparticles
by rationally specifying UCN nanostructure and surface chemistry. We explored two different
particle chemistries -- hydrophobic polyurethane acrylate (PUA) (Figure 2. 1B-C) for thermal and
chemical resistance and hydrophilic polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) (Figure 2. 1D-G) for
biocompatibility and mesoscale pores that permit diffusion of large biological macromolecules
(29). For the more densely crosslinked PUA particles, we reasoned that hydrophobic UCN surface
chemistry and large, rod-like UCN nanostructure would enable homogeneous and irreversible
physical entrainment (30). Integration with PEGDA particles, in contrast, requires hydrophilic
surface chemistry with a UV-active functional group for tight covalent incorporation. We
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synthesized long (>250 nm in length), high aspect ratio UCNs coated in oleic acid via a scalable
batch hydrothermal route (Figure Al.1-2, see Methods for details) (23). These UCNs are readily
dispersed in a blend of PUA monomer and photoinitiator for use in SFL synthesis. Hydrophilic
UCNs were formed by sequential oxidation and partial acrylation of the oleic acid ligands,
enabling excellent dispersion in PEGDA premixes while permitting UV-mediated crosslinking to
inhibit leaching (Figure A1.3, see Appendix 1 for surface chemistry modification protocol) (27).
Images taken under 1W 980 nm CW laser illumination demonstrate successful incorporation of
UCNs into SFL-synthesized microparticles with markedly different physicochemical properties
(Figure 2.1C [PUA] and 2.1G [PEGDA]).
We synthesized a palette of 9 spectrally distinct UCNs by adjusting the relative
stoichiometries of the lanthanide ions Yb 3,, Er 3+ and Tm 3, in the UCN reaction premix, resulting
in narrow emission bands centered at 470 (blue), 550 (green) and 650 nm (red) (Figure 2.2A)
(26,28). Importantly, lanthanide dopant stoichiometries have little bearing on UCN nanostructure
and surface chemistry (23-26), decoupling control of the encoding method from particle chemistry,
and hence, material properties. Increasing Yb 3+ doping in the presence of light Er3, co-doping led
to consistent increases in red/green intensity ratios (Figure 2.2B,). Decreasing the Er/Tm ratio in
Yb-Er-Tm co-doped UCNs led to increases in blue/green intensity ratios (dopant concentrations
summarized in Table Al.1). The result of this strategy is an initial set of 9 bright, ratiometrically
unique UCNs, excited at the same NIR wavelength, that may be distinguished readily by the naked
eye (Figure 2.2A). By embedding different UCNs within barcoded microparticles consisting of up
to 6 stripes, an encoding capacity of greater than 1 million is easily achieved (Figure 2. 1C, 2. 1G
and Figure Al.14). To augment encoding capacity, the palette of spectrally distinct UCNs may be
further expanded by adjusting Yb-Er-Tm ratios with negligible impact on the decoding error rate.
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Moreover, particles with an additional stripe would boost encoding capacities to over 10 million,
while requiring little more than an additional input port on the microfluidic synthesis device.
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Figure 2.2 1 Spectral characterization of UCNs. (A) Luminescence images of UCN 1-9
suspensions in cyclohexane upon 980 nm NIR excitation. (B) Ratiometrically unique upconversion
emission spectra produced by varying dopant concentrations. (C) Overlay of UCN emission
spectrum with CCD spectral response (Nikon D200) for output RGB prediction. (D) Overlay of
normalized emission spectra for 3 batches of UCN7. (E) RGB scatter plots for encoded particles
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indicating particle-to-particle spectral reproducibility. Ellipses around each color cluster represent
three, four and five-sigma contours obtained by fitting a Gaussian mixture model (n=50).

2.4 - Characterization of UCN-encoded microparticles
Spectral reproducibility is the critical link between large, scalable encoding capacities and
exceptional decoding robustness. In suspension, we observed dramatic insensitivity of the UCN
upconversion emission spectra to batch-to-batch synthesis variations (Figure 2.2D, n=3), surface
chemistry and chemical environment (Figure A1.7). We synthesized barcoded PEGDA (UCNs 35 and 7) and PUA (UCNs 1, 2, 6, 8 and 9) particles and acquired images with a digital camera and
microscope objective under NIR illumination (see Methods for details). We fit scatter plots of R
vs. G and G vs. B values for individual stripes to a Gaussian mixture model (Figure 2.2E), and
observed an average coefficient of variation of 2% (Table A1.2), indicating outstanding particleto-particle reproducibility for a single round of SFL synthesis. In addition, error ellipses are nonoverlapping to better than 6 sigma, indicating that decoding error rates of less than 1 ppb are to be
expected (Figure 2.2E). Multiple independent rounds of SFL synthesis exhibit superlative particle
uniformity (Figure A1.9 and Table A 1.4). Particles are immune to photobleaching (11); no change
in emission intensity was observed over 20 minutes of continuous NIR excitation at 10 3 W/cm 2
(Figure A1.6), and emission intensity was constant over the course of at least a month (Figure
A1.3). Strikingly, when we convolved the upconversion emission spectrum of UCNs in solution
with the spectral response curves of our Nikon D200 camera, RGB values predicted from
convolution tightly matched the centroids of those measured experimentally, independent of
particle chemistry (Figure A1.5 and Table A1.3). The ability to broadly predict decoding results
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from UCN spectra provides a framework for rapid, confident code set generation, conferring
significant advantages over other architectures' laborious and lengthy design processes (4-8,1019).

2.5 - Demonstration of surface encoding
To demonstrate this architecture's extraordinary flexibility and practical utility, we introduce a
novel, covert labeling method with virtually unlimited encoding capacity, designed to withstand
the extreme conditions of plastics manufacturing, such as high-temperature casting and lamination.
In this context, either a representative population of particles covers a large portion of the packaged
surface, or an individual code consisting of a sequence of multiple particles is placed at a welldefined location on the packaging. While this method is capable of both techniques, the latter is
presented here. Multiple uniquely encoded PUA particles were suspended in a PUA prepolymer
mix, laminated onto or embedded within the surface of an object and hardened in place via
exposure to UV light, a common post-processing step in industrial packaging (31). By reading out
the sequence of particles on the surface, the object's identity is uniquely encoded with an encoding
capacity of (CS)N for asymmetric particles and (CS/2)N for symmetric particles, where N is the
number of particles deposited. Randomly embedding 10 particles from a set of just 1000 unique
asymmetric particles yields an encoding capacity of ~(1000)10, or 1030, enough to uniquely barcode
every manufactured product on Earth. Application of this technique to anti-counterfeiting of
pharmaceutical packaging is illustrated in Figure 2.3A (see Methods for surface encoding
protocol). Despite the complex background of the blister pack surface, all decoded spectra fell
within 5 sigma of the training centroids (Figure 2.3C). Remarkably, PUA-based RGB training data
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are not required, as shown by successful use of PEGDA-based training data for UCNs 3-5 and 7
(Figure 2.2E). PUA particles and the surrounding laminate have identical refractive indices,
rendering them invisible unless illuminated with the proper NIR source (Figure 2.4). These
particles withstand exposure to high-temperature casting up to 2600 C in molten plastics as
ubiquitous as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) with no impact on decoding, unlocking
applications where durable, embedded barcodes are of use (Figure Al.10). Particles are also
insensitive to repetitive illumination and ambient light, a distinct advantage over fluorescently
labeled particles, which must be stored in the dark (5,17). A survey of remaining technical risks
might lead one to suspect the need for dense packing of particles and the accompanying accuracy
tradeoff due to the potential for particle overlap. However, the small number of particles required
eliminates this challenge. For instance, for the deposition of 10 particles with dimensions of -250
x 70 microns and a field of view of roughly 10 mm (20X magnification), inter-particle spacing of
300-500 microns at maximum would be needed to provide a comfortable buffer at the edges of the
field. In comparison, low-end consumer inkjet printers can reliably space individual dots of ink at
300 dots-per-inch, or one dot every 80 microns, rendering accurate particle deposition a trivial
obstacle to practical success.
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,limb,

calling using Red-Green (RG) scatter plots for multiplexed bioassay (black) and multi-particle
encoding of pharmaceutical blister pack (red). Ellipses represent five-sigma contours obtained
from separate training data. (excitation: 1W 980 nm NIR diode laser)
Notably, decoding is not limited to microscope-based instrumentation. Figure 2.4
illustrates image acquisition with a portable apparatus consisting of an Apple iPhone 4S and 20x
objective. Images are shown in Figure 2.4 to demonstrate applicability of this method over a range
of complex substrates, including pharmaceutical packaging, paper currency, credit cards, curved
ceramic objects, reproduced artwork, and high-temperature cast polystyrene. Implementation of
quantitative decoding with this portable apparatus would be straightforward, as the central
components (CCD detector + magnification) are identical to those of the microscope-based
apparatus.
portable decoder

blister pack

currency

credit card

3D ceramics

art work

high T cast

-SMM

Figure 2.4 1Imaging of encoded particles with portable decoder in challenging settings. (top)
Image acquisition using portable decoder (Apple iPhone 4S, 20x objective). (middle) Acquired
image upon exposure to 1W 980 nm laser excitation and (bottom) in absence of NIR excitation,
demonstrating covert operation for (left to right) pharmaceutical blister packs, currency, credit
cards, curved ceramic objects, artwork, and high-temperature cast polystyrene objects.
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2.6 - Multiplexed microRNA detection
In addition to enabling new applications, this architecture expands the practical encoding capacity
of multiplexed bioassays beyond that of commercial kits by orders of magnitude (1-2). PEGDA
particles with distinct coding and bioassay regions were synthesized, with one set containing a
microRNA (miRNA) probe for miR210 and another containing a probe for miR221 (32-33) (see
Methods for details). The encoding region contains 5 stripes, yielding an encoding capacity on the
order of 10 5 , and miRNA probes were linked into the bioassay region at particle synthesis via a
previously described process (Figure 2. 1E) (32-33). Mixtures of the 2 sets of particles were added
to solutions containing 500 amol of miR210, miR221, both miR210 and 221 or no miRNA and
further processed to read out assay results (Figure 2. 1F-G) (32). The composite images shown in
Figure 2.3B and Figure A1.8 demonstrate successful multiplexed miRNA detection and that our
encoding strategy has negligible impact on the fluorescence intensity observed in the probe region,
which is an important criterion for quantifying biomolecule concentrations. RGB code values
tightly cluster to the training data centroids for errorless decoding (Figure 2.3C). In addition,
gadolinium doping of UCNs at 30 mol% yields encoded particles that may be readily manipulated
by an externally applied magnetic field (Figure A1.11-12). This is particularly advantageous for
applications which require enhanced mass transfer or efficient particle collection.

2.7 - Outlook
The exceptional performance of our architecture in practical settings represents a significant step
toward widespread use in challenging, high-value applications. The mere ability to tune particle
material properties without impacting encoding performance unlocks a vast potential for
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immediate in-line integration of encoded particles into complex manufacturing processes or even
consumer products. With modest expansion of the available color palette or number of stripes per
particle, for which no foreseeable impediment exists, single-particle encoding capacities will
skyrocket. We envision magnetic contact printing or modified inkjet methods giving rise to high
velocity, patterned deposition of multiple particles as a formidable industrial labeling tool.
Embedding particles into products at the time of manufacture via 3D printing or liquid casting may
also be a powerful anti-counterfeiting technique. This flexible architecture immensely expands the
scope of what is possible for encoded particles, promising to accelerate incorporation into a
broadening range of modem industrial processes.

2.8 - Methods
Materials
All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further purification. GdCl 3 -6H 20
(Aldrich, 99.9%), YCl 3 -6H 2 0 (Aldrich, 99.9%), YbCl 3-6H 20 (Aldrich, 99.9%), TmCl 3 -6H2 0
(Aldrich, 99.9%), NH4F (Aldrich, 99.9%), Oleic acid (Aldrich, Technical Grade, 90%),
poly(stylenesulfonate) (PSS, Aldrich, Mn=70,000), Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA,
Aldrich,

Mn

=

700),

2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone

(photoinitiator

(PI),

Aldrich),

poly(urethane) acrylate (PUA) (MINS-31 lRM, Minuta Tech), Polystyrene (Aldrich, Mw =
280,000), Polyethyleneterephthalate (Aldrich, Mw = 15,000), DNA Probes and target sequences
(IDT).

Synthesis of UCNs
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UCNs were synthesized as described previously (23). 3.0 mL of NaOH (0.6 g) solution was mixed
with 10 mL of ethanol and 10 mL of oleic acid under vigorous stirring. 2 mL of REC1 3 (0.2 M, RE
= Y, Yb, Er, Tm, Gd) and 2 mL of NH 4F (2 M) were then added dropwise into the mixture. The
solution was transferred to a 50 mL Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 200 'C for 2 h. The
autoclave was allowed to cool naturally to room temperature. Ethanol was used to collect the
precipitated products, which were then purified by centrifugation, washed several times with
ethanol and deionized water, and finally re-dispersed in cyclohexane.

Microfluidic device fabrication
Microfluidic

devices

were

fabricated

as

described

previously

(3,11).

Briefly,

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Coming) was mixed with a curing agent in a
10:1 ratio and degassed under vacuum for 30 min. Degassed PDMS was poured onto an SU-8
master mold and cured overnight at 65 'C. Channels were then cut out of the mold and bonded
with a glass slide coated with partially-cured PDMS in order to assure oxygen permeability. The
assembled devices were fully cured overnight at 65 'C. The dimensions of the PDMS channel are
300 pm in width and 36 pm in height.

Synthesis of UCN-integrated particles
PUA particles: PEG hydrogel particles were synthesized using stop-flow lithography (SFL) as
described previously (3,11). Briefly, photomasks were designed using AUTOCAD 2011 and
printed with a high-resolution printer at CAD Art Services (Bandon, OR). The mask was placed
in the field-stop of the microscope (Zeiss Axio Observer, Zeiss) before synthesis. The UCN46

containing monomer solution was composed of 150 mg of UCNs in 300 PL of PUA prepolymer
solution (90% [v/v] PUA (MINS-31IRM, Minuta Technology), 10% [v/v] Darocur 1173). The
microfluidic channel was loaded with the composite monomer solution, aligned on the microscope
stage, and subjected to a pressure-driven flow. In every synthesis cycle, monomer flow was halted
(350 ms) and particles were photo-polymerized in the device using UV light (Lumen 200, Prior
Scientific) filtered through a dichroic filter set (11000v3-UV, Chroma Technology Corp., 365 nm,
100 ms exposure time). The polymerized particles were then convected into a collection tube (500
ms). Synthesis occurred at a rate of -5 particles/s. PUA particles were rinsed 8 times with
ethanol/PEG200 (1I/1(v/v)) and stored in ethanol.
PEG hydrogel particles: UCN-containing monomer solution consisting of 45% [v/v] PEGDA
(Mn=700), 40% [v/v] UCNs (0.5mg/pL), 10% [v/v] PSS (Mn=70,000), and 5% [v/v] PI) was
loaded into the PDMS microfluidic device and synthesized using SFL as described above. After
synthesis, PEG particles were rinsed 3 times with XTET (lxTE with 0.05% (v/v) Tween 20).

Spectral properties of UCN-integrated particles
In order to ensure spectral consistency of UCN-integrated particles, we examined particle-toparticle variation of RGB pixel values and plotted histograms for 50 particles of each color (Figure
A1.2). The average coefficient of variation across all particles and UCN colors is 2%. We fit a
Gaussian mixture model to quantify RGB distribution and characterize a specific emission 'color'
for each particle. For each particle cluster, we show three, four, and five sigma contour ellipses
derived from this analysis. Our RGB scatter plot reveals that cluster overlap occurs only past six
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standard deviations from the mean, implying an expected error rate of less than 1 part per billion
(ppb).

Surface encoding protocol
UCN-integrated PUA particles were dispersed in a laminating solution composed of PUA and PI
in a 9:1 (v/v) ratio. 5 ptL of the particle-containing laminating solution was then drop-cast onto the
substrate and photo-polymerized for 30 seconds with a hand-held 365 nm UV lamp. 1W 980 nm
NIR laser was used to excite the labeled substrates, and luminescence images were taken using the
customized portable decoder.

Multiplexed miRNA bioassay
The assay was conducted as described previously (32-33). Reactions were carried out in a final
volume of 50 pL inside a 0.65 mL Eppendorf tube. Each reaction contained a total of 75 particles
(25 particles of each type: (standard mir221, spectrally-encoded mir221, spectrally-encoded
mir2 10)). Target incubations were carried out in microRNA hybridization buffer for 90 minutes at
55 0C using a thermoshaker (Benchmark, 1500 RPM). Post-incubation, particles were rinsed with
three 500 pl volumes of microRNA RB using centrifugation. After each rinse, supernatant was
manually aspirated, leaving 50 pL of solution & particles in the reaction tube. 235 pL of a ligation
mastermix that was prepared using 100 pL loX NEB2 (New England Bio), 900 IL TET, 800
U/mL T4 DNA ligase (New England Bio), 40 nM biotinylated universal linker sequence (IDT),
and 250 nM ATP (New England Bio) was then added to the reaction for a 30 minute incubation at
21.5 'C and 1500 RPM. Particles were rinsed thrice more using microRNA RB and incubated with
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streptavidin-phycoerythrin (Life Technologies) at a final concentration of 2 pg/mL for 45 minutes
at 21.5 'C and 1500 RPM. After three more rinses with microRNA RB, particles were exchanged
into PTET for imaging.
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Chapter 3 - Molecular rotors for fast, universal
quantitation of nanoscale hydrophobic interfaces in
microplate format

Hydrophobic self-assembly pairs diverse chemical precursors and simple formulation processes to
access a vast array of functional colloids. Exploration of this design space, however, is stymied by
lack of broadly general, high-throughput colloid characterization tools. Here, we show that a
narrow structural subset of fluorescent, zwitterionic molecular rotors - dialkylaminostilbazolium
sulfonates [DASS] with intermediate-length alkyl tails - fills this major analytical void by
quantitatively sensing hydrophobic interfaces in microplate format. DASS dyes supersede existing
interfacial probes by avoiding off-target fluorogenic interactions and dye aggregation while
preserving hydrophobic partitioning strength. To illustrate the generality of this approach, we
demonstrate: (i) the first microplate-based technique for measuring mass concentration of small
(20-200 nm), dilute (sub-microgram sensitivity) drug delivery nanoparticles; (ii) elimination of
particle size, surfactant chemistry, and throughput constraints on quantifying the complex
surfactant/metal oxide adsorption isotherms critical for environmental remediation and enhanced
oil recovery; and (iii) more reliable self-assembly onset quantitation for chemically and
structurally distinct amphiphiles. These new methods could streamline the development of
nanotechnologies for a broad range of applications.
*This work has been submittedfor publicationby P. W. Bisso et al, Nature Nanotechnology 2017.
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3.1 - Introduction
Aggregation of hydrophobic domains is a key driving force for supramolecular selfassembly in water. Using simple processes (e.g., solvent exchange) and modular building blocks
(e.g., polymers, surfactants, lipids), a virtually infinite library of small, functional structures with
,

hydrophobic character may be formulated. These colloids are widely used: in drug delivery" 2

engineering of advanced materials 3, detergency and emulsification 4' 5 , enhanced oil recovery6,
environmental remediation 7 , and microdroplet arrays 8,9 . Recent progress in high-throughput
functional assays notwithstanding' 0 "1, efficient screening of such colloids for basic quantitative
properties (e.g., concentration, adsorption behavior, self-assembly onset) remains elusive, as: (1)
building blocks are typically chemically diverse and optically inactive; (2) formulations routinely
combine multiple building blocks with 'contaminants' like salts, surfactants, solvents, and guest
payloads; and (3) the entities formed span a wide range of sizes (1-1000 nm). This physicochemical
variety stymies existing analytical techniques like mass spectrometry, electron microscopy,
chromatography, NMR, Raman spectroscopy, and scintillation counters, which are timeconsuming

or

constrained

to

specific

chemistries6 , 2" 3' 14,1.

Common

nanotechnology

instrumentation (e.g., light scattering, resistive pulse sensing, atomic force probes) are lowthroughput, require major assumptions about particle shape and/or interactions with light, or are
limited by strict preparation conditions 1,16. Spectrophotometry enables high-throughput,
automation-friendly microplate measurements, yet only applies in the uncommon scenario that
building blocks are optically active'. Chemical derivatization of building blocks to engender
optical activity or noncovalent incorporation of 'model' fluorescent guests during self-assembly
are intuitive next steps, yet both disturb interfacial functionality

7 8

1 . Absent a rapid and broadly

applicable methodology, multiple analytical tools must be carefully selected and validated, and
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occasionally created, for each set of formulations; alternatively, formulation designs are artificially
truncated to match available toolsets.
As a solution, we employ fluorogenic, surfactant-like molecular rotors 19 to sense
hydrophobic interfaces using a microplate reader, without regard to interfacial chemistry, colloid
size and structure, or common 'contaminants'. Among the diverse set of colloids assembled via
hydrophobic interactions, a hydrophobic interface is the singular commonality 20 . Specific
detection of these interfaces thus uniquely enables broad generality; optical readout in microplate
format provides for accessible, high-throughput screening. The measurement methodology is
simple, reducing barriers to adoption: add dye to sample, mix, and measure fluorescence emission
at a single wavelength. Adding probes just prior to measurement on a sample aliquot, rather than
during self-assembly, preserves pristine interfacial properties for functional screens. Low limits of
quantitation allow simple batch-to-batch measuring of concentration or monitoring of quality on
small aliquots prior to use.
We use this methodology to derive quantitative information from colloids in challenging
scenarios. With accurate measurements of critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) spanning >5
orders of magnitude (0.01 - 350 mM) and significant interfacial diversity, we surpass both the
versatility and speed of leading CMC probes13, 2 1,22,23 . We demonstrate the first microplate-based

technique for quantifying mass concentration for dilute (< 100 ptg/mL) nanoparticles, with limits
of detection from -10-1000 ng, no lower particle size limit and tight reproducibility even in the
presence of realistic additives. Remarkably, we show the ability to quantitatively reconstruct
surfactant adsorption isotherms on silica - notoriously challenging interfaces, of pressing interest
6 24
in environmental remediation and enhanced oil recovery, where other fluorophores fail , _

reducing analysis times by orders of magnitude and dramatically expanding the range of testable
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surfactant chemistries . Finally, we show that these exceptional properties are selectively delivered
by a narrow range of fluorophore structures; one member within this range (C6) is commercially
available25 26

3.2 - Fluorescent Dye Family: Selection and Characterization
Many fluorophores exhibit high-contrast optical changes upon partitioning to hydrophobic
,

interfaces 27 . However, spectral complexity (e.g., pyrene) precludes use of standard plate readers1 3

and poorly controlled dye-dye aggregation or other off-target interactions severely constrain
, . We
commonly used dyes' (e.g., pyrene, Nile red) generality as screening probes 2 ,3 21 22 23
overcome these limitations by methodically evaluating a family of dyes used as cell membrane
voltage sensors 28 and protein quantification aids 25 : the dialkyl aminostilbazolium sulfonates
(DASS) (Figure 3.1a). Each DASS dye consists of a molecular rotor-type chromophore with
hydrophobic tails and a zwitterionic head. Molecular rotors dissipate absorbed photons via
conformational

changes

in

polar

solvents,

while

nonpolar

or

rotationally

hindered

microenvironments favor emissive pathways (Figure 3.1b)19, 28,29. The aminostilbazolium rotor
was selected for its unstructured visible emission spectrum, >2 order-of-magnitude quantum yield
enhancement when partitioned within a hydrophobic interface, and lack of extraneous functional
groups (Figure 3.1a,b, Figure A2.9). Dialkyl tail lengths were varied from 1-12 carbons to tune the
strength of hydrophobic interactions at colloidal interfaces while minimizing off-target
interactions (dye/dye, dye/building block) 30' 3 1. We reasoned that a constitutively zwitterionic head

would bolster solubility and mitigate the problematic dye aggregation and off-target electrostatic
interactions that plague nonionic and monoionic dyes, respectively.
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Figure 3.11 Spectral properties and interfacial localization of DASS molecular rotors. a,
Molecular structure of as-synthesized dyes. b, Schematic showing how dye molecules dissipate
absorbed photons via emissive pathways when partitioned to a hydrophobic interface, and via
nonradiative rotational motion in solution. Absorbance (dot-dashed grey curve) and fluorescence
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j

emission curves (excitation: 485 nm) for 10 pM C6 in the presence of surfactant micelles (150
mM DPC, red curve) and monomers (1.5 mM DPC, black dashed curve). c, Fluorescence
emission spectra showing large intensity enhancements for dyes in a broad variety of micellar
surfactant solutions (lOX CMC, solid curves) over monomeric surfactant solutions (0.IX CMC,
dashed curves), regardless of dye alkyl tail length. The cationic C6B dye fails to achieve broad
generality due to fluorogenic interactions with sodium cholate monomers (arrow). d, Confocal
fluorescence images of C6 in surfactant-stabilized dodecane-in-water emulsions illustrate
interfacial localization of fluorescent dye molecules. e, Fluorescence emission spectra for the CI
dye exhibit a red-edge excitation shift in lOX CMC sodium cholate solution, but not in 2-ethyl-Ihexanol or water, indicating interfacial localization within surfactant micelles. f, Emission peak
shift magnitudes (excitation at 520 nm vs. excitation at 420 nm) for all zwitterionic DASS dyes
in a variety of micellar surfactant solutions (solid curves) and pure solvents (dashed curves); all
dyes report greater solvent ordering (higher shift magnitude) in micellar solutions over pure
solvents, indicative of an interfacial chromophore localization in micellar solution.

DASS dyes were synthesized via established methods3 2 ; purity and structure were validated
using 'H NMR, 1 3 C NMR and LC/MS (Figures A2.1-7). Each dye was subjected to rigorous
photophysical characterization, with the intent of establishing: (1) specificity of fluorescent
responses for hydrophobic interfaces; (2) suitability of fluorescent responses for use in a plate
reader; and (3) how varying head or tail structure impacts the common chromophore's spectral
properties.
To establish specificity for hydrophobic interfaces, we exposed dyes to surfactant solutions
in monomeric (0.1X CMC) and micellar states (lOX CMC). For surfactants with a broad range of
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physicochemical properties (linear anionic, facial anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, and nonionic), all
zwitterionic dyes fluoresced weakly in monomeric solutions and intensely in micellar solutions
(Figure 3.1b,c). Fluorescence intensity enhancements ranged from 10-500 fold, with quantum
yields approaching 80% in certain cases, comparable to best-in-class probes (Figures A2.8-9).
Longer alkyl tails generally provided for brighter fluorescence in micellar solutions. As with most
monoionic dyes, the cationic C6B - C6 minus a sulfonate - exhibited strong fluorogenic
interactions below the CMC (Figure 3. 1c). Although ground state spectra show dye-dye and dyemonomer interactions for C6 - C12 at 10 pM in monomeric solutions (Figure A2.10), erroneous
or erratic fluorogenic signals similar to those which hamper Nile Red1 3 were not observed. Instead,
these interactions uniformly suppressed fluorescence in monomeric solutions, likely via formation
of H-aggregates

33 , boosting

contrast between monomeric anid micellar solutions (Figure A2.8).

Specificity for hydrophobic interfaces demands interfacial localization for the probes29 . In
dodecane/water emulsions stabilized with surfactants below the CMC, C6 illuminates the
interface, but not the dodecane bulk. Above the CMC, strong fluorescence is evident in the
continuous phase, consistent with anchoring at the micellar interface (Figure 3.1d). Pronounced
red-edge excitation shifts of 3-30 nm were observed for all dyes in micellar solutions but not in
pure solvents: an unambiguous sign that ordered water molecules at the micellar interface are in
close proximity to the chromophore 34 (Figure 3. le,f). Lastly, Raman scattering from dilute C6 on
bare and surfactant-preadsorbed silver colloids is consistent with tails-on dye anchoring at the
admicellar interface (Figures A2. 11-12)31
Beyond specificity of response, screening tools require bright fluorescence and high
contrast to minimize sample volumes, allow microplate-based analysis, and limit the impact of dye
concentration on systems under study. Unstructured visible excitation (-485 nm) and emission
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(-590 nm) with a large Stokes shift (>100 nm) enable use with plate readers bearing standard
sources, detectors, and optical filters (Figure 3.lb,e). High quantum yields allow the use of low
dye concentrations, here 1 pM. Measuring changes in fluorescence intensity, as opposed to
emission peak shifts (i.e., solvatochromism), allows a single intensity measurement to provide
equivalent information content with >10-fold shorter measurement time. Although DASS dyes do
exhibit solvatochromism, peak shifts are of limited magnitude (<50 nm) and predictable, with
.

hypsochromic (blue) shifts occurring in the presence of anionic surfactants (Figure 3.1 e) 30

To isolate the effect of interfacial anchoring strength on dye performance, we evaluated
how solvent viscosity and polarity impact the spectral properties of each dye. As is typical of
molecular rotors, increasing solvent viscosity at constant dielectric constant yields brighter
fluorescence for all well-solubilized dyes; a 5-fold increase in intensity in glycerol compared to
ethylene glycol (Figure A2.13)19,28. Also, as previously reported for C4, all dyes exhibited
symmetrical solvatochromism and increasing Stokes shifts with increasing solvent polarity
(Figures A2.14-15)28,36. Dyes from C2 - C12 behaved in nearly identical fashion in pure solvents,
indicating that alkyl tail length has no intrinsic impact on chromophore behavior; any differences
observed must therefore be due to variations in intermolecular interactions or interfacial anchoring
of the dye.
In the applications that follow, we report results for the C6 molecule exclusively. C6 fell
within a narrow structural range (along with C4 and C8) that functioned with remarkable
quantitative accuracy for all hydrophobic interfaces under consideration: self-assembled polymer
nanoparticles, silica-adsorbed surfactant, and surfactant micelles. In addition, C6 is poised at the
onset of dye-dye and dye-building block interactions, balancing excellent quantum yields (2050%) and fluorescence enhancements (20-200 fold) with strong interfacial anchoring and trivial
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off-target interactions, achieving reliable screening across a broad swath of common chemistries.
The dye is also commercially available as NanoOrange® from Thermo Fisher, making broad
adoption quickly achievable.

3.3 - Onset of Self-Assembly
To demonstrate the versatility and practicality of this approach, we use C6 to accurately measure
CMCs across >5 orders of magnitude (-0.01 - 350 mM) in microplate format. The 14 surfactants
investigated span a range of ionic character (anionic, cationic, zwitterionic, nonionic). head
(ethoxy, ionic, facial) and tail structures (alkyl aromatic, alkyl, facial), and tail lengths (8 - 16
carbons). Compared with other fluorophores (Table 3.1)12,13.21,2223,37, C6 showed compatibility
with all surfactants, exhibited no off-target interactions, and maintained simple spectral properties.
By requiring one intensity value per well (Figures 3.2a,b), as opposed to a full emission spectrum,
throughput is maximized. In addition, measured values fell within 10% of literature values for all
surfactants but one (Figures 3.2c,d): sodium octyl sulfate, with 18% error (Figure A2.16). This
compares well with recent literature, where errors of >100% or outright failure are not uncommon.
Surfactant-polyelectrolyte complexation and colloidal assemblies of mixed ionic surfactants were
also readily detected (Figure A2.17-19).
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Figure 3.2 I C6 accurately quantifies surfactant CMC using a plate reader. a, Fluorescence
intensity-based CMC calculation method. Contrary to all other reported intensity-based dyes,
which measure departure from background fluorescence, C6 yields accurate CMC measurements
by the intersection of a linear fit to the ascending portion of the intensity curve with the
saturation fluorescence value. Excitation wavelength is 485 nm for all surfactants; emission
wavelength is 560 for the bile salts and 590 nm for all other surfactants. Lines drawn manually as
a visualization aid only. b, Fluorescence intensity curves (normalized to each curve's saturation
value) vs. surfactant concentration (normalized to literature CMC values) exhibit exceptional
overlap, indicating the reliability of C6 for use as a CMC sensor across a broad swath of
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structurally and chemically diverse surfactant micelles. Lines connecting points are a
visualization aid only. c, CMC values measured with C6 are exceptionally accurate, to within
10% of consensus literature values regardless of surfactant chemistry. Line drawn is a 45 degree
line. d, Percent error for CMC values measured with C6, calculated with respect to literature
values (Figure A2.16).

The novelty of our approach is reflected in the analytical method used to generate CMC
values from intensity-concentration curves (Figure 3.2a,b). Virtually all CMC-sensing dyes
described calculate accurate CMC values as the surfactant concentration at which fluorescence
intensity rises above background 12,13, 2 3. In contrast, C6 requires calculating the concentration at

which fluorescence intensity begins to plateau. This suggests differences in the mechanism of dye
partitioning to the micellar interface, and could be due to C6's delicate thermodynamic poise
between complex formation and strict solubility (Figure A2. 10).
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3.4 - Measuring Nanoparticle Mass Concentration
Extending the methodology to a pressing application which thrives on small particles and
diverse chemistries, we show that C6 accurately quantifies mass concentration across a broad
range of drug delivery nanoparticles. This will allow, for example, accurate normalization of
quantities used in dose-response curves, assessment of drug loading in combination with
measurements of payload concentrations, or monitoring of phenomena like dilution or enrichment
of nanoparticles. The method shows low limits of detection (< 1 tg LOD), broad colloid size range
(no lower limit) and high throughput (microplate format), without the incorporation of labels that
can alter physicochemical properties (Figure A2.20). In support of broad generality, we
successfully measured the concentrations of 26 suspensions of poly(styrene), COOH-modified
poly(styrene), poly(methyl methacrylate), poly(lactic-co-glycolic

acid), poly( caprolactone),

surfactant-adsorbed silica and liposomes with sizes from 20-200 nm (Figure A2.21). While
different formulations yield different fluorescence intensity vs. concentration curves (Figure 3.3a),
as expected given their varying interfacial properties, standard 5-parameter logistic regression
yielded excellent fitting. As with other high-throughput optical techniques, a standard curve is
required for each formulation. Standard curve reproducibility was superb, varying little between
multiple independent trials (Figure A2.22). Limits of detection ranged from -0.05- 10 p~g, and error
in determining concentration routinely averaged <5% across the dynamic range of the assay
(Figure 3.3b).
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-

200 nm) are extremely reproducible using C6. Error bars show standard

deviation, n = 3. Excitation at 485 nm, emission at 590 nm. All standard curves measured on 96well plate in a total volume of 250 ptL. b, Limits of detection (LOD)
deviations above the dye-only background
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defined as 3 standard

and limits of quantitation (LOQ)

-

defined as the

greater of (i) LOD and (ii) the point at which average concentration error drops below 10%

--

are

routinely < 1 microgram with C6. Average percent error, measured over at least 5 concentrations
spanning at least 1 order of magnitude, was less than 10% for all formulations tested - including
hydrophilic formulations made hydrophobic by surfactant adsorption. Individual dots represent
chemically identical formulations of differing average diameter. c, Average percent error in C6based concentration measurements for 100 nm PEG-PLA/PLGA drug delivery nanoparticles co-
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incubated with common contaminants, including small peptides, DNA, organic solvents and
small molecule cancer drugs. Percentages on x-axis are (w/w) with respect to the nanoparticle
mass. Error bars are standard deviations, n = 3. d, Schematic illustrating how C6 is used to
quantify nanoparticle retention following post-ultrafiltration through Amicon centrifugal
filtration units. e, C6-based quantification of nanoparticle retention by ultrafiltration columns of
varying molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) on the small, dilute particles difficult to track by eye
or using widely available laboratory instrumentation. Soft, deformable PCL particles are shown
to have poor retention by more porous membranes. Particle concentrations: 50 pg/mL PS and
PMMA and 5 pLg/mL PCL. PEG: poly(ethylene glycol); PLA: poly(lactic acid); PLGA:
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid); PCL: poly(caprolactone); PMMA: poly(methyl methacrylate); PS:
poly(styrene); CPC: cetylpyridinium chloride.

Because nanoparticles are rarely used in isolation and often contain colloidal stabilizers
and encapsulated payloads, performance of the method in the presence of such contaminants was
determined. SDS at 0.1 % (w/v) alters standard curves neasured in DI water, but sensitivity is not
diminished (Figure A2.23). C6-based quantitation is compatible with high surface density of
poly(ethylene glycol); an LOD of -500 ng was achieved for PEG-PLA/PLGA nanoparticles
(Figure A2.21). When common payloads, including cancer drugs of varying hydrophobicity, small
peptides, and oligonucleotides were spiked at up to 10% relative to the mass of PEG-PLA/PLGA,
concentration accuracy remained unaffected (Figure 3.3c). Non-trivial amounts of water-miscible
nanoprecipitation solvents like dimethyl sulfoxide and acetonitrile (1% v/v) also had negligible
impact (Figure 3.3c).
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While our technique is generally useful for high-throughput quantitation of interfacially
hydrophobic nanoparticles, it also fills an important analytical void for dilute or poorly scattering
(<50 nm diameter, organic) colloids. For example, centrifugal ultrafiltration of nanoparticles is
often used to purify self-assembled formulations of contaminants (Figure 3.3d). Nanoparticle
retention is typically verified visually or with DLS upon resuspension. These techniques have poor
sensitivity; visual checks fail for small and/or dilute particles, and DLS offers semi-quantitative
results with low throughput. By rapidly assessing subtle changes in concentration, the C6-based
method shows that ultrafiltration is able to quantitatively retain 25-nm poly(styrene) and
poly(methyl methacrylate) particles, regardless of membrane molecular weight cutoff (MWCO)
(Figure 3.3e). Dilute (5 pg/mL) 100-200 nm poly(caprolactone) particles, in contrast, were
retained by membranes with low MWCO; at higher MWCOs, these low-melting point, deformable
particles likely dissociated into individual 14 kDa polymer chains by membrane impaction (Figure
3.3e).
Despite the potential of the method, unlike radiolabeling, C6 cannot quantify particles in
biological samples, where cell membrane debris and proteins like albumin yield a C6-positive
signal. In addition, while limits of detection improve significantly upon optical techniques like
turbidity, they are 2-3 orders of magnitude greater than scattering-based techniques, laser-induced
breakdown and confocal microscopy 6 . However, this method is much faster than scattering-based
techniques, safer than radiolabeling, sufficiently sensitive for most screening applications, and
functional with commonly available equipment: a welcome addition to the nanotechnology toolkit.

3.5 - Rapid Generation of Surfactant Adsorption Isotherms
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Our methodology elicits the most dramatic improvements within the most challenging
interfacial environments. Ionic surfactant adsorption on colloidal metal oxides, important in
environmental remediation and enhanced oil recovery, occurs in the context of dense surfactant
packing38 ; patchy, non-uniform surfaces3940 ; and surface properties which vary drastically across
an isotherm. Quantification of adsorption has historically been subject to severe constraints on
testable surfactants and particle sizes due to reliance on centrifugal depletion (problematic with
small colloids) and finicky, low-throughput analytical techniques (e.g., total organic carbon or
.

disulfine blue partitioning) or optically active / derivatizable surfactants (Figures A2.24-25) 40

Other hydrophobic-partitioning fluorophores, including pyrene, do not respond quantitatively to
changes in surfactant adsorption38 41
- . We show that C6 can directly and quantitatively generate
complex, single-surfactant adsorption isotherms in microplate format, while simultaneously
reducing the surface area required by an order of magnitude (from 0.1 m 2 to 0.01 m2), and
eliminating both the need for a centrifugation step and restrictions on surfactant chemistry.
Conversion to specific adsorption (ptmolesim 2) requires just one depletion measurement per
isotherm, at or above the surfactant's CMC.
To compare our novel method to the gold standard, we measured adsorption isotherms of
dodecylpyridinium chloride on unmodified silica and SDS on APTES-modified silica using the
UV/vis absorbance-based depletion method as reference (Figures A2.26-27). In tandem, we
measured the fluorescence intensity of DASS dyes (Figure 3.4a). C6 directly reproduces the entire
four-region isotherm in both cases (Figure 3.4b,c). Remarkably, C6 fluorescence intensity is linear
with adsorbed surfactant quantity, rather than admicellar surface area (Figure 3.4b,c).
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Figure 3.4 IC6 quantitatively reproduces challenging surfactant adsorption isotherms and
Hofmeister trends on metal oxide NPs. a, Schematic illustrating adsorption isotherm and C6
measurement protocol. Sonication is a critical step for ensuring quantitative accuracy. b, C6
(black curve) quantitatively reproduces the 4-region adsorption isotherm of DPC on silica (1
mg/mL) as measured with the gold-standard UV-vis surfactant depletion method (red curve).
Error bars are standard deviation, n = 3. Inset is linear fit (red curve) to C6 fluorescence vs.
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amount DPC adsorbed (Figure A2.30). c, C6 (black curve) quantitatively reproduces the 4region adsorption isotherm of SDS on APTES-modified silica (1 mg/mL) as measured with a
form of the gold-standard surfactant depletion method utilizing a chemical derivatization step
(red curve). Error bars are standard deviation, n = 3. Inset is linear fit (red curve) to C6
fluorescence vs. amount SDS adsorbed (Figure A2.30). d, C6 accurately reproduces (i)
Hofmeister-series effects on the interaction between sodium cholate (0.2 mM) and APTESmodified silica (0.1 mg/mL) at pH 5; (ii) salting in of surfactant - seen as a decrease in
fluorescence intensity - below the colloidal isoelectric point; and (iii) specific interactions
between fluoride ions and protonated amines on the silica surface - seen as a strong decrease in
fluorescence intensity, violating the usual Hofmeister ordering of F- < Cl- < Br- < I. e, C6
accurately reproduces (i) lack of cationic Hofmeister-series effects on interactions between
cetylpyridinium chloride (0.03 mM) and unmodified silica (0.1 mg/mL) at pH 9 AND (ii) salting
out of surfactant - seen as an increase in fluorescence intensity - above the colloidal isoelectric
point.

To ensure proper dispersion of the colloid and to avoid aggregation at near-neutral zeta
potential, our technique requires sonication for accuracy. However, direct detection of
hydrophobic interfaces unlocks broad use of optically inactive surfactants. In addition, eliminating
centrifugal depletion expands the range of testable colloids to include small and/or neutrally
buoyant particles. Most importantly, microplate compatibility dramatically increases measurement
throughput and accessibility. Conceptually simple tests which nevertheless require meticulous
exploration of multiple isotherms can now be rapidly performed for multiple surfactant/colloid
pairs. For instance, C6 fluorescence yields the correct Cl- < Br- < I- Hofmeister ordering for
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screening strength between anionic surfactant and an amine-modified silica surface (Figure
3.4d,e) 42 . It also correctly shows marked displacement of adsorbed surfactant by specific
interactions between F- ions and surface-bound amines. The cation Hofneister series, as expected,
negligibly impacts adsorption behavior. Decreasing surfactant adsorption with increasing salt is
correctly observed below the isoelectric point, where surfactant-silica electrostatic interactions are
dominant 43; the opposite behavior is correctly observed above the isoelectric point, where
surfactant-surfactant repulsion opposes admicellar growth. Importantly, the results in Figures
3.4d,e were obtained using optically inactive sodium cholate and cationic surfactant at
concentrations too low to reliably assay with high-throughput optical methods (30 tM).
Notably, only dyes within a narrow window of alkyl tail lengths (from C4-C8) permit
accurate measurement of adsorption isotherms (Figure 3.5). Dyes with shorter alkyl tails fail to
produce fluorescence with cationic surfactants, whereas dyes with longer alkyl tail lengths and the
cationic C6B fail to provide quantitative accuracy in any scenario (Figure A2.29). Taken together
with measurements of dye adsorption on surfactant-preadsorbed silica (Figures A2.30-34), these
results conclusively rule out dependence of fluorescence on admicelle aggregation number or on
the dye-silica partition coefficient; instead, they hint at a novel dye insertion mechanism, mediated
by a delicate balance of hydrophobic interactions. Admicelle centrosymmetry throughout the
isotherms may enable this surprising linearity44
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Figure 3.5 IOnly DASS dyes within a narrow range of alkyl tail lengths exhibit the broadly
general reliability required for a useful screening tool. Fluorescence images of dyes in the
absence and presence of a variety of hydrophobic interfaces. All dyes regardless of alkyl tail
length produce a strong fluorescent signal in the presence of free-floating micelles. However, in
interfacially challenging scenarios, as with surfactant admicelles adsorbed on silica, only dyes
with 4 - 8 carbon alkyl tails deliver quantitative accuracy. Dyes with short alkyl tails, like CI,
fail to anchor strongly enough at the interface to produce reliable changes in fluorescence with
changing surfactant concentration. Dyes with long alkyl tails desorb from the colloidal surface
above the isoelectric point and undergo drastic decreases in fluorescence, indicating the onset of
unfavorable dye-monomer or dye-dye interactions that disrupt a quantitative reproduction of
surfactant adsorption isotherms.

3.6 - Conclusions
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Zwitterionic, surfactant-like molecular rotors (the dialkylamino stilbazolium sulfonates [DASS])
are shown to derive accurate quantitative information from colloidal hydrophobic interfaces in
microplate format. DASS rotors leverage a common mechanism - fluorogenic partitioning to
hydrophobic interfaces - to link relevant nanoscale descriptive properties with high-throughput
optical readout. They supersede existing probes by doing so reliably on standard plate readers,
with broadly general insensitivity to interfacial chemistry and minimal interference from routine
contaminants. Dialkyl tails of intermediate length and a zwitterionic head are shown to be critical
for maintaining both high performance and the presumption of broad generality required of a
universal screening tool. The commercially available C6 dye, in particular, outperforms existing
self-assembly onset probes by minimizing off-target interactions which lead to categorical failures;
CMCs were measured over 5 orders of magnitude and a vast swath of surfactant chemistries with
typical errors of <10% and no failures. Furthermore, C6 enables the first plate reader-based mass
concentration measurement technique for nanoparticles; the mass concentration of >20 nanoscale
drug delivery formulations to within 10% error under challenging conditions - small (-20 nm)
particles in dilute suspensions (can detect <1 pg) containing guest payloads and common
contaminants. C6 is also shown to fill a major analytical void in the complex interfacial
environment of surfactant-adsorbed silica, quantitatively reconstructing adsorption isotherms
while significantly expanding the range of colloids and surfactants amenable to high-throughput
analysis. Finally, evidence is presented suggesting that the unusually strong performance of C6
across a broad span of diverse interfaces is due to a delicate balance between interfacial anchoring
strength and hydrophobically-driven aggregation.

3.7 - Methods
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Dodecane-in-water emulsions. Emulsions were prepared using SDS-dodecane-C6-water or
DTAB-dodecane-C6-water mixtures. Surfactant concentrations (i) just below (-0.7X) or (ii) well
above (-4X) its critical micelle concentration (CMC) were used. For clarity, the CMC of SDS
was taken to be 8.1 mM, whereas the CMC of DTAB was taken to be 15.2 mM. To form the
emulsion, 10 pL of a 2 mM C6 dye solution in DMSO and 300 pL of dodecane were added to 1
mL of the surfactant solution and vortexed at 3000 rpm for 1 min. Emulsions were observed
under a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope with 555 nm laser excitation and a Texas Red
emission filter to determine the partitioning of fluorescent dye molecules between the continuous
aqueous phase (containing surfactant either below or above the CMC), the distributed oil phase,
and the interface between the two.
Red-edge excitation shift measurements. Red-edge excitation shift measurements were
performed on a Tecan SAFIRE plate reader using 2.5 nm excitation and emission bandwidths, as
opposed to the 12 nm bandwidth used for other measurements reported here. Emission peaks
were calculated from the data obtained by fitting the emission profile to a

2 nd

order polynomial in

the vicinity of the peak (50 nm bandwidth). R 2 values <0.95 for a fit, while rare, merited manual
verification of fitting and peak picking fidelity.
Polymer NP standard curves. Unweighted fluorescence intensity vs. nanoparticle mass
concentration data were fit to a 5-parameter logistic curve using the Origin 9.1 software. This
type of curve is appropriate for data containing two plateaus and an asymmetric sigmoidal
transition between them. Standard curves generated to assess limit of detection contain a plateau
at low nanoparticle concentration, where only small amounts of dye can bind, and a plateau at
high nanoparticle concentration, where dye binding (and hence, fluorescence) saturates. Limits
of detection were calculated as the intersection of 3 standard deviations above background (dye
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in the absence of nanoparticles) with the 5-parameter logistic curve. Limits of quantitation were
calculated as the greater of the following: (i) limit of detection and (ii) the concentration at which
average concentration errors dropped below 10%.
All data points were measured at 485 nm excitation, 590 nm emission on the Tecan SAFIRE
microplate reader. Polymer nanoparticle and liposome samples were measured in a 0.1% SDS,
10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 buffer. SiOH samples were measured in a 0.59 mM CPC solution and
SiNH2 samples were measured in a 1.2 mM sodium cholate, 10 mM acetate, pH 5 solution.
To assess percent error from calibration, a dataset not used in generating the fitted curve was
acquired, and the known concentration was compared to the concentration predicted by the
standard curve. Nanoparticle formulations at mass concentrations spanning two orders of
magnitude were incubated with 1 pM C6 dye, and average error was tabulated using

-10

such

points for each formulation.
Detecting polymer NPs in the presence of contaminants. PEG-PLA/PLGA nanoparticles
were incubated with varying amounts of common 'contaminants', such as small molecule
compounds used in drug delivery, solvents used in nanoprecipitation formulations, peptides and
oligonucleotides. Percent error was calculated by measuring the fluorescence of 25 tg PEGPLA/PLGA nanoparticles + contaminant in the presence of 1 pM C6 dye at 485 nm excitation,
590 nm emission, in a 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 buffer. Fluorescence intensity values were
compared to a PEG-PLA/PLGA standard curve to compute particle mass concentration values;
these values were then compared to the known concentration, and the difference was used to
determine percent error. N = 3 for all contaminants.
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Ultrafiltration of polymer NPs. Nanoparticle suspensions (50 ptg/mL for PS and PMMA and 5
pg/mL for PCL) in 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7 buffer were centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 15
min in Amicon ultrafiltration columns (EMD Millipore) of varying molecular weight cutoff
(MWCO). After centrifugation, the retentate was resuspended and brought up to its original
volume in the same 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7 buffer. The fluorescence intensity of this
suspension in the presence of 1 1 .M C6 was measured, and converted to a concentration through
comparison with a particle-specific standard curve. By comparing the post-centrifugation
measured concentration to the pre-centrifugation measured concentration, a %retention value (%
recovered in the top portion of the column) was calculated.
Adsorption isotherm 'gold standard'.
Measurement of DPC/SiOHadsorptionisotherms via depletion. 'Gold standard' DPC/SiOH

adsorption isotherms were measured via the depletion method. Briefly, varying amounts of DPC
were added to a suspension with a final composition of 5 mg/mL 100 nm SiOH NPs with 10 mM
Tris, pH 9. The solution was allowed to incubate at ambient temperature for 1 hour. NPs were
then centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 minutes to deplete the supernatant of NPs and any bound
DPC. The corrected absorbance (reference wavelength - 415 nm) of the supernatant at 258 nm,
the absorbance peak of DPC, was measured using a Tecan SAFIRE microplate reader and
converted to concentration through use of a standard curve. The difference between this value
and the concentration originally added is equivalent to the amount of DPC adsorbed onto the
nanoparticles.
Measurement of SDS/SiNH2 adsorption isotherms via depletion. 'Gold standard' SDS/SiNH2

were measured via a depletion method. Although SDS does not have a significant absorbance
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cross-section at wavelengths between 250-1000 nm, a spectrophotometric technique involving
the use of the SDS-binding cationic dye, Stains-All, has been previously described (Ref. 6, SI).
In our usage, varying amounts of SDS were added to a suspension with a final composition of 5
mg/mL 100 nm SiNH2 NPs with 10 mM acetate, pH 5. The solution was allowed to incubate at
ambient temperature for 1 hour. NPs were than centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 minutes to
deplete the supernatant of NPs and any bound SDS. Aliquots of the supernatants, diluted
appropriately to fall within the dynamic range of the assay (-0.2-20 p.M concentration), were
added to an aqueous solution with a final concentration of 90 pM Stains-All, 2.5% (v/v)
isopropanol, 5% (v/v) N,N-dimethylformamide. Absorbance was measured at 438 using a Tecan
SAFIRE microplate reader and converted to concentration through use of a standard curve. The
difference between this value and the concentration originally represents the amount of SDS
adsorbed onto the nanoparticles.
Fluorescence imaging of solutions in microcentrifuge tubes. Fluorescence images of dyesurfactant and dye-surfactant-nanoparticle solutions, as in Figure 3.4, were acquired using a
Perkin-Elmer Xenogen IVIS 200 system. Excitation occurred using a halogen lamp, filtered
using a bandpass filter with center wavelength of 499.7 nm and a 30.7 nm FWHM bandwidth.
Emissions were detected using a CCD detector after passing through a bandpass filter with center
wavelength of 559.9 nm and a 19.6 nm FWHM bandwidth.
Row 1: 1.5 mM DPC, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 2: 150 mM DPC, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 3: 3 mM DPC, 1 pM dye, 1 mg/mL SiNH2 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM acetate, pH 5.
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Row 4: 3 mM DPC, 1 pM dye, 1 mg/mL SiOH 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM Tris, pH 9.
Row 5: 0.8 mM SDS, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 6: 80 mM SDS, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 7: 3 mM SDS, 1 pM dye, 1 mg/mL SiOH 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM Tris, pH 9.
Row 8: 3 mM SDS, 1 p.M dye, 1 mg/mL SiNH2 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM acetate, pH 5.
Pairs of rows within a column were imaged under identical conditions. For instance, the images
in rows 1 and 2 in the C1 dye column were imaged identically, whereas rows 3 and 4 in the same
Cl dye column were imaged under different conditions than those of rows 1 and 2. Similarly,
rows 1 and 2 in the C6 dye column were imaged under different conditions from rows 1 and 2 in
the C1 dye column. This was done in order to more practically illustrate differences between
pairs of comparable samples.
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Chapter 4 - Synthetic Nanoparticles: Uptake by and
Impact on Ex Vivo Human Neutrophils
Neutrophils are the most abundant circulating leukocyte, the first point of contact between many
drug delivery formulations and human cells. Despite their prevalence and implication in a range
of immune functions, little is known about how human neutrophils interact with synthetic
particulates. Here, we describe how ex vivo human neutrophils respond to colloids which vary in
size and chemistry. In particular, we show that (i) particle uptake is rapid, typically plateauing
within 15 min, (ii) for a given particle chemistry, neutrophils preferentially take up larger particles
at the nanoscale, up to 200 nm in size, (iii) uptake of nanoscale poly(styrene) and liposomal
particles at concentrations up to 5 ptg/mL does not enhance apoptosis, activation or death, (iv)
particle-laden neutrophils retain the ability to degranulate normally in response to chemical
stimulation and (v) ingested particles reside in intracellular compartments that are not mobilized
during degranulation. Aside from the implications for design of intravenously delivered particulate
formulations in general, we expect these observations to be of particular use for targeting
nanoparticles to circulating neutrophils, their clearance site (bone marrow) or distal sites of active
inflammation.

The human neutrophill is uniquely poised at the locus of two pressing challenges in modern
medicine: (i) targeted therapeutic delivery to diseased tissue or cellular subsets 2 and (ii) precise,
powerful immunomodulation 3 . Generated and recycled in the bone marrow and abundant in both
human blood (representing 50-70% of circulating leukocytes) and organs like liver, spleen 4 and
lung 5, neutrophils are perhaps best known for their sentinel-like ability to home to sites of
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inflammation, attract adaptive immune cells, phagocytose foreign organisms and 'activate',
releasing granules containing a potent suite of immunomodulators, proteases, and biotoxins 67, . Far
from being a blunt antibacterial instrument, phenotypically distinct neutrophil subsets have also
been implicated in a wide range of inflammatory disorders (e.g. cancer, atherosclerosis, chronic
inflammation at biomaterial implants, rheumatoid arthritis, and other autoimmune diseases) and
.

normal immune functions (e.g. immunoregulation, wound healing, resolution of infection) 8

In the context of drug delivery, this combination of easy access in blood, natural capacity
for tissue homing, phenotypic plasticity, potency and abundance represents an exceptionally
attractive opportunity to (i) facilitate cellular uptake of encapsulated therapeutic payloads that (ii)
potentiate specific immune responses at (iii) precise locations within the body, whether distal sites
of inflammation or difficult-to-reach anatomical locations like bone marrow. Nevertheless, the
neutrophil has been largely ignored in the context of drug delivery, perhaps due to the challenges
of working with short-lived (half-life 1-5 days) 9'10, terminally differentiated and non-proliferating
primary cells. Recent work has (a) utilized neutrophils to deliver therapeutic-bearing nanoparticles
to tumors" and extravascular sites of inflammation 2 ; (b) modulated the behavior of activated
neutrophils with therapeutic nanoparticles to resolve active inflammation 13; or (c) studied the
influence of nanoscale particulate uptake on neutrophil behavior14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23.

Recent

delivery-focused studies have primarily leveraged murine models"-13,16,; however, mouse
neutrophils represent only 10-15% of circulating leukocytes and possess limited ability to
accurately reflect neutrophil behavior in humans 24 . The few studies which describe interactions of
ex vivo human neutrophils and colloidal-scale particles emphasize toxicology and particulates
isolated particulate formulations'
found in environmental pollutants 4" 9 , assess 14,1917,18,20

, or utilize

parameters (concentration, exposure time, materials, etc.) that fall outside the bounds of clinical
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relevance 15,21,22,23. A systematic approach to studying particulate-neutrophil interactions in the
context of drug delivery is lacking.
Here we take an initial step toward understanding the nature of interactions between
neutrophils and the nano- to micron-scale particles routinely used in drug delivery formulations.
In particular, we examine the impact of incubation time, size, particle chemistry, mass
concentration and the presence/absence of serum protein on particle internalization and neutrophil
phenotype. We find that particulates ranging in size from 20 nm to > 1 pm and spanning a variety
of chemistries at concentrations ranging up to 0.5 mg/mL are internalized rapidly (uptake plateaus
within 2 hours, in general) by ex vivo human neutrophils. The presence of human serum protein
drastically inhibits the uptake of certain particles, like poly(styrene) (PS) while enhancing uptake
of others, like poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). Interestingly, passive adsorption of human
serum albumin (HSA) to the surface of PLGA microparticles was found to enhance internalization
when compared to bare PLGA. At the concentrations tested here, no impact of particle
internalization on neutrophil viability, apoptosis or activation was observed. Importantly, particleladen cells degranulate normally upon activation, and particles remain inside the cell afterwards.
By using ex vivo human neutrophils and common materials like PS, PLGA, gold and lipidcholesterol liposomes, we aim to enable clinically oriented formulation designs that take neutrophil
behavior into account. With this information, drug delivery formulations could be designed to
better avoid uptake by circulating neutrophils. We also expect this data set to have implications
for the design of cell-based immunomodulatory therapeutics for disorders like cancer, autoimmune
diseases and atherosclerosis that do not require removing cells from the body; rather, a formulation
may be designed for rapid uptake by the blood neutrophils which initially encounter injected
particles. Subsequent to uptake, existing delivery motifs 25 (i.e. delayed release, triggered release,
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targeting of specific subcellular compartments) may be readily leveraged to modulate the function
of the neutrophil itself or 'hijack' the neutrophil to reach either distal sites of inflammation or the
otherwise cloistered bone marrow compartment, where neutrophils are ultimately recycled.

4.1 - Evaluation of neutrophil purity and phenotype by flow cytometry
Any isolation procedure that separates primary cells from the in vivo environment risks
altering cellular phenotype. Neutrophils, non-proliferative and primed to respond dramatically to
slight insults, are especially susceptible to rapid activation, apoptosis and/or cell death as a result
of improper handling. We selected a well-established 2 6 four-step isolation procedure from fresh
citrate-stabilized, room temperature buffy coats that involves: 1) Dextran sedimentation of red
blood cells (RBCs), 2) Slow pelleting to remove platelets, 3) Density gradient centrifugation to
remove lymphocytes and monocytes, and 4) Brief hypotonic lysis to remove residual RBCs.
Immediately following isolation, we stained cells to evaluate purity, viability, and phenotype by
flow cytometry (FC), as outlined in Table 4.1.
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+

+
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uses fluorescence-based Molecular

-

-

Thermo Fisher cell viability assay
Probes' to identify dead cells

Side scatter

Higher for granulocyte populations
than monocytes or lymphocytes -Hi
reflects the increased internal

Hi

Hi

complexity of granule-loaded cells.

Briefly, the characteristic separation of granulocytes from monocytes and lymphocytes
based on forward scatter vs. side scatter profile was used to gate the population of likely
granulocytes. Granulocytes, due to the greater internal complexity of their dense granule
compartments, exhibit higher side scatter than other leukocytes. Typical FC results show that 9095% of events consist of single granulocytes (Figure 4.la), with the rest consisting primarily of
residual monocytes or lymphocytes. The amine-reactive Live/Dead Aqua dead cell stain generates
an -50-fold increase in fluorescence in cells with compromised membrane integrity, and was
included to assess cell viability. Of FSC/SSC gated granulocytes, >99% experienced no loss of
membrane integrity due to isolation and preparation for FC analysis (Figure 4. lb).
To distinguish eosinophils, a known contaminant in our isolation procedure, we stained
cells with antibodies to the cell surface markers CD45 (a pan-leukocyte marker) and CD 16, (a lowaffinity IgG receptor). Neutrophils are CD45'CD16', whereas eosinophils are CD45 4 CD16-.
Plotting CD45 vs. CD16 intensity clearly shows two unique cell populations, of which -1.5% are
eosinophils and the rest are neutrophils (Figure 4.lc i and ii+iii, respectively). This 60:1 ratio
compares well with the typical relative abundance of neutrophils and eosinophils in human blood.
CD16, in particular, was selected from among several potential neutrophil-specific cell surface
receptors on the basis of previous reports describing CD16 shedding as a marker for neutrophil
apoptosis 27 . Setting a conservative gate to distinguish CDI1 6 hi from CD 610 states shows that -90%
of neutrophils are non-apoptotic post-isolation.
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Among non-apoptotic neutrophils, we also assessed activation with L-selectin (CD62L), a
.

cell surface receptor known to be rapidly shed from ex vivo neutrophils shortly after activation 28

To determine appropriate gating, we exposed neutrophils to various secretagogues (the
chemotactic bacterial peptide n-formyl-Met-Leu-Phe [fMLP], the calcium ionophore ionomycin
and the protein kinase C activator phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate [PMA]) 29 and measured CD62L
expression levels (Figure 4. 1d). The most potent stimulant, a combination of 1 pM ionomycin and
50 nM PMA, reduced mean CD62L surface expression levels by a factor of -25. We chose to set
our gate at a fluorescence level below which 99.9% of neutrophils co-stimulated by ionomycin
and PMA may be found (Figure 4.le). Based on this gating strategy, only -5% of non-apoptotic
neutrophils can be considered activated; however, they retain their ability to become activated, as
between 80-99.9% of neutrophils shed CD62L in the presence of known stimulants (Figure 4. If).
Taken together, these results indicate that our isolation protocol produces live, reasonably pure,
and predominantly non-apoptotic neutrophils, with minimal activation.
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Figure 4.1 1The ex vivo neutrophil isolation procedure leads to a reasonably pure neutrophil
population while minimizing apoptosis and activation. (a) Flow cytometry forward scatter vs.
side scatter profile for as-isolated neutrophils. Frequency of cells gated as granulocytes shown in
percent. (b) Results of dead cell staining for the granulocyte-gated population. Frequency of cells
gated as live shown in percent. (c) CD45 vs. CD16 expression in cells gated as live granulocytes.
Region (i) is thought to be eosinophils (CD45+CD16-), region (ii) is labeled as apoptotic
neutrophils

(CD45+CD1610),

and

region

(iii)

is

labeled

as

non-apoptotic

neutrophils

(CD45+CD16hi). Frequencies shown in percent. (d) CD62L expression is significantly higher in
untreated vs. stimulant-treated neutrophils, indicating that (i) the isolation procedure does not
activate neutrophils and (ii) the neutrophils retain their ability to become activated ex vivo. (e) FC
gating to distinguish between activated and non-activated neutrophils. Gate location is set at the
point of CD62L below which 99.9% of PMA+ionomycin stimulated neutrophils would fall. (f)
Percentage of cells called activated for each stimulant based on the gating strategy described in
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Figure 4.le. *** indicates p <0.0001. Error bars shown are standard deviations, n = 4 (with -10K
cells per repetition).

4.2 - Neutrophils Rapidly Internalize Nanoscale Particulates in the Absence of
Serum
To assess the capability of non-activated ex vivo neutrophils to ingest nanoscale
particulates, we exposed cells to fluorescently labeled nanoparticles (NPs) for various lengths of
time in serum-free cell culture media. After just a brief incubation (15 min), cells cultured with
dilute (1-5 pg/mL) poly(styrene) (PS) and liposomal particles exhibited 1-2 order of magnitude
increases in fluorescence via flow cytometry (Figure 4.2a-c). However, flow cytometry cannot
readily distinguish between uptake and cell surface association. To verify that NPs were actually
internalized, we imaged NP-laden neutrophils via confocal microscopy. Neutrophils were
distinguished from contaminant cells by the presence of a distinct polymorphonuclear appearance.
Figures 4.2a-c show z-stacked images of control (Figure 4.2a) and NP-incubated (Figures 4.2b,c)
neutrophils at 1 pm steps, stained for CDl lb after a 2 h incubation. In human neutrophils, CD1 lb
is expressed on both the exterior surface of the plasma membrane and three of the four key granule
subtypes (secretory vesicles, specific granules and gelatinase granules, but not azurophil
granules)

30.

Compared to the control, bright punctate staining with z-continuity throughout the

interior of the cell was observed for neutrophils incubated with 50 nm PS particles (Figure 4.2b).
This indicates that particles are indeed internalized by neutrophils and contained within
membrane-bound intracellular compartments. Neutrophils incubated with 200 nm unilamellar
liposomes showed similar intracellular dye localization, but with diffuse cytoplasmic fluorescence
that lacks the compartmentalization observed for poly(styrene) particulates (Figure 4.2c). The data
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are consistent with either (1) intact liposomes that escaped vesicles and uniformly spread
throughout the intracellular space or (2) liposomal structures which degraded post-uptake, leaving
BODIPY-modified cholesterol to be integrated into membranes uniformly throughout the
intracellular space.

In the context of previous literature, option 2 is more likely;

phosphatidylcholine-containing liposomes have been shown to degrade in macrophages through
several kinetically rapid processes, the fastest of which exhibited a half-life of 13 minutes3 1 . It is
unlikely that liposomes degraded significantly prior to contact with cells, as fluorescent cholesterol
would have been integrated to a greater extent into the plasma membrane than what is observed
here.
We next assessed the uptake kinetics for PS particles ranging in size from 20 - 200 nm and
unilamellar liposomes ranging in size from 100-200 nm (Figure 4.2d). For PS particles, neither the
mean fluorescence intensity in the NP channel nor the accompanying distribution histogram
exhibited any change after 15 minutes (Figure 4.2d,e). Though liposomes exhibited additional
uptake between 15 mins - 2 hours, a 100-fold increase occurred within the first 15 minutes; the
mean intensity increased by only a factor of 2 in the subsequent 1 hour and 45 minutes. (Figure
4.2d,e).
That neutrophils ingest nanoscale particles is unsurprising, given their known phagocytic
capability. However, the rapid plateauing of uptake (100,000 neutrophils per well, >29,000
particles per cell, representing 106% of the average neutrophil membrane surface area of 214 ptim 2
per cell - calculated at 1 ptg/mL for 50 nm PS, for example) is somewhat unexpected. Taken in the
context of clinical drug delivery, such rapid uptake should be considered in a favorable light. In a
scenario wherein a nanoencapsulated therapeutic payload is injected into the bloodstream, each
particle will have <1 minute (1 minute being the approximate amount of time it takes a RBC to
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complete a circulatory circuit) to become associated with neutrophils before encountering filtration
organs like the kidneys or liver. Neutrophils would be present at an approximately 10-fold higher
concentration than that used here (0.5 x 106 cells/mL), but any need for prolonged interaction
driven by sluggish neutrophil uptake would necessitate the need for a 'stealth' formulation to boost
circulation half-life 32 , substantially reducing any chance at successful neutrophil targeting.
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Figure 4.2 1 Nanoparticles are rapidly internalized by ex vivo human neutrophils in the
absence of serum proteins. (a-c) Flow cytometry and confocal microscopy z-stacks indicate
internalization of NPs by neutrophils incubated with NPs (b,c) for 15 min (FC) or 3 h (confocal)
compared to untreated controls (a). (d) Mean fluorescence intensity and (e) histogram distributions
for the NP fluorescence channel for neutrophils incubated with NPs for varying lengths of time.
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Uptake is rapid for all particle types showing uptake, with the majority occurring within 15
minutes. All NP fluorescence data from flow cytometry was first gated on live, non-apoptotic,
non-activated neutrophils as described in Figure 4.1.

4.3 - Ex Vivo Human Neutrophils Preferentially Internalize Larger Particles
Particle size and surface chemistry are key design parameters for drug delivery
formulations. Particle size has been shown to affect interactions with cell membranes33 , the ability
of a formulation to circumvent the various biological barriers to successful therapeutic delivery at
a desired anatomical location 32 , and particle surface chemistry itself via variations in the protein
corona formed in the presence of serum34 . Chemistry of the particle surface, being the interface
with which cells and blood proteins interact, is of obvious importance. For three different particle
chemistries - gold, poly(styrene) and unilamellar liposomes - we evaluated the impact of size
within a formulation and the impact of particle chemistry between formulations of identical size.
To make accurate cell internalization comparisons among particles of identical chemistry,
we first needed to take into account the specific fluorescence of each formulation per unit mass.
The results of this analysis are depicted in Figure 4.3a. For instance, Alexa Fluor 488 is conjugated
to the surface of gold nanoparticles; surface area decreases per unit mass with increasing particle
size, and as such, the fluorescence per unit mass experiences a similar decrease. Poly(styrene)
particles, which contain a proprietary fluorophore distributed throughout the bulk of the particle,
exhibit more consistent fluorescence intensities per unit mass - the 50, 100 and 200 nm
formulations exhibit roughly identical fluorescence per unit mass, as do liposomes. The 20 nm
formulation, however, is significantly dimmer. In addition, we took into account the differences
stemming from variations in (i) fluorophore chemistry between formulations and (ii) the cytometer
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laser/detector configuration and that achievable on a fluorescence plate reader. Gold and liposomal
configurations can thus be expected to show similar brightness per unit mass on the cytometer; 50200 nm PS particles are slightly dimmer and 20 nm PS particles are the dimmest per unit mass.
When incubated with ex vivo human neutrophils, a significant increase in uptake was
observed for 200 nm particles over that of particles <100 nm in diameter (Figure 4.3b). When
inter-formulation brightness differences were taken into account, PS particles from 20-100 nm in
diameter exhibited nearly identical mean fluorescence at the cytometer (Figure 4.3c). 200 nm PS
particles and both the 100 and 200 nm unilamellar liposome formulations were taken up to a similar
extent (Figure 4.3c). Gold nanoparticles ranging from 5-20 nm were not taken up at all, consistent
with previous literature (Figure 4.3c) 3 5. The response to nanoparticles of varying size is also
consistent with prior theory and observations that phagocytic activity increases with particle size
for particulates with hydrophobic surfaces21 ,23,33

A clear dose response was also observed for PS and liposomal particles. The mean
fluorescence for liposomes exhibited significant increases in the distribution of fluorescence values
observed by flow cytometry as the concentration increased from 0.5 pig/mL to 5 pig/mL (Figure
4.3d). The fluorescence intensity of PS particles responded similarly as concentrations increased
from 0.1 - 1 pig/mL. When gated as in Figure 4.2a-c, the number of cells incubated with PS 50 nm
exhibiting fluorescence above the gated value increased from 4% to 100% as the concentration
changed from 0.1 - 1 pig/mL, for instance (Figure 4.3e). Gold nanoparticles exhibited no
appreciable uptake within the same range of mass concentrations.
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Figure 4.3 INeutrophils exhibit a preference for internalizing larger nanoscale particles. All
particle incubation times are 3 h unless otherwise noted. (a) Comparison of expected relative
fluorescence intensities for different particle formulations as observed by the flow cytometer (top).
Comparison of actual fluorescence emission intensities observed at 1 pg/mL for gold (middle) and
poly(styrene) (bottom) particles on a fluorescence plate reader. (b) NP fluorescence intensity
distribution histograms for poly(styrene) and liposomes taken up by non-apoptotic, non-activated
neutrophils as a function of particle size. PS particles incubated at 1 pg/mL. Liposomes incubated
at 0.5 ptg/mL. (c) Mean NP fluorescence intensities as observed by the flow cytometer for nonapoptotic, non-activated neutrophils. Particle concentrations were 1 pg/mL. Fluorescence
intensities as observed by the cytometer were adjusted by subtracting the untreated control
fluorescence and applying the appropriate correction factor calculated in Figure 4.3a. (d) Dose
response of NP fluorescence intensities for liposomes in non-apoptotic, non-activated neutrophils.
(e) Dose response for gold, PS and liposomal formulations in non-apoptotic, non-activated
neutrophils. Percent cells with fluorescence exceeding the gate (maximum value of the control)
calculated according to the gating shown in Figure 4.2a-c. Particle incubation time was 12 h.
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This data, when taken together with the saturation-type kinetics observed in Figure 4.2, is
consistent with two potential conclusions. The first is that at the low concentrations tested, the
number of particles present is the limiting factor in neutrophil uptake. Alternatively, when exposed
to large numbers of particulates, neutrophils undergo a rapid and transient burst of phagocytic
activity. The second hypothesis is more easily reconciled with previous observations on particle
uptake by neutrophils - similarly rapid uptake kinetics were observed at much higher PS particle
concentrations (-1 mg/mL) for all sizes tested (0.1 - 5 pm) 2 1 . Whether or not this burst of
phagocytic activity would occur in vivo in human blood is unknown.

4.4 - Serum inhibits uptake of poly(styrene) and liposomal nanoparticles,
enhances uptake of PLGA microparticles
One of the first interactions injectable drug delivery formulations have with the human
body is the extremely rapid adsorption of serum proteins (including opsonins) to the particle
surface 36 . To evaluate how this interaction might impact internalization of particulates, we
incubated nanoparticles with neutrophils in culture medium containing 10% human AB serum.
Under these conditions, poly(styrene) uptake was completely abrogated for all sizes (Figure 4.4a).
Uptake of liposomes was reduced by approximately an order of magnitude (Figure 4.4a). Three
potential explanations are consistent with this data: (i) exposure of bare particles to serum results
in particle aggregation, 37 (ii) modification of the particle surface with serum protein generates a
barrier to the otherwise 'sticky' interactions between hydrophobic elements of the particle surface
and the neutrophil cell membrane, and (iii) exposure to the proteins and small particulates in serum
makes neutrophils intrinsically less prone to take up particles.
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To differentiate between hypotheses (i)/(ii) and (iii), we investigated the impact of serum
on uptake of PLGA microparticles. Micron-size particles have previously been shown to maximize
uptake by human neutrophils, albeit under conditions less relevant to drug delivery. In addition,
particles formed from PVA-stabilized PLGA may be intrinsically more stable due to the expected
greater resilience of PVA to displacement by serum proteins compared to that of Tween-20 (used
to stabilize the PS formulations). Intriguingly, PLGA microparticles showed enhanced uptake in
the presence of serum compared to serum-free incubation conditions (Figure 4.4b). Pre-adsorption
of PLGA microparticles with human serum albumin increased uptake by nearly 2 orders of
magnitude when incubated with neutrophils in serum-free conditions; incubation of HSApreadsorbed particles with neutrophils in the presence of serum generated little additional benefit
(Figure 4.4b). PLGA-HSA microparticle-laden neutrophils were also imaged with confocal
microscopy; uptake of multiple microparticles per cell was routinely observed (Figure 4.4c). This
would seem to indicate that neutrophils do not experience any intrinsic reduction in phagocytic
capability in the presence of serum.
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Figure 4.4 I Serum dramatically reduces particle uptake for PS and liposomal
nanoformulations, but enhances uptake of PLGA microparticles. (a) NP fluorescence after a
3 hour incubation with PS particles of various sizes (at 1 pg/mL) is completely abrogated. Uptake
of liposomes (at 5 pg/mL) is reduced by approximately an order of magnitude. Gating is for nonapoptotic, non-activated neutrophils. (b) The presence of serum improves the uptake of PVAstabilized PLGA microparticles. Particle pre-adsorption with human serum albumin even further
improves uptake as assessed by NP fluorescence on flow cytometry, gated for non-apoptotic, nonactivated neutrophils. Incubation time was 2 h. (c) Confocal microscopy images of untreated
neutrophils and neutrophils incubated with HSA-preadsorbed PLGA microparticles at 500 tg/mL
for 2 h.

The exceptional uptake of albumin-preadsorbed PLGA microparticles by neutrophils, even
in the presence of serum, bodes well for future clinical applications. PLGA is a biodegradable
polymer that is generally regarded as safe by multiple regulatory agencies and is currently in use
as a component of clinical formulations. Drug-loaded PLGA microparticles,

injected

intravenously, would encounter approximately 5 x 106 neutrophils / mL, a ten-fold increase over
the concentration used in this study. Rapid and substantial uptake could (i) reduce the need for
highly engineered ligand-targeted coatings designed to improve targeting precision, (ii) reduce the
size constraints enjoined upon formulations by filtration organs like the liver and spleen 38 and (iii)
eliminate the need for stealth coatings designed to improve circulation half-life of nanoscale
formulations.
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4.5 - Particle uptake does not appreciably alter neutrophil phenotype
Central to the strategy of using neutrophils as carriers for drug-loaded particulate
formulations is the notion that particle uptake does not appreciably perturb important aspects of
neutrophil phenotype. To support this hypothesis, we assessed the impact of incubation with
nanoparticles on neutrophil viability, apoptosis, and activation. At the concentrations used in this
study, no significant impact on neutrophil viability was observed for any formulation of
poly(styrene) or liposomes (Figure 4.5a). Particles similarly failed to impact CD16 and CD62L
expression, markers of apoptosis and activation, respectively (Figure 4.5b,c).
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Figure 4.5 1Critical aspects of neutrophil phenotype are not perturbed by particle uptake;
particles remain inside the cell following degranulation. Incubation times were 3 hours unless
otherwise noted. (a) Cell viability is not affected by particle uptake. At least 40,000 cells from 2
separate experiments were used to generate the chart. (b) Neutrophil apoptosis as measured by
CD16 shedding was not impacted by particle uptake. (c) Neutrophil activation as measured by
CD62L shedding was not impacted by particle uptake. (d,e) Neutrophils incubated with 1 Ig/mL
PS or 5 pg/mL liposomes for 3 h and then treated with 50 nM PMA, 1 IM ionomycin, or 50 nM
PMA + 1 pM ionomycin for 30 min at 37'C do not exocytose particles previously internalized.

Neutrophils that have taken up nanoparticles must also retain their ability to carry out
normal functions if the possibility of 'hijacking' the cells for in vivo cell therapy is to be realized.
As a first step, we investigated the ability of neutrophils to degranulate following particle uptake.
Degranulation is a critical neutrophil function'; although a reduction in the cells' ability to do so
might be considered useful in certain therapeutic contexts' , such a reduction would appreciably
diminish the potency available for immunomodulatory cell therapy. Neutrophils incubated with
nanoparticles were then stimulated to degranulate by exposure to fMLP, ionomycin, PMA or
PMA+ionomycin. Neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) was used as a marker for
39
degranulation, as it is present in three of the four granule subsets exocytosed upon activation3.

For 1 ptg/mL PS and 5 ptg/mL liposomes, no significant differences in the cells' response to any of
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these stimulant cocktails was observed, indicating retention of normal activity (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6 I Release of NGAL by neutrophils during degranulation is unchanged by prior
uptake of NPs. Neutrophils previously incubated with nanoparticles for 2 h at 1 pg/mL (PS) or 5
ptg/mL (liposomes) exhibit no change in their ability to release NGAL, a critical degranulation
marker, upon stimulation with 1 pM fMLP, 50 nM PMA or 1 pM ionomycin for 30 min at 37 0 C.
n = 2. *= p < 0.05.

Finally, we assessed the fate of internalized particles after degranulation. In neutrophils, as
in other granulocytes, phagosomes containing ingested foreign bodies may often fuse with
granules, depending on the uptake mechanism4 0 . For the particles tested in this work, however,
degranulating neutrophils did not release particles (Figure 4.5d,e).

No decreases in NP

fluorescence were observed after treatment with neutrophil stimulants (Figure 4.5d). Confocal
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microscopy shows neutrophils with typical signs of degranulation after treatment with ionomycin,
including a more diffuse-appearing membrane and mobilization of CD63-stained azurophil
granules to the cell surface (Figure 4.5e). While some nanoparticle-bearing compartments do
appear in very close proximity to the cell membrane, they are definitively not released (Figure
4.5d).

4.6 - Conclusions
Ex vivo human neutrophils are shown to internalize polymeric and liposomal particles ranging in
size from 0.02 - 5 pim. Uptake occurs rapidly, typically plateauing within 15 minutes to 2 hours.
Within the range of sub-micron formulations tested, neutrophils preferentially internalized larger
particles. Including serum in the neutrophil culture media significantly abrogated uptake for
nanoscale poly(styrene) (completely) and unilamellar liposomes (by an order of magnitude).
However, PLGA microparticles exhibited significant increases in uptake when incubation
occurred in the presence of serum. When PLGA microparticles were pre-adsorbed with human
serum albumin, the impact on uptake was dramatic, increasing by 2 orders of magnitude over nonpreadsorbed PLGA. No impact of particle uptake on neutrophil viability, apoptosis or activation
was observed; particle-laden cells retained the ability to degranulate in response to the potent
secretagogues fMLP, ionomycin and PMA. When degranulation was induced post-uptake,
internalized particles were retained within the cell. We anticipate these results will serve as a
promising foundation to (i) better design drug delivery formulations that either avoid or target
neutrophil uptake, (ii) chart a path toward in vivo cell therapies enabling delivery of therapeutic
payloads to bone marrow (the recycling site for most neutrophils) or distal sites of inflammation,
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and (iii) begin solving the delivery challenge required to selectively target neutrophils for
immunomodulation in vivo.

4.7 - Materials and Methods

Materials

Gold

Polystyrene

5, 10, 20 nm

20, 50 100, 200

100, 200 nm

PLGA

1-3 um

PLGA-HSA

1-3 um

Gold 5-20 nm

5-20 nm

" Fluorophore (ex/em): Alexa Fluor 488 (491/515 nm).
e Phosphorex (Hopkinton, MA) fluorescent poly(styrene) NPs
Size: 20 (-COOH modified), 50, 100, 200 nm
e Stabilized with Tween-20.
* Fluorophore (ex/em): Proprietary (460/500 nm). Spectrum
available via www.degradex.com
* Unilamellar liposomes synthesized from egg L-alysophosphatidyl-choline (Egg PC), egg sphingomyelin
(Egg SM) and ovine wool cholesterol (Chol) (all from Avanti
Polar Lipids [Alabaster, AL]) using a previously established
protocol 41
9 Fluorophore (ex/em): TOPFLUOR BODIPY-conjugated
cholesterol (495/507 nm) at 2.5% by mass.
. PLGA particles were synthesized using a single-emulsion
evaporation technique according to a previously published
control 42
Stabilized with poly(vinyl alcohol)
* HSA was passively adsorbed onto PLGA-HSA MPs.
9 Fluorophore (ex/em): FITC (491/515 nm).
.

.

Liposomes

" Nanocs (New York, NY) fluorescently labelled gold NPs

* TEM as provided by manufacturer.

Polystyrene 20 24 nm +/- 7 nm
nn

* DLS as provided by manufacturer.

Polystyrene 50 50 nm +/- 12
24nm -1
Poytne
Polystyrene 124 rn +/- 17

.

Polystyrene
200 n

210 nm +/- 38
nm

DLS as provided by manufacturer.

* DLS as provided by manufacturer

* DLS as provided by manufacturer
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Liposomes

95 nm

Liposomes
200 nm

178 nm, PDI
0.242

DI

* DLS on as-prepared samples.

DLS on as-prepared samples.
* SEM
*

PLGA
Microparticles

13 pm

The following flow cytometry antibodies and their isotype controls were purchased from
eBioscience (Thermo Fisher, Carlsbad, CA): anti-CD 16 PE-Cy7 (eBioCB 16, mouse IgG1, kappa);
anti-CD62L APC (DREG56, mouse IgG1, kappa); anti-CD45 APC-eFluor780 (H130, mouse
IgG 1). Anti-CD 1 lb Alexa Fluor* 647 (EPR 1344, rabbit), Anti-CD63 (MEM-259, mouse IgG 1),
human and rat pre-adsorbed rabbit anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor® 597, their isotype controls and
normal goat serum for immunofluorescence microscopy were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge,
MA). N-formyl-Met-Leu-Phe [fMLP], phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate [PMA], dextran (MW 450
-

650 kDa) and human serum albumin (HSA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO

- now Merck KGaA, Darmstadt Germany). Ionomycin, RPMI 1640 cell culture medium and the
LIVE/DEAD Aqua fixable dead cell stain were purchased from Life Technologies (Thermo Fisher,
Carlsbad, CA). The neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) DuoSet for ELISA, HRP
and ELISA visualization reagents were purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN).
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Lymphoprep@ was purchased from StemCell Technologies (Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada). Human AB serum was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Thermo Fisher, Carlsbad, CA).
Nanoparticle Synthesis
The liposomes,

composed of egg L-a-lysophosphatidylcholine

(Egg

PC), egg

sphingomyelin (Egg SM) and ovine wool cholesterol (Chol) and TOPFLUOR cholesterol (CholF),
at weight ratios 60%:30%:7.5%2.5%: (Egg PC/Egg SM/Chol/CholF) in a total lipid concentration
of 20mM, were prepared using a thin lipid film method 4 1. Briefly, stock solutions of all lipids were
prepared by dissolving powdered lipids in chloroform and appropriate volumes of the lipids were
taken from the stock solution to make lipids with above concentrations in a glass tube and gently
dried under nitrogen. To ensure complete removal of chloroform, the lipids were left under vacuum
for an additional 12 h. The lipid film was hydrated with a liposome buffer composed of 150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, and 1 mM MgCl2 dissolved in nuclease-free water to create multilamellar
liposomes. The resulting multilamellar liposomes were sized by repeated thawing and freezing,
and then subjected to 15 extrusion cycles at 60 'C through different pore size polycarbonate
membranes to produce unilamellar liposomes. Sizing was performed using a Malvern Instruments
(Malvern, United Kingdom) ZetaSizer ZS dynamic light scattering instrument.
Fluorescent PLGA microparticles were synthesized using a single-emulsion evaporation
technique according to a previously established protocol

42 .

FITC was used as the fluorophore.

PLGA-HSA particles were generated by allowing dissolved HSA to adsorb to the surface of assynthesized PLGA particles.
In order to conduct a comparison of flow cytometry results for different nanoparticle
formulations, which in general utilize fluorophores with distinct spectra, extinction coefficients
and specific particle loading (per unit mass), we measured fluorescence intensities of each particle
formulation across a range of mass concentrations using a Tecan Safire plate reader. At fixed
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particle concentration, detector gain and excitation/emission wavelengths, the fluorescence
intensities observed can be used in conjunction with the fluorophore's excitation and emission
spectrum and knowledge of the cytometer excitation/emission wavelengths to calculate the
expected relative fluorescence intensities as observed by the cytometer for a fixed mass of
particles. Importantly, this approach is semi-quantitative because of a few simplifying
assumptions. The first is that the filter bandwidths on both the plate reader and the cytometer have
an ideal square shape - i.e. a sensitivity of 1 within the passband and 0 outside. The second is that
the spectrum of the fluorophores inside the cell is identical to that in an unbuffered aqueous
environment. When correcting the mean fluorescence intensities of cytometer-based uptake
results, we subtracted the control MFI in the particle fluorescence channel and then applied the
correction factor gleaned from the plate reader-based specific fluorescence analysis.

Neutrophil Isolation
Fresh buffy coats obtained from whole blood of anonymous healthy donors with sodium
citrate as an anticoagulant were obtained from Research Blood Components (Brighton, MA).
Samples were collected under Institutional Review Board approval in place through Research
Blood Components. Buffy coats were briefly stored at room temperature (< 1 h) before further
processing. To isolate neutrophils, buffy coats were mixed 1:1 (v/v) with a solution of 2% dextran
in normal saline and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes to selectively sediment red
blood cells. The cloudy yellow supernatant was then centrifuged at 200 x g for 6 minutes at 4 0C
with low brake to remove platelets. All subsequent steps take place at 40 C. The pellet was gently
resuspended in cold 0.9% NaCl solution, layered on top of a Lymphoprep@ solution, and
centrifuged at 400 x g for 30 minutes at 40 C with no brake. The pellet, containing residual red
blood cells and granulocytes, was resuspended in cold distilled water to remove red blood cells via
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hypotonic lysis. Addition of a 1.8% sodium chloride solution in equal volume restored isotonicity.
This protocol yields neutrophils with >98% viability, verified by Trypan blue exclusion, and >95%
purity, verified by flow cytometry. Remaining impurities include eosinophil granulocytes and
residual monocytes/lymphocytes.

Nanoparticle Incubation and Neutrophil Activation
Isolated neutrophils were re-suspended in RPMI-1640 media at 500,000 cells/mL in 96well plates coated overnight in 1% BSA to prevent neutrophil adhesion. Cells were incubated with
fluorescently labeled NPs in a 37'C incubator with 5% CO 2 for varying lengths of time, never to
exceed -12 h. For experiments performed in the absence of serum, RPMI-1640 was used as a
culture medium. For experiments performed in the presence of serum, RPMI-1640 + 10% human
AB serum was used.
Exogenous neutrophil activation was performed by incubating -15,000 neutrophils / well
in RPMI-1640 for 30 minutes at 37 0 C in the presence of one of the following stimulants: 1 p.M
fMLP, 50 nM PMA, 1 VtM ionomycin, or 1 p.M ionomycin + 50 nM PMA. Where applicable, NPs
were first removed from media by washing with RPMI-1640 prior to activation. NGAL is present
in three of the four neutrophil granule subsets (secretory vesicles, secondary granules, gelatinase
granules, but not azurophil granules), and hence was used as a marker for the degranulation which
occurs when neutrophils are activated. NGAL concentration in cell supernatants following
activation was assessed via ELISA.

Assessing Nanoparticle Internalization
To assess NP internalization and NP release following chemoattractant treatments, flow
cytometry was used. All flow cytometry measurements were taken using a Becton Dickinson BD
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FACS Canto II with a high-throughput sampling apparatus and running BD FACSDIVA software.
The analyzer was equipped with lasers with the following properties (laser wavelength [detector
center wavelength / filter bandwidth]): 405 nm [450/50 nm; 510/50 nm], 488 nm [530/30 nm;
585/42 nm; 670 nm/longpass; 780/60 nm] and 640 nm [660/20 nm; 780/60 nm]. Analysis was
carried out using the FlowJo software (FlowJo LLC, Version 10). For all FC analysis graphs
shown, at least 20,000 cells comprising at least 2 separate experiments were acquired unless
otherwise noted.
Cells were washed with RPMI-1640 media, re-suspended in Krebs-Ringer phosphate
buffer with 0.1% BSA and were stained for CD45 (pan-leukocyte marker), CD16 (neutrophil
marker in lymphocyte-depleted populations; shedding also indicates apoptosis), CD62-L (Lselectin, shed upon neutrophil activation) and Aqua fluorescent dead cell stain. Any fluorescent
NP signals were evaluated on the FITC channel (488 nm excitation, 510/50 nm detection). Unless
otherwise noted, all uptake experiments used only cells gated using the following hierarchical
strategy: 1) FSC/SSC gating on the granulocyte population, 2) Live cells (no Aqua fluorescence),
3) Non-apoptotic neutrophils (CD45+, CD16h) and 4) Non-activated neutrophils (CD62Lhi).
Confocal microscopy was also used to image NP-loaded cells. Cells were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 and stained for CDllb (specific
granules, gelatinase granules, and secretory vesicles marker), CD63 (azurophil granule marker),
and DAPI (nucleus marker).
neutrophils onto glass slides.

A Cytospin cytocentrifuge was used to load fixed and stained
Imaging was performed with RPI spinning disk confocal

microscopy. MetaMorph® Microscopy Automation and Image Analysis Software was used to
collect and view images. ImageJ was used to process images and stacks for publication.
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Chapter 5 - Targeted Delivery of Nanoparticles to the
Asthmatic Lung
Asthma is a complex immunological disease of the lower airway that eventually leads to profound
structural changes in the lung. Despite the wide prevalence and morbidity of asthma, treatment
options are limited in part by the challenge of local delivery of effective immunomodulators.
Inhaled therapeutics must overcome multiple barriers, including the mucociliary escalator, and
systemic treatments run the risk of dangerous immunological side effects. Here we report the
development of an intravenously injectable, nanoscale polymer-lipid drug carrier formulation
which exhibits -7-fold enrichment in asthmatic lung over healthy lung. Although leaky
microvasculature is a hallmark feature of lung inflammation, nanoparticle size (and thus, capacity
for passive extravasation) was insufficient to explain the results. Intriguingly, a single injection of
drug-free nanoparticles one day prior to antigen challenge also significantly reduced levels of
inflammatory Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-13) in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of asthmatic
mice. These results could enable specific delivery of immunomodulatory therapeutics to inflamed
tissue in the asthmatic lung.

5.1 - Introduction
Asthma is an immunologically-mediated disease with complex etiology and phenotype. In severe
cases, disruptions to airflow resulting from bronchial hyperresponsiveness and structural
modifications in the lung can result in significant morbidity and mortality1 ,2,3,4. A poor
understanding of the specific molecular mechanisms underlying the various asthma phenotypes
has limited progress toward effective therapeutics, especially for severe asthma 5',' 7; the current
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standard of care consists of inhaled therapeutics (steroidal immunosuppressants, bronchodilators)
or systemically administered drugs (mast cell inhibitors, the anti-IgE monoclonal antibody
omalizumab) 3,8. None of these drugs, however, provide for a therapeutic reversal of the disease.
Rather, they are properly understood to provide symptom management or control. In addition, with
the possible exception of omalizumab, which exhibits an excellent safety profile (perhaps due to
the lack of any proven beneficial function for IgE in normal immune function 9), systemically
administered drugs run the risk of serious immunological side effects.
The complex immunological origins of asthma and the localization of pathology and
troublesome symptoms to the airways lead intuitively to a therapeutic approach consisting of local
delivery of targeted immunomodulators, which often tend to be fragile biomolecules. Especially
when the links to inhaled allergens and the emerging role of dysfunctional lung epithelium in the
etiology of asthma are taken into consideration, drug delivery via inhalation appears a natural
choice'1

. Indeed, for small molecules and microencapsulated therapeutics capable of evading

the mucociliary escalator and lung macrophages, crossing the mucosal barrier and entering
3

.

circulation in a sustained fashion, inhalation likely represents an optimal delivery method

However, biomolecules which often enable precise molecular targeting and immunomodulation,
including fragile nucleic acids, may be unable to effectively traverse such barriers, regardless of
how effectively they penetrate the airways via inhalation.
The use of intravenous administration of nanoscale carriers, in contrast, may be an effective
means of delivering therapeutics to asthmatic lung tissue. Vascular permeability and microvessel
abundance in tissue are both increased in asthmatic lung, along with other significant consequences
of inflammatory vascular remodeling1 4,15 ,16 ,171, 8,19 , which may present an opportunity for passive

nanoparticle extravasation similar to that of the postulated enhanced permeability and retention
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(EPR) effect in solid tumors20 . While previous literature has identified the benefits of using
nanoparticles for therapeutic delivery to the lungs, including sustained therapeutic release, the vast
majority of studies addressed the formulation of drug-loaded nanoparticles into a form suitable for
inhaled delivery 2 1,22,23,24 . Crossing of the mucosal barrier in nanoscale format represents a

significant challenge; encapsulated therapeutics almost always consisted of small molecules or
proteins intrinsically capable of transiting the epithelium upon release. In the few studies where
nanoparticles were delivered to the lung via intravenous injection, particle uptake in lung tissue
was either not studied at relevant time points 25 or the impact of inflammation-induced vascular
remodeling on particle uptake was not considered26
Here we report the differential uptake of a polymer-lipid nanoparticle formulation in
asthmatic lung; at 24 hours post-injection, nanoparticles were enriched in the lungs of asthmatic
mice by a factor of -7 compared to the lungs of non-asthmatic mice. Intriguingly, this enrichment
was concurrent with a significant drop in the concentrations of key TH2 proinflammatory cytokines
in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF), even in the absence of a therapeutic payload,
suggesting either (i) uptake by cells in the bloodstream, modulation of their inflammatory capacity
and subsequent trafficking to the lung following antigen challenge or (ii) uptake by and modulation
of key immune cells in the lung itself. Liposomes of similar size but different chemistry did not
experience similar enrichment, indicating that a purely size-mediated passive extravasation effect,
similar to the EPR effect in solid tumors, cannot adequately explain the results. Important
limitations of this study include (i) the mouse model, which is predicated on an etiology of
ovalbumin-induced sensitization and challenge, and which may not represent the phenotypic
complexities or breadth of structural remodeling observed in human disease (including, critically,
smooth muscle thickening at the vascular wall) 2 7,28,29,30 ,31 and (ii) the presence of liver and splenic
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nanoparticle uptake at high levels, a problem common to most nanoparticle formulations.
Nonetheless, the use of a passive uptake strategy (i.e. no active targeting ligand) and the reliable
presence of increased vascular permeability and microvessel density in diseased murine lungs help
avoid any obviously consequential differences between the results described here and what might
be expected to occur in human disease.

5.2 - Validating a Murine Model of Acute Allergic Asthma
To investigate the impact of an asthmatic phenotype on nanoparticle uptake in the lungs,
we selected a model of acute allergic asthma previously shown to exhibit critical features of human
asthma, including: elevated serum IgE levels, elevated BALF cytokine levels, increased vascular
permeability,

eosinophil

accumulation

in

the

lungs

and

BAL

fluid,

and

airway

hyperresponsiveness 1,11,14. BALB/c mice were sensitized by intraperitoneal injections of an
OVA/alum mix and subsequently challenged by inhalation of aerosolized OVA (model) or PBS
(control) according to the schedule shown in Figure 5.1. Histological evaluation of mouse lungs
shows stark differences between controls and mice with induced allergic asthma (Figure 5.2).
Specifically, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining reveals an increased degree of leukocyte
infiltration near lung vasculature (Figure 5.2a), evident hypertrophy of bronchiole smooth muscle
(Figure 5.2b) and swollen bronchiole mucus membranes (Figure 5.2b). Periodic acid-Schiff
staining further reveals a substantial increase in acidic mucins in the bronchioles of asthmatic mice,
characteristic of goblet cell hyperplasia (Figure 5.2c), and Masson's trichrome staining
demonstrates an increase in radially distributed collagen around the bronchioles of asthmatic mice
(Figure 5.2d). Lung sections were also stained via immunohistochemical techniques for pSTAT1
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and cMaf, markers of MI and M2 macrophages, respectively.

Asthmatic lungs exhibited

significant increases in the number of macrophages present of both types (Figure 5.2e).

OL \A7

Figure 5.1 ISchedule for sensitization, challenge, treatment and sacrifice in a murine model
of acute, induced allergic asthma.
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Figure 5.2 I Histological validation of a murine model of acute, induced allergic asthma. (a)
H&E staining of lung sections reveals increased white blood cell leukocyte infiltration near
microvasculature of the asthmatic lung. (b) H&E similarly reveals smooth muscle hypertrophy and
swelling of mucus membranes in asthmatic bronchioles. (c) PAS staining indicates the presence
of acidic mucins (light blue) in the bronchial lumen of asthmatic mice, indicative of goblet cell
hyperplasia. (d) Masson's trichrome staining shows an increased radial distribution of collagen
(blue) around the bronchioles in asthmatic mice. (e) IHC staining for pSTAT1 and cMaf
demonstrate elevated pulmonary infiltration of M I and M2 macrophages in asthmatic mice.
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In addition to histological changes, we also monitored the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
(BALF) of control and asthmatic mice for the biochemical and cellular changes which characterize
TH2-type allergic inflammation. Significantly elevated levels of the TH2 cytokines IL-4, IL-5 and
IL-13 were observed (Figure 5.3a), along with substantial increases in the lung infiltration of
eosinophils and neutrophils and their exudation during bronchoalveolar lavage (Figure 5.3b).
Taken together, the histological, cellular and biochemical evidence for substantial structural and
cellular population changes as a result of asthma-like inflammation is abundant.
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Figure 5.3 1 Increased presence of TH2 cytokines and inflammatory granulocytes in

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid for asthmatic mice. (a) IL-4, IL-5 and IL- 13 levels in the BALF
are significantly increased for asthmatic over control mice. (b) Percentages of eosinophils and
neutrophils found in the BALF are significantly increased for asthmatic over control mice.

5.3 - Increased Uptake of Polymer-Lipid Nanoparticles in the Asthmatic Lung
With a validated asthma model, we next sought to establish whether nanoparticles would
exhibit increased

extravasation

and uptake

in asthmatic

lung via leaky neovasculature.

Fluorescently labeled nanoparticles were injected into the tail vein of mice immediately before

their last scheduled challenge with OVA (or PBS) aerosols, and approximately 24 h before
sacrifice. After sacrifice, organs were collected and imaged. As shown in Figure 5.4, liposomes of

approximately 100 nm in size, synthesized as previously reported (PEG-LS), did not exhibit
differential lung uptake 35. In contrast, a recently reported fluorescent polymer-lipid nanoparticle
(formulation NP#2) 36 , approximately 100 nm in diameter (93.8 nm, PDI = 0.124, zeta potential =
6.6 +/- 1.6 mV) and capable of effectively encapsulating nucleic acid therapeutics, exhibited a
nearly seven-fold increase in uptake in asthmatic compared to control mice (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4 I Lung uptake of 100 nm PEG-LS liposomes is unchanged in the presence of
asthma-like allergic inflammation. MFI refers to mean fluorescence intensity.
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Figure 5.5 I 100 nm polymer-lipid NPs exhibit an -7-fold increase in uptake in the lungs of
asthmatic as compared to healthy mice. MFI refers to mean fluorescence intensity.

5.4 - Polymer-Lipid Nanoparticles Do Not Induce Measurable Systemic
Toxicity
We next sought to establish whether the polymer-lipid NPs as used exhibited a favorable
systemic safety profile. To do so, we evaluated serum levels of urea nitrogen and creatinine
(markers of kidney damage), aspartate aminotransferase (a marker of liver damage) and cardiac
troponin (a marker of heart toxicity). As shown in Figure 5.6a, no significant changes in any of
these markers between NP-dosed mice and controls were observed. Biodistribution data collected
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for major organs (heart, spleen, lung, liver, kidneys), however, showed significant spleen and liver
uptake, typical of most injectable nanoparticle formulations (Figure 5.6b).
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Figure 5.6 I As-studied 100 nm polymer-lipid NPs fail to induce organ-system toxicity, but
do accumulate at significant levels in the spleen and liver.

5.5 - Polymer-Lipid Nanoparticles Lacking a Therapeutic Payload
Significantly Reduce Levels of Inflammatory Cytokines in the BALF
Intriguingly, polymer-lipid nanoparticles containing no therapeutic payload induced stark,
significant decreases in the levels of the TH2 cytokines IL-4, IL-5 and IL- 13 in the BALF. While
this sort of effect is not unheard of in previous literature, the NPs for which the effect occurred are
not typically used in drug delivery, were administered via multiple injections and were instilled
intranasally 37 . Figure 5.7 illustrates how BALE levels of IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 are knocked down
by between 3-10 fold after just a single i.v. injection of the polymer-lipid NPs just prior to the final
antigen challenge and 24 h prior to sacrifice. These results are consistent with two promising
explanations. The first is that nanoparticles may be taken up by circulating immune cells (i.e.
neutrophils 38 ) which respond to antigen challenge in allergic asthma; these cells, whose phenotype
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is modulated by virtue of having taking up the nanoparticles, then traffic to the lung and fail to
carry out key proinflammatory functions. Another possibility is that the particles are taken up by
key immune cells in the lung, also modulating their function with a net anti-inflammatory or antisecretory effect.
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Figure 5.7 IAdministration of 100 nm polymer-lipid NPs significantly reduces BALF levels
of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 at 24 h post final antigen challenge. N = 3, * is p < 0.05, ** is p <
0.01.

5.6 - Conclusions
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A novel class of fluorescent polymer-lipid NPs was shown to accumulate selectively in
asthmatic lung over healthy lung in a murine model of acute, allergic asthma. In addition, this
uptake was associated with a significant decrease in key TH2 inflammatory markers - IL-4, IL-5
and IL-13. Further work will be required to establish (i) the mechanism by which differential
uptake occurs, (ii) the mechanism by which the anti-inflammatory effect is mediated and (iii)
whether these effects can be parlayed into more potent formulations with different chemistries,
with a particular aim to minimizing spleen and liver uptake while enhancing lung uptake.
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Chapter 6 - Summary and Future Work
6.1 - Summary

-

This thesis describes the application of features unique to nanoscale particulates

predominantly small size and large specific surface area - to challenges in three separate areas:
information encoding, quantitative sensing and multiple facets of drug delivery. In the field of
information encoding, we have used upconversion nanocrystals to form novel spatial-spectral
encoding motifs on a wide variety of polymeric microparticles fabricated from stop-flow
lithography. With high single-particle encoding capacities (>106), ultralow decoding false-alarm
rates (<10-9) using a smartphone camera and simple decoding attachment, and the ability to
robustly encode various particle chemistries while withstanding harsh processing conditions,
particles thus encoded have the potential to bring the benefits of small, uniquely identifiable
information carriers into practical use.
Leveraging the large specific area of nanoscale particulates, we have synthesized and
evaluated a family of fluorogenic, surfactant-like molecular rotors to enable advances in
nanoparticle metrology. Specifically, molecular rotors with a zwitterionic head and intermediatelength alkyl tails passively adsorb to the surface of hydrophobically self-assembled nanoscale
particulates, whereupon they become brightly fluorescent. This fluorescent signal, when properly
normalized using standards in a similar fashion to most assays, is (i) bright enough to be used on
standard microtiter plate readers, (ii) specific and selective enough to apply across a vast breadth
of particle chemistries, and (iii) quantitative at relevant concentrations. This combination of high
selectivity and the ability to produce quantitative results on common throughput-enhancing
instrumentation has the potential to accelerate the development and application of self-assembled
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nanomaterials in multiple fields, including drug delivery, environmental remediation, enhanced
oil recovery and detergency.
Finally, by delivering small particulates to (i) ex vivo human neutrophils and (ii) the
asthmatic lung, we take two initial steps toward the next generation of immunomodulatory
therapeutics. The human neutrophil, in particular, is characterized by a blend of abundance, easy
access (in the bloodstream), potency, mobility and phenotypic plasticity that, when taken
together with its implication in multiple immune-mediated disorders, make it an ideal target for
immunomodulation. By elucidating several of the factors which influence how human
neutrophils take up particulates under relevant ex vivo conditions, and by demonstrating that no
drastic changes to important aspects of their phenotype occur, we hope to lay the foundation for
future trials which leverage neutrophils as mobile therapeutic carriers in the body and/or
modulate their behavior. In addition, data showing that via intravenous injection, certain particles
can experience a >6 fold enrichment in asthmatic lung as opposed to healthy lung, demonstrate
that inhalation therapy is not necessarily required for targeted delivery to the asthmatic lung.
Early data suggesting that certain nanoparticle formulations themselves, bearing no therapeutic,
diminish the classical biochemical signs of asthma are also encouraging.

6.2 - Future Work

On each of the three fronts described above, several promising avenues of research have
been opened. For information encoding, particles which utilize optically active agents that may,
when taken together, be read by an unmodified smartphone with high accuracy will be critical
for bridging the gap between proof of concept and practical uptake. In addition, development of
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methodologies which enable precise placement of particles, along with optimization of particle
shape, size, aspect ratio and deformability, will be similarly necessary if the concept is to be
translated to practical use; precise particle placement is perhaps the only missing element which
currently prevents the use of these particles as a type of physical unclonable function, secure
against even determined and well-resourced counterfeiting organizations.
For quantitative sensing of hydrophobic interfaces, future work consists largely of
rigorous testing and use of the tool in high-throughput scenarios. While we have established a
strong proof-of-concept, demonstration of accuracy in the context of a large library of
formulations would be beneficial - again, this work is directed toward practical, widespread
uptake. One example of where high-throughput evaluation would not be required to accomplish
meaningful work is in the area of surfactant adsorption on metal oxide nanoparticles. As a result
of this technique, it is now possible to evaluate pairs of surfactants with arbitrary chemistry and
colloids of arbitrary size; doing so would be fairly straightforward. Finally, it is noted that a
specific fluorogenic interaction was observed between the bile salt sodium cholate and the
cationic C6B molecular rotor. In situations where bile salts are evaluated as surfactants (i.e.
when they are present outside of the context of complex biological samples), there are no rapid,
inexpensive ways of assaying cholate (although enzymatic assays for total bile acid and ELISAbased techniques do exist); use of C6B may provide one.
In drug delivery, we have here in each case barely scratched the surface of what
nanoparticle formulations can achieve. Neutrophils, for instance, could be loaded to release
drugs specifically at distal sites of inflammation or in the bone marrow, their ultimate site of
recycling. One particularly exciting opportunity would be testing uptake of libraries of polymerlipid nanoformulations against ex vivo neutrophils. Aside from the opportunities previously
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discussed in which modulation of neutrophil phenotype or 'hijacking' of the neutrophils' rapid
capability for extravasation play a central role, testing of these libraries with subcellular
fractionation techniques could reveal formulations which are trafficked to neutrophil granule
subsets. Neutrophils where certain granules are packed with therapeutics could enable a
triggered, cell-based therapeutic that is only released in the event of certain complex
physiological situations that cells (as opposed to engineered materials, no matter how smart) are
uniquely well-positioned to discern. Lastly, results indicating both enhanced lung uptake and
local, biochemical resolution of inflammatory markers in the lung for a particular nanoscale
formulation in the context of asthma deserve follow-up. In particular, (i) establishing a
mechanism for both uptake and the observed anti-inflammatory effect and (ii) ensuring that these
results carry over to drug-loaded formulations and understanding the dose- and timingresponsiveness of the anti-inflammatory effect will be critically important. When properly
designed to avoid other organ toxicity (i.e. in the liver), such formulations have the potential to
bring about an entirely new method for local targeting of various therapeutics to this prevalent,
often lethal immunological disorder.
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Appendix 1 - Supplemental Information for Chapter 2
Oxidation of UCNs
Oxidation of UCNs was conducted as described previously (27). Briefly, UCNs (0. ig) were added
to a mixture of cyclohexane (100 mL), tert-butanol (70 mL), water (10 mL), and 5 wt% K2CO3
solution (5 mL) and stirred at room temperature for about 20 min. 20 mL of Lemieux-von Rudloff
reagent (5.7 mM KMnO4 and 0.1 M NaIO4 aqueous solution) was then added dropwise. The
resulting mixture was stirred for 48 h. The product was centrifuged and washed with deionized
water, acetone, and ethanol. Subsequently, the UCNs were dispersed in hydrochloric acid (50 mL,
pH 4.0), and stirred for 1 h. The carboxy-terminated UCNs were washed 5 times with deionized
water and collected by centrifugation.

Acrylation of UCNs
To activate the surface-facing carboxylic acid groups, 200 PL of EDC (20 mg/mL) and 200 PL of
sulfo-NHS (20 mg/mL) were mixed with 200 pL of carboxy-terminated UCNs in MES buffer (0.1
M, pH 6.0, 40 mg/mL). The mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature. NHS-activated UCNs
were centrifuged and washed with water. Subsequently, the precipitate was re-dispersed in 200 pL
of PBS buffer (0.1 M, 5 mL, pH 7.2) containing 2-hydroxyethylacrylate (20mg/mL). The mixture
was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. Finally, the acrylated UCNs were purified by
centrifugation (3000 rpm, 5 min, 5X) and re-suspended in DI water.

Characterization of UCNs
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Morphology of UCNs was characterized using a 200 kV JEOL 200CX transmission electron
microscope (TEM). TEM samples were prepared by placing a drop of UCNs in cyclohexane onto
the surface of a copper grid. Upconversion luminescence spectra of UCNs were measured in
prepolymer solution (9/1 PUA/PI (v/v)) with a USB4000-VIS-NIR-ES fluorescence spectrometer
(Ocean Optics). A 1W CW diode laser (980 nm, Dragon Inc. China) was used as the excitation
source.

Particle imaging
Luminescence images were taken after particles were exchanged into imaging buffers. For UCNintegrated hydrogel particles, the imaging buffer was composed of 25% PEG (MW 400) and 0.05%
Tween-20. For PUA particles, the imaging buffer was composed of ethanol and PEG (MW 200)
in a 1:1 (v/v) ratio. Images were taken with a Nikon D200 digital camera on an inverted fluorescent
microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200). Particles were excited using a 980 nm NIR laser (1W, Dragon
Inc.). NIR reflection was removed using a 950 nm cut-on filter (Semrock Inc.) Fluorescence
images were analyzed using ImageJ (NIH). The Gaussian mixture model, standard deviation
ellipses (confident ellipse), and numbers of standard deviations between points and cluster
centroids were calculated using Matlab (Mathworks). Fluorescence intensity from miRNA
detection assays in the encoded PEG hydrogel particles was determined by averaging signal along
the length and width of the probe regions. The signal was then background subtracted.

Portable decoder fabrication
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The portable microscope decoder was assembled using the following components: DIN Objective
to 10X Eyepiece Tube Assembly (Edmund Optics), 20X Objective (long working distance (LWD)
Magnification 20X/Numerical aperture (0.30)), mobile phone adapter to microscope eyepiece
(Magnifi for Apple iPhone 4, Magnifi).

Encoded particle synthesis and decoding platform
The particle synthesis and decoding platform was assembled using the following components:
Flow lithography microscope setup: UV LED light source (Thorlabs), 10X objective (Edmund
optics), CMOS camera (Thorlabs), Dichroic cage cube (Thorlabs), Dichroic mirror (Thorlabs),
Cage cube-mounted turning prism mirrors (Thorlabs), XYZ sample stage (Suruga Seiki), Mask
holder (Thorlabs). 01" lens tubes (Thorlabs), XY Translator (Thorlabs), High-precision zoom
housing for 01" optics (Thorlabs), 30mm cage (Throlabs), posts (Thorlabs), LED and valve
control relay (NATIONAL CONTROL DEVICES, LLC), LED and valve were controlled with
Labview (National Instrument), camera adapter (Bestscientificcouplers), CCD camera (D7000,
Nikon). Decoding microscope setup: 1W 980 nm laser (Dragon laser), 950 nm cut-on filter
(Semrock, Inc.), Collimator (Thorlabs), CCD camera adapter (Bestscientificcouplers), CCD
camera (D7000, Nikon). Spectrometer setup: USB4000-UV-VIS-ES (Ocean optics, Inc), laser
translation Stage (Throlabs), X,Y translating lens mount (Thorlabs), NIR achromatic doublet pairs
(Thorlabs), collimator (Thorlabs), 950 nm cut-on filter (Semrock Inc.). 30mm cage (Throlabs),
posts (Thorlabs).

Automated decoding process
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Images of particles with 6 stripes were taken via a CCD decoder and loaded into MATLAB
software (Mathworks, Natick MA). Particle boundaries were defined using a grayscale intensitybased edge detection algorithm. Boundary pixel x and y values were averaged to determine the
particle centroid. Boundary pixels with minimum and maximum x and y values (four points total)
are noted, and distances between adjacent points used to determine the particle end point, or the
pixel located on the 2 "d shortest edge of the particle boundary and its longitudinal axis. The end
pixel and centroid pixel were then used to determine both the code orientation and a director for
the particle's longitudinal axis. The centroid of each striped region of the particle was determined
by segmenting the particle into 6 regions (the number of stripes were presumed known a priori)
along its longitudinal director. Future iterations may use implementations of k-means image
segmentation algorithms to define regions of the particle based on color, without a priori
knowledge of the number of particle stripes. RGB values measured by averaging pixels within
each of the 6 striped regions of particles under test were compared against training RGB values
and standard deviations, as determined from a particle training set. If an average set of RGB values
fell within 3.5 standard deviations of a training RGB value, we called them identical. In this way,
'analog' RGB sequences were translated into 'digital' sequences of spectral signatures. This digital
sequence was then checked against a database of 'authentic' codes to determine whether the code
was legitimate or falsified.

High temperature cast object encoding
Silicone molding material (Mold Max lOT) was poured onto a key and cured for 24 h to generate
a mold. UCN-integrated PUA particles in a solution of PUA/PI at a ratio of 9:1 (v/v) were dropped
into the mold and cured for 30s using a 365 nm hand-held UV lamp. The key-shaped mold was
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filled with polystyrene (MW= 280,000) granules and heated at 260 'C for 90 min. The silicone
mold was cooled to room temperature and the cast object was taken off the mold. Luminescence
images were then taken using customized portable decoder under excitation from a 1W 980 nm
NIR laser.

High temperature resistance
UCN-integrated PUA particles were loaded into a vial containing polyethyleneterephthalate (PET)
granules. The vial containing this mixture was heated to 260 'C until the PET granules were
completely melted. A small amount of the melted PET was sandwiched between two glass slides.
The glass slides were heated again until the sandwiched solution was dispersed to produce an even
PET film. Luminescence images were then taken using a microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200), before
and after the melting process.

Multiplexed miRNA bioassay
Spectrally-encoded hydrogel particles functionalized with DNA capture probes for mir210 and
mir221 were used in a microRNA assay to demonstrate specific and multiplexed detection of the
two targets. In order to compare performance of spectrally-encoded nanoparticle-containing
hydrogel particles to particle chemistries that have been used in previously published work with
our miRNA detection assay workflow, we used stop flow lithography to synthesize a batch of
"standard" hydrogel particles which contained a mir221 probe region flanked by two control
regions. Both types of particles had probe regions of identical dimensions to ensure similar mass
transport and reaction inside the gel network. Bioassays were designed to demonstrate that (1)
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spectral-encoding did not foul standard particles or leach nanoparticles into solution, (2) spectrallyencoded particles had similar performance to standard particles, and (3) particles were specific for
their intended targets. To achieve these goals, four 50 pL reactions were each spiked with
approximately 25 particles of each type (standard mir221, spectrally-encoded mir221, spectrallyencoded mir210). Each reaction was provided either with 500 amol of both targets, 500 amol of
only one target, or 0 amol of both targets, allowing evaluation of particles both with regard to
standard particles and with regard to specificity. Post-target incubation, bound miRNA targets
were labeled using a biotinylated universal linker sequence and a streptavidin-phycoerythrin (SAPE) fluorophore, and imaged under fluorescence.

DNA sequence
Target

Probe Sequence
5Acryd/GAT ATA TTT TAT CAG CCG CTG TCA CAC GCA

miR-210
CAG/3InvdT
5Acryd/GAT ATA TTT TAG AAA CCC AGC AGA CAA TGT AGC
miR-221
T/3InvdT
Universal Linker: /5Phos/TAAAATATATAAAAAAAAAAAA/3Bio/

Buffer List
TET: 5X Tris-EDTA with 0.05% Tween-20
PTET: 5X Tris-EDTA with 0.05% Tween-20 and 25% (v/v) PEG-400
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microRNA Hybridization Buffer (HB): TET with 350 mM NaCl
microRNA Rinse Buffer (RB): TET with 50 mM NaCl

Monomer Compositions
Control particle non-coded regions: 35% (v/v) PEG-DA 700, 20% (v/v) PEG200, 5% (v/v)
Darocur- 1173, 40% (v/v) 3X Tris-EDTA mixed 9:1 with IX Tris-EDTA
Control Particle Probe Region: 20% (v/v) PEG-DA 700, 40% (v/v) PEG200, 5% (v/v) Darocur1173, 35% (v/v) 3X Tris-EDTA mixed 9:1 with 1 mM DNA probe stored in IX Tris-EDTA
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Table A1.1 I Rare-earth dopant concentrations of UCN1-9.
Concentrations listed in mol %.
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Figure A1.1 I upconversion emission spectra of UCN1-2 (a-b) and UCN6-9 (c-f) suspension
in PUA prepolymer solution.
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Figure A1.2 I TEM characterization of (a-i) UCN1-9 doped with various concentrations of
dopants and (j) low magnification image of UCN7. Scale bars are 100nm.
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Figure A1.3 ILuminescence intensity comparison of UCN7 integrated hydrogel particles (a)
without acrylation and (b) with acrylation. (50 particles analyzed at each time point)
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Table A1.2 IMean RGB pixel value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of
UCN1-9 integrated particles.
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UCNI
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Channel
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Table A1.3 IMeasured mean RGB value of UCN1-9 integrated particles and convoluted
RGB value from UCN1-9 emission spectra.
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n = 50 for each run.
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Figure A1.12 ILuminescence images representing magnetic properties of encoded particles
(a) with and (b) without applied magnetic field. Images acquired using a Nikon D200.
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Figure A1.14 I Decoding process. (a) Luminescence images of synthesized asymmetric particles
for decoding process (980 nm excitation): true code (left) and false code (right). (b) Description
of decoding process: Step 1. Find maximum or minimum in x- or y- axis. Step 2. Find center
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and end point of particle, determine particle orientation and direction of longitudinal axis. Step
3. Find the center of each stripe. Step 4. Calculate the average RGB value within a sampled area
around each stripe. (c) Input image set for decoding process (red box represents 6 false coded
particles) (top) and output image set of decoded result showing 6 false codes (bottom).
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Appendix 2 - Supplemental Information for Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
Experimental Details for Figures in the Main Body of the Paper
Figure A2.1. Reaction scheme for the synthesis of Cl-C12, C6B hemicyanine dyes.
Figure A2.2. 1H NMR spectrum for Cl, C2 and C4 in DMSO-d6.

.

Figure A2.3. 'H NMR spectrum for C6, C8 and CIO in CDCl 3

.

Figure A2.4. 'H NMR spectrum for C6B in CDCl 3

.

Figure A2.5. 13C NMR spectra for C6 in CDCl 3

.

Figure A2.6. H-13C HMQC NMR spectrum for C6 in CDC1 3

.

Figure A2.7. 1H-1H COSY NMR spectrum for C6 in CDC1 3

Figure A2.8. Fluorescence enhancement for dyes in lOX vs. 0. 1X CMC surfactant solutions.
Figure A2.9. Quantum yield of dyes in lOX CMC surfactant solutions.
Figure A2.10. Absorbance shifts as evidence for dye/surfactant and dye/dye interactions in subCMC surfactant solutions.
Figure A2.11. Zeta potential, dye adsorption and dye fluorescence - characterization of the
colloids used in the silver nanoparticle / DPC / C6 Raman experiments.
Figure A2.12. SERS spectra for silver nanoparticle / DPC / C6 adsorption experiments.
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Figure A2.13. Impact of solvent viscosity on dye fluorescence.
Figure A2.14. Impact of solvent polarity on dye Stokes shifts.
Figure A2.15. Symmetric solvatochromism and solvatofluorochromism for all dyes over a wide
variety of solvents.
Figure A2.16. CMC values for a variety of surfactants as measured by C6 and as reported in the
literature.
Figure A2.17. Detection of hydrophobic interfaces formed by polymer-surfactant aggregation
using the C6 dye.
Figure A2.18. Absorbance curves for the C1 dye in ionic mixed micelles of varying composition
and morphology.
Figure A2.19. Absorbance maxima, fluorescence maxima and Stokes shifts for selected dyes in
ionic mixed micelles of varying composition and morphology.
Figure A2.20. Comparison of existing techniques for quantifying the concentration of nonoptically-active nanoparticles.
Figure A2.21. Size, zeta potential, limit of detection and limit of quantitation for all drug
delivery nanoparticles used.
Figure A2.22. Reproducibility of organic nanoparticle concentration standard curves as assessed
by C6 fluorescence.
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Figure A2.23. Impact of SDS solutions on C6 fluorescence in the presence of polymeric
nanoparticles.
Figure A2.24. Comparison of existing techniques for measuring surfactant adsorption on
colloidal particles.
Figure A2.25. Schematic experimental setup for the 'gold standard' depletion method used to
assess surfactant adsorption on colloidal particles.
Figure A2.26. Example direct absorbance standard curve used to assess DPC monomer
concentration in depleted samples.
Figure A2.27. Example Stains-All standard curve used to spectrophotometrically assess SDS
monomer concentration in depleted samples.
Figure A2.28. Quantitative fluorescence imaging data for the fluorescence images shown in
Figure 3.5.
Figure A2.29. Surfactant adsorption isotherms for DPC/SiOH and SDS/SiNH 2
surfactant/particle pairs, as measured by C1-C12 and C6B dye fluorescence.
Figure A2.30. Schematic experimental setup used to measure dye adsorption on colloidal
particles via depletion.
Figure A2.31. Example dye fluorescence standard curve in 5X micellar DPC solution, used to
assess C6 monomer concentration after depletion by colloidal particles.
Figure A2.32. Adsorption isotherms for dye on surfactant-preadsorbed colloidal silica particles.
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Figure A2.33. Relationship between zeta potential and long-chain (> C6) dye adsorption
isotherms on silica.
Figure A2.34. Fluorescence lifetime curves for C6 dye in surfactant micelles and admicelles on
colloidal particles.
References
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Materials and Methods
Materials. All chemicals and other materials were used as received. All aqueous solutions were
prepared using ultrapure Milli-Q water. Synthesized dyes were stored in either solid form or as a
DMSO solution at 4'C in the dark.
Surfactants. The surfactants 1-dodecylpyridinium chloride (DPC) [98%], 1-cetylpyridinium
chloride (CPC) [99%], sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [99%], sodium decyl sulfate (S10S) [99%],
sodium octyl sulfate (SOS) [99%], cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) [99%],
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) [99%], dodecyltrimethyl ammonium chloride
(DTAC) [99%], sodium cholate, (NaC) [99%], N-dodecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1propanesulfonate (C12 SB) [99%], Triton X-100 (TX-100), sodium deoxycholate (NaDC)
[99%], 3-(N,N-dimethyloctylammonio) propanesulfonate (C8 SB), Tween 20 and Tween 80
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Absence of surface active impurities was verified for all
chemically uniform surfactants (i.e. all but Tween 20, Tween 80 and Triton X-100) by the
absence of minima in surface tension vs. concentration curves.
Solvents. Dodecane, hexane, ethyl acetate, chloroform, dichloromethane, dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, 1-butanol, isobutanol, benzyl
alcohol, 2-ethyl-i -butanol, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide, pyridine,
and ethylene glycol were all anhydrous, of analytical grade, and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Methyl acetoacetate, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidone, acetone, 2-butanone, aniline and glycerol were all
of analytical grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Poly(ethylene glycol) [average MW =
200 Da] was purchased from Polysciences. DMSO-d6 and chloroform-d for 1H NMR were
purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories.
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Reagentsfor dye synthesis. 4-(dimethylamino)benzaldehyde, 4-(diethylamino)benzaldehyde, 4(dibutylaminobenzaldehyde), N,N-di-N-hexylaniline, 4-methylpyridine, 1,4-butane sultone, 1bromooctane, 1-bromodecane, 1-bromododecane, N,N-diisopropylethylamine, piperidine and
phosphorous(V) oxychloride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich in analytical grade. Diethyl
ether and 1 -butyl-4-methylpyridinium bromide were purchased from Fisher Scientific in
analytical grade.
Nanoparticles. All poly(methyl methacrylate), poly(styrene), carboxylated poly(styrene) and
poly(caprolactone) [PMMA, PS, PS-COOH and PCL, respectively] nanoparticles were
purchased from Phosphorex (Hopkinton, MA) and supplied as a 1% w/v suspension with 0.1%
SDS for stabilization. All silica and aminated silica [SiOH and SiNH2, respectively]
nanoparticles were purchased from Nanocomposix (San Diego, CA) and supplied as a 1% w/v
suspension in water and 0. 1M acetate buffer (pH 5), respectively. 200 nm silver nanospheres for
SERS studies (AgNPs) were purchased from Nanocomposix and supplied as a 1 mg/mL
suspension with 2 mM sodium citrate for stabilization. Egg L-cc-lysophosphatidylcholine, egg
sphingomyelin, and ovine wool cholesterol for liposome synthesis were purchased from Avanti
Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). PEG-PLA/PLGA nanoparticles were kindly provided by Nicolas
Bertrand. All SiOH and SiNH2 nanoparticles were stored at ambient temperature. All PMMA,
PS, PS-COOH, PCL and AgNP nanoparticles with a size greater than or equal to 50 nm were
stored at 4'C. Nanoparticles of these materials with a diameter less than 50 nm were stored at
ambient temperature. Liposomes were prepared according to a previously described method and
used immediately.
Other materials. Poly(acrylic acid) [Mv ~ 450 kDa], poly(allylamine hydrochloride) [Mw ~ 450
kDa] were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Fluorescein sodium salt, rhodamine 6G, folic acid,
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glucose, RGD peptide, docetaxel, paclitaxel, irinotecan, Stains-All (95%), sodium fluoride,
sodium chloride, sodium bromide, sodium iodide, lithium chloride, potassium chloride and
rubidium chloride were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with at least 97% purity, or the
highest grade available (if lower than 97%, noted following the chemical in parentheses).
Ultrafiltration centrifuge tubes were purchased from EMD Millipore (now Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany). Mixed-sequence oligonucleotides with an average length of 40
nucleotides were kindly provided by Amanda Chung.
Instrumentation. Surface tension measurements on aqueous surfactant solutions were
performed using a ramd-hart contact angle goniometer (Model 190) with automated drop shape
image analysis. All absorbance and fluorescence measurements were performed using a Tecan
SAFIRE microplate reader running firmware version 2.1 and XFluor4 acquisition software
version 4.51. The SAFIRE is equipped with a UV xenon flash lamp for excitation, a UV silicon
photodiode for detection, and excitation and emission monochromators having a minimum
bandwidth of 2.5 nm each. Samples were typically 250 ptL in volume and measured in clear
(absorbance) or black (fluorescence) 96-well plates. Particle size and zeta potential
measurements were performed at 25'C using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS dynamic light
scattering instrument. 'H and

13 C

NMR spectra were acquired and processed using a Bruker

Avance 400 MHz instrument and TopSpin 3.1 software. Fluorescence lifetime measurements
were acquired using a custom apparatus built and operated as described in the literature 2
Synthetic procedure for zwitterionic hemicyanine dyes. Dyes were synthesized following
published methods 3 ,4 . Base-catalyzed aldol condensation was employed to couple a sulfonatebearing heterocycle (the 'head precursor') with an N,N-dialkylaniline moiety (the 'tail
precursor') via a double bond with trans stereochemistry. The resulting zwitterionic 'head' is
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invariant within this family, comprised of a sulfonate group and a quaternized nitrogen atom (on
the heterocycle) separated by a butyl linker. The chromophore, also invariant within members of
this family, consists of trans alkene-conjugated styrene and pyridinium moieties. Finally, the
hydrophobic 'tail' is composed of two saturated alkyl chains of equivalent length, each linked to
the aniline nitrogen. Between members of this dye family, the alkyl tails vary in length - 1, 2, 4,
6, 8, 10 and 12 carbons each [referred to herein as C1, C2, C4, C6, C8, CIO and C12].
Notionally, alkyl tails of varying length ought also to vary the magnitude of the driving force for
assortment to hydrophobic interfaces.
To form the zwitterionic 'head precursor', neat 4-methylpyridine and a 2.5-fold molar excess of
1,4-butane sultone were allowed to react for 15 minutes at 120 0C in a round-bottom flask with
magnetic stirring. This reaction produced the pyridinium salt 1 (Figure A2. 1) as a precipitate
with 85% yield. After grinding the product with a mortar and pestle and thoroughly washing with
diethyl ether, the resulting white powder was dried in a vacuum oven. 'H NMR characterization
of the product revealed residual reactants present at <1% molar abundance. 1 is able to
participate in aldol condensation due to the presence of an activated methyl group on the
heterocycle at a position para to the pyridinium nitrogen.
The 'tail precursor' used here is a 4-(dialkylamino)benzaldehyde. C1, C2 and C4 'tail
precursors' were purchased directly from Sigma-Aldrich. The C6 'tail precursor' 5 (Figure A2.1)
was formed by subjecting N,N-di-N-hexylaniline to a Vilsmeier-Haack formylation. Briefly, 10
mL (129.2 mmol) N,N-dimethylformamide was added to a round-bottom flask and cooled to 00 C
using an ice bath. Under an argon atmosphere, 1.4 mL (15 mmol) of phosphorous(V)
oxychloride was slowly added dropwise with magnetic stirring. The flask was allowed to come
to room temperature and was stirred for 1 hour. After 1 hour, the flask was again cooled to 00 C
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using an ice bath, and 2.21 mL (7.5 mmol) of N,N-di-N-hexylaniline was slowly added dropwise
with magnetic stirring. Next, the flask was heated to 500C and maintained at that temperature for
8 hours with magnetic stirring. The reaction mix was then cooled to 00 C using an ice bath and
slowly added dropwise to a stirred slurry of ice chips in water. This strongly acidic mixture was
then slowly neutralized with sodium carbonate, avoiding excess heating. If excess heating
occurs, blue/green compounds form that are difficult to separate from the desired product. The
neutralized reaction mix is then extracted 3x with dichloromethane. The resulting organic phase
is dried by subsequent extraction with brine and addition of sodium sulfate. DCM was removed
via rotary evaporation, and the resulting pale yellow viscous oil was purified by flash column
chromatography, resulting in a yield of 65%. No impurities were detected via 1H NMR, thinlayer chromatography or flash column chromatography.
The C8 'tail precursor' 6 was formed by dialkylation of aniline using 1-bromooctane, followed
by Vilsmeier-Haack formylation. Briefly, 3 mL of DMF, 3 mL of N,N-diisopropylethylamine,
5.6 mmol aniline and 15.1 mmol of 1-bromooctane were added to a round-bottom flask and
heated at 1 10 C for 22 hours with magnetic stirring. The reaction mix was allowed to cool to
room temperature, added to water, and extracted with DCM. Rotary evaporation was used to
remove DCM, and the resulting oil was purified by flash column chromatography, resulting in a
yield of 2 of 86.4%. Purity was -90%; a significant 1-bromooctane impurity was identified via
'H NMR. Vilsmeier-Haack formylation was performed on the crude product 2 to form 6 with a
yield of 30.8%. No impurities were detected via 'H NMR.
The CIO and C12 'tail precursors' 7 and 8, respectively, were formed in a similar fashion. Yields
of N,N-di-N-alkylaniline intermediates 3 and 4 were 64.6% and 45.8%, respectively, with
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similar 1-bromoalkane impurities. Vilsmeier-Haack formylation yields of 7 and 8 were 20.2%
and 15.2%, respectively, with no impurities detected via 1H NMR.
Base-catalyzed aldol condensation of 'head precursor' and 'tail precursors' to form dyes CI, C2,
C4, C6, C8, CIO and C12 occurred as follows. 0.288 mmol of 'head precursor' and the
respective 'tail precursor' were combined with 1.4 mL of methanol and 0.14 mL of piperidine in
a stirred round-bottom flask. The mixture was refluxed at 900 C for 120 min, cooled to room
temperature, and purified via flash column chromatography. Yields were 85.9%, 79.1%, 85.0%,
83.5%, 93.8%, 87.0% and 79.3% (respectively) and no impurities were detected via 1H NMR.
Synthetic procedure for the cationic hemicyanine dye C6B. The 'tail precursor' used here is
the same as that used to synthesize the C6 dye, namely 5. The 'head precursor' here, a cationic
analogue of the zwitterionic 'head precursor' lacking a sulfonate group, is 1 -butyl-4methylpyridinium bromide, purchased from Fisher Scientific. Base-catalyzed aldol condensation
of the cationic 'head precursor' 1 -butyl-4-methylpyridinium bromide and 'tail precursor' 5
occurred via the same protocol as for the zwitterionic dyes, and resulted in the product C6B with
85% yield. No impurities were detected via 1H NMR.
Characterization of hemicyanine dyes. 1H NMR and flash column chromatography was
performed for all synthesized dye products and intermediates.

3C

NMR,

13C

DEPT NMR,

HMQC 'H/ 3 C NMR and COSY 'H/'H NMR was performed for C6. LC-MS was performed on
all dyes.
LC-MS analyses. LC-MS was performed on an Acquity UPLC (Waters) equipped with a PDA
detector and interfaced with a Xevo QTof MS (Waters). The UPLC mobile phase was 5%
acetonitrile/95% water with 0.1% formic acid (Fisher Chemical). C1, C2, C4, C6, C8, C1O, and
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C6B analyses were performed on an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column (2.1 mm x 50 mm, 1.7
prm particle size, 130A, Waters). C12 analysis was performed on an Acquity UPLC BEH C8
column (2.1 mm x 50 mm, 1.7 pim particle size, 130A, Waters). Mass spectra were recorded in
positive ESI mode under conditions that do not promote fragmentation.
Flash Column Chromatography. Crude dialkylaminobenzaldehyde, dialkylaniline, and dye
products were purified by flash column chromatography on a CombiFlash RF (Teledyne Isco) on
RediSep Rf Gold Silica columns (Teledyne ISCO). Samples were dry-loaded with Celite
(Sigma-Aldrich).
The crude precursors 2-8 were eluted with a gradient of ethyl acetate (0-10%) in hexanes to give
the purified product. Crude C1, C4, C8, CIO, C12, and C6B synthesis products were eluted with
a gradient of methanol (10-100%) in dichloromethane to give the purified product. Crude C6
synthesis products were eluted with a gradient of methanol (25-100%) in acetone to give the
purified product. Crude C2 synthesis products were not purified with flash column
chromatography, but were rather washed with diethyl ether under vacuum filtration to give the
purified product.
Cl 'H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d 6 ): 6 ppm 1.57 (quin, J=7.40 Hz, 2 H) 1.92 - 2.02 (m, 2 H) 2.44
- 2.47 (m, 2 H) 3.02 (s, 6 H) 4.44 (t, J=7.09 Hz, 2 H) 6.79 (m, J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 7.17 (d, J=16.14

Hz, 1 H) 7.59 (m, J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 7.92 (d, J=16.14 Hz, 1 H) 8.06 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H) 8.78 (d,
J=6.60 Hz, 2 H)
C2 'H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d 6 ): 6 ppm 1.13 (t, J=6.97 Hz, 6 H) 1.57 (quin, J=7.58 Hz, 2 H)
1.91 - 2.02 (m, 2 H) 2.44 - 2.48 (m, 2 H) 3.43 (q, J=6.93 Hz, 4 H) 4.43 (t, J=7.09 Hz, 2 H) 6.75
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(d, J=9.05 Hz, 2 H) 7.12 (d, J=16.14 Hz, 1 H) 7.56 (d, J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 7.90 (d, J=16.14 Hz, 1 H)
8.04 (d, J=6.85 Hz, 2 H) 8.76 (d, J=6.85 Hz, 2 H)
C4 'H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d): 6 ppm 0.92 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 6 H) 1.34 (sxt, J=7.34 Hz, 4 H)
1.46 - 1.62 (m, 6 H) 1.97 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 2 H) 2.42 - 2.49 (m, 2 H) 3.33 - 3.40 (m, 4 H) 4.43 (t,

J=7.09 Hz, 2 H) 6.72 (d, J=9.05 Hz, 2 H) 7.11 (d, J=16.14 Hz, 1 H) 7.55 (d, J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 7.89
(d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 8.04 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H) 8.76 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H)
C6 'H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d): 6 ppm 0.88 - 0.94 (m, 6 H) 1.33 (br. s., 12 H) 1.56 - 1.64
(m, 4 H) 1.98 (m, J=6.85 Hz, 2 H) 2.16 - 2.26 (m, 2 H) 2.98 (t, J=7.09 Hz, 2 H) 3.31 (t, J=7.58
Hz, 4 H) 4.70 (t, J=7.09 Hz, 2 H) 6.61 (m, J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 6.76 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.47 (m,

J=8.56 Hz, 2 H) 7.54 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.73 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H) 8.87 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H)
C8 'H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d): 6 ppm 0.86 - 0.93 (m, 6 H) 1.26 - 1.35 (m, 20 H) 1.60
(br. s., 4 H) 1.92 - 2.03 (m, 2 H) 2.21 (quin, J=7.27 Hz, 2 H) 2.98 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 2 H) 3.27 - 3.35

(m, 4 H) 4.70 (t, J=7.34 Hz, 2 H) 6.61 (d, J=7.83 Hz, 2 H) 6.76 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.47 (d,
J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 7.50 - 7.57 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.73 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H) 8.88 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2
H)
CIO 'H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d): 6 ppm 0.85 - 0.92 (m, 6 H) 1.22 - 1.38 (m, 28 H) 1.59
(br. s., 4 H) 1.97 (quin, J=7.15 Hz, 2 H) 2.15 - 2.25 (m, 2 H) 2.97 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 2 H) 3.29 (t,

J=7.46 Hz, 4 H) 4.69 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 2 H) 6.59 (m, J=8.56 Hz, 2 H) 6.74 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H)
7.46 (d, J=8.56 Hz, 2 H) 7.52 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.72 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H) 8.90 (d, J=6.60 Hz,
2 H)
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C12 1H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d): 6 ppm 0.84 - 0.92 (m, 6 H) 1.20 - 1.38 (m, 36 H) 1.60
(br. s., 4 H) 1.95 - 2.03 (m, 2 H) 2.21 (quin, J=7.03 Hz, 2 H) 2.98 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 2 H) 3.31 (t,

J=7.46 Hz, 4 H) 4.70 (t, J=7.21 Hz, 2 H) 6.61 (d, J=6.85 Hz, 2 H) 6.76 (d, J=15.65 Hz, 1 H) 7.47
(d, J=8.07 Hz, 2 H) 7.54 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.73 (d, J=5.62 Hz, 2 H) 8.87 (d, J=6.36 Hz, 2 H)
C6B 'H NMR (400 MHz, chloroform-d): 6 ppm 0.89 - 0.93 (m, 6 H) 0.94 - 0.99 (t, J=7.36 Hz, 3
H) 1.30 - 1.35 (m, 12 H) 1.36 - 1.46 (m, 2 H) 1.61 (br. s., 4 H) 1.90 - 2.00 (m, 2 H) 3.29 - 3.37
(m, 4 H) 4.63 (t, J=7.34 Hz, 2 H) 6.63 (m, J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 6.82 (d, J=15.65 Hz, 1 H) 7.50 (m,

J=8.80 Hz, 2 H) 7.60 (d, J=15.89 Hz, 1 H) 7.82 (d, J=6.36 Hz, 2 H) 8.87 (d, J=6.60 Hz, 2 H)
C1 LC-MS: [M+H]+ calculated - 361.16 amu. Measured - 361.32 amu.
C2 LC-MS: [M+H]+ calculated - 389.19 amu. Measured - 389.36 amu.
C4 LC-MS: [M+H]* calculated - 445.25 amu. Measured - 445.45 amu.

C6 LC-MS: [M+H]* calculated - 501.32 amu. Measured - 501.54 amu.
C8 LC-MS [M+H]* calculated - 557.38 amu. Measured - 557.37 amu.

CIO LC-MS: [M+H]+ calculated - 613.44 amu. Measured - 613.72 amu.

C12 LC-MS: [M+H]* calculated - 669.50 amu. Measured - 669.49 amu.

C6B LC-MS: [M]+ calculated - 421.35 amu. Measured - 421.55 amu.
All calculated masses listed above are monoisotopic masses for the most abundant form of the
ionized molecule. All LC chromatograms consisted of a single eluted peak.
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Dodecane-in-water emulsions. Emulsions were prepared using SDS-dodecane-C6-water or
DTAB-dodecane-C6-water mixtures. Surfactant concentrations (i) just below (-0.7X) or (ii) well
above (-4X) its critical micelle concentration (CMC) were used. For clarity, the CMC of SDS
was taken to be 8.1 mM, whereas the CMC of DTAB was taken to be 15.2 mM. To form the
emulsion, 10 pL of a 2 mM C6 dye solution in DMSO and 300 pL of dodecane were added to 1
mL of the surfactant solution and vortexed at 3000 rpm for 1 min. Emulsions were observed
under a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope with 555 nm laser excitation and a Texas Red
emission filter to determine the partitioning of fluorescent dye molecules between the continuous
aqueous phase (containing surfactant either below or above the CMC), the distributed oil phase,
and the interface between the two.
Fluorescence imaging of solutions in microcentrifuge tubes. Fluorescence images of dyesurfactant and dye-surfactant-nanoparticle solutions, as in Figure 3.4, were acquired using a
Perkin-Elmer Xenogen IVIS 200 system. Excitation occurred using a halogen lamp, filtered
using a bandpass filter with center wavelength of 499.7 nm and a 30.7 nm FWHM bandwidth.
Emissions were detected using a CCD detector after passing through a bandpass filter with center
wavelength of 559.9 nm and a 19.6 nm FWHM bandwidth.
Details for Figure 3.1c (comparison of fluorescence for O.1X and lOX CMC). The excitation
wavelength for each emission curve was selected to be the wavelength of maximum absorbance
for that particular solution. At times, the excitation wavelength slightly differed for 0. 1X and

loX CMC solutions of the same surfactant, even using the same dye. Normalization is to the
maximum fluorescence of the loX CMC value for each dye/surfactant pair, and is intended to
illustrate the degree of fluorescence enhancement between sub- and super-CMC surfactant
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solutions. No normalization was performed between dyes, and as such, no conclusions should be
drawn regarding the relative intensities of dye/surfactant mixtures from this figure.
Details for Figure 3.1e,f (red-edge excitation shift). Red-edge excitation shift measurements
were performed on a Tecan SAFIRE plate reader using 2.5 nm excitation and emission
bandwidths, as opposed to the 12 nm bandwidth used for other measurements reported here.
Emission peaks were calculated from the data obtained by fitting the emission profile to a 2 nd
order polynomial in the vicinity of the peak (50 nm bandwidth). R 2 values <0.95 for a fit, while
rare, merited manual verification of fitting and peak picking fidelity.
Details for Figure 3.2a (CMC calculation). The excitation wavelength for all surfactants was
485 nm. Emission wavelength was 590 nm for zwitterionic, cationic and nonionic surfactants,
560 nm for NaC and NaDC, 575 for SOS and S10S, and 585 for SDS. Nearly all solvatochromic
fluorophores reported as CMC probes in the literature, including pyrene, Nile Red and 1,6diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene calculate CMC as the point where fluorescence intensities or peak
positions begin to increase beyond background values 5 . In contrast, the C6 probe was found to
accurately report CMC when fluorescence intensity reaches saturation.This can be attributed to
the formation of premicellar aggregates at concentrations approaching the CMC; it is unclear
whether these aggregates are formed in the absence of dye.
Details for Figure 3.3a (polymer NP standard curves). All data points were measured at 485
nm excitation, 590 nm emission on the Tecan SAFIRE microplate reader. Nanoparticle solutions
were measured in a 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 buffer.
Details for Figure 3.3b. Unweighted fluorescence intensity vs. nanoparticle mass concentration
data were fit to a 5-parameter logistic curve using the Origin 9.1 software. This type of curve is
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appropriate for data containing two plateaus and an asymmetric sigmoidal transition between
them. Standard curves generated to assess limit of detection contain a plateau at low nanoparticle
concentration, where only small amounts of dye can bind, and a plateau at high nanoparticle
concentration, where dye binding (and hence, fluorescence) saturates. Limits of detection were
calculated as the intersection of 3 standard deviations above background (dye in the absence of
nanoparticles) with the 5-parameter logistic curve. Limits of quantitation were calculated as the
greater of the following: (i) limit of detection and (ii) the concentration at which average
concentration errors dropped below 10%.
All data points were measured at 485 nm excitation, 590 nm emission on the Tecan SAFIRE
microplate reader. Polymer nanoparticle and liposome samples were measured in a 0.1% SDS,
10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 buffer. SiOH samples were measured in a 0.59 mM CPC solution and
SiNH2 samples were measured in a 1.2 mM sodium cholate, 10 mM acetate, pH 5 solution.
To assess percent error from calibration, a dataset not used in generating the fitted curve was
acquired, and the known concentration was compared to the concentration predicted by the
standard curve. Nanoparticle formulations at mass concentrations spanning two orders of
magnitude were incubated with 1 pM C6 dye, and average error was tabulated using

-10

such

points for each formulation.
Details for Figure 3.3c. PEG-PLA/PLGA nanoparticles were incubated with varying amounts
of common 'contaminants', such as small molecule compounds used in drug delivery, solvents
used in nanoprecipitation formulations, peptides and oligonucleotides. Percent error was
+

calculated by measuring the fluorescence of 25 tg PEG-PLA/PLGA nanoparticles

contaminant in the presence of 1 ptM C6 dye, in a 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 buffer.
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Fluorescence values were compared to a PEG-PLA/PLGA standard curve to compute particle
mass concentration values; these values were then compared to the known concentration, and the
difference was used to determine percent error. N = 3 for all contaminants.
Details for Figure 3.3e. Nanoparticle suspensions (50 tg/mL for PS and PMMA and 5 pg/mL
for PCL) in 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7 buffer were centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 15 min in
Amicon ultrafiltration columns (EMD Millipore) of varying molecular weight cutoff (MWCO).
After centrifugation, the retentate was resuspended and brought up to its original volume in the
same 0.1% SDS, 10 mM Tris, pH 7 buffer. The fluorescence intensity of this suspension in the
presence of 1 pM C6 was measured, and converted to a concentration through comparison with a
particle-specific standard curve. By comparing the post-centrifugation measured concentration to
the pre-centrifugation measured concentration, a %retention value (% recovered in the top
portion of the column) was calculated.
Details for Figure 3.4b,c (adsorption isotherm comparisons).
Measurement of DPC/SiOHadsorption isotherms via depletion. 'Gold standard' DPC/SiOH

adsorption isotherms were measured via the depletion method. Briefly, varying amounts of DPC
were added to a suspension with a final composition of 5 mg/mL 100 nm SiOH NPs with 10 mM
Tris, pH 9. The solution was allowed to incubate at ambient temperature for 1 hour. NPs were
then centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 minutes to deplete the supernatant of NPs and any bound
DPC. The corrected absorbance (reference wavelength - 415 nm) of the supernatant at 258 nm,
the absorbance peak of DPC, was measured using a Tecan SAFIRE microplate reader and
converted to concentration through use of a standard curve. The difference between this value
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and the concentration originally added is equivalent to the amount of DPC adsorbed onto the
nanoparticles.
Measurement of SDS/SiNH2 adsorptionisotherms via depletion. 'Gold standard' SDS/SiNH2

were measured via a depletion method. Although SDS does not have a significant absorbance
cross-section at wavelengths between 250-1000 nm, a spectrophotometric technique involving
the use of the SDS-binding cationic dye, Stains-All, has been previously described 6 . In our
usage, varying amounts of SDS were added to a suspension with a final composition of 5 mg/mL
100 nm SiNH2 NPs with 10 mM acetate, pH 5. The solution was allowed to incubate at ambient
temperature for 1 hour. NPs were than centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 minutes to deplete the
supernatant of NPs and any bound SDS. Aliquots of the supernatants, diluted appropriately to
fall within the dynamic range of the assay (-0.2-20 pM concentration), were added to an
aqueous solution with a final concentration of 90 ptM Stains-All, 2.5% (v/v) isopropanol, 5%
(v/v) N,N-dimethylformamide. Absorbance was measured at 438 using a Tecan SAFIRE
microplate reader and converted to concentration through use of a standard curve. The difference
between this value and the concentration originally represents the amount of SDS adsorbed onto
the nanoparticles.
Measurement of adsorptionisotherms via fluorescence. To generate fluorescence intensity vs.

equilibrium surfactant concentration data, 1 tM C6 dye was added to 1 mg/mL NPs with the
appropriate pH buffer and surfactant, incubated for -30 minutes, and sonicated to break up any
particle agglomerates using a laboratory bath sonicator. Fluorescence intensity was then
measured with an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and an emission wavelength of 590 nm on a
Tecan SAFIRE microplate reader. Quantitative adsorption isotherms were derived from
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fluorescence data by normalizing the fluorescence intensity at a single point on the CMC plateau
to the adsorbed amount at a single point on the CMC plateau as measured by depletion. This
'unit conversion' was applied to all other points on the fluorescence intensity vs. concentration
.

curve to generate a quantitative adsorption isotherm in units of pmoles/m 2

Details for Figure 3.5 (fluorescence imaging in microcentrifuge tubes).
Row 1: 1.5 mM DPC, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 2: 150 mM DPC, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 3: 3 mM DPC, 1 p.M dye, 1 mg/mL SiNH2 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM acetate, pH 5.
Row 4: 3 mM DPC, 1 p.M dye, 1 mg/mL SiOH 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM Tris, pH 9.
Row 5: 0.8 mM SDS, 1 p.M dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 6: 80 mM SDS, 1 pM dye, no nanoparticles.
Row 7: 3 mM SDS, 1 pM dye, 1 mg/mL SiOH 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM Tris, pH 9.
Row 8: 3 mM SDS, 1 pM dye, 1 mg/mL SiNH2 100 nm nanoparticles, 10 mM acetate, pH 5.
Pairs of rows within a column were imaged under identical conditions. For instance, the images
in rows 1 and 2 in the C1 dye column were imaged identically, whereas rows 3 and 4 in the same
Cl dye column were imaged under different conditions than those of rows 1 and 2. Similarly,
rows 1 and 2 in the C6 dye column were imaged under different conditions from rows 1 and 2 in
the CI dye column. This was done in order to more practically illustrate differences between
pairs of comparable samples.
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Dye radiant efficiency. To enable quantitative comparisons and provide support for the images
shown in Figure 3.5, total radiant efficiency was measured for the fluorescence emanating from
the microcentrifuge tube, as well. Total radiant efficiency (units of [photons / s] / [ptW/cm 2 ,])

corrects the measured emission flux for nonuniformities in excitation power density over the
region of interest. It is assumed that emission flux is linear with incident power density for these
dyes, typically a good assumption for relatively weak illumination of organic chromophores.
Quantum yield. Absolute quantum yield (at an excitation wavelength of 485 nm) was measured
on a Tecan SAFIRE microplate reader in reference to that of fluorescein and rhodamine 6G,
according to the following equation7 : P2

A2
=

EI1
)

where c is the quantum yield, Ax / Ex

is the slope of the maximum absorbance vs. integrated emission intensity curve and ai is the
viscosity of the solution in which the fluorophore is dissolved. Fluorescein and rhodamine 6G
were selected because their absorbance maxima are almost identical to those of the dyes
synthesized in this study - this obviates the need to take into account the ratio of excitation
intensities, which are assumed to be unity in the above equation. Dye quantum yield in lOX
CMC surfactant solutions was thus measured by measuring absorbance spectra and fluorescence
emission curves (at 485 nm excitation, 2.5 nm bandwidth) for 1, 2 and 3 piM dye solutions.
Solvatochromatism characterization. Dyes at a concentration of 10 IM were dissolved in a
wide variety of solvents, and both absorbance and fluorescence emission intensity spectra were
acquired using a Tecan SAFIRE microplate reader. Absorbance and fluorescence emission
intensity maxima were determined by fitting the spectra to a quadratic curve within a 50 nm band
of the maximum intensity. The wavelength at maximum intensity was not used directly, as data
sometimes contained an appreciable amount of noise. Fitted curves with R 2 values of <0.95 were
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manually inspected to verify fidelity to the original dataset. Stokes shifts and absorbance

emission maxima were plotted against the Brunschwig, Ehrenson, and Sutin polarity function Fl,
which is similar to orientation polarizability. F1 (with an internal dielectric constant of 2) was
used in place of orientation polarizability to take into account the fact that the chromophore bears
formal charges (i.e. is zwitterionic) and is unlikely to undergo significant structural changes in
direct response to internal rearrangements of charge distribution.
Mixed micelles. Mixed surfactant aggregates with a variety of colloidal morphologies were
synthesized by vigorously mixing aqueous solutions of 5% (w/v) CTAB and 5% (w/v) SOS and
allowing the resulting suspensions to mature overnight. Morphologies were identified according
to a previously reported phase diagram for the CTAB-SOS-H 2 0 ternary system 9 . Absorbance
and emission spectra were acquired for mixtures of CTAB-SOS-H 20 and 10 piM dye. Maxima
were calculated by by fitting absorbance and emission profiles to a 2 nd order polynomial in the
vicinity of the peak (50 nm bandwidth). R 2 values <0.95 for a fit, while rare, merited manual
verification of fitting and peak picking fidelity.
Measurement of dye adsorption isotherms. Dye adsorption to surfactant-coated silica
nanoparticles was assessed by depletion. In particular, dye at a final concentration of 1 ptM was
added to pre-incubated suspensions containing surfactant, 100 nm silica nanoparticles and the
appropriate pH buffer. After a 30-minute incubation, the suspensions were centrifuged at 20,000
x g for 15 minutes to deplete the fluid of nanoparticles (along with any bound surfactant and
dye). 500 ptL of supernatant was then added to 500 ptL of a lOX CMC solution of the same
surfactant present in the supernatant. Fluorescence intensity of the resulting 5X CMC surfactant
solution was measured and compared to a standard curve (fluorescence vs. dye concentration in a
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5X CMC solution), yielding the amount of dye not depleted - and hence, the amount of dye that
was adsorbed onto the surfactant-coated nanoparticles. This method exploits the near-complete
partitioning of dye to micelles in solutions containing both micelles in high concentration and
dye in low concentration (i.e., 5X CMC, 1 jiM dye). Under these conditions, fluorescence
intensity is linear in dye concentration and invariant with small changes in the total surfactant
concentration (i.e. 5X CMC vs. 5.5X CMC).
SERS and Raman scattering spectra. Raman spectra were acquired using a Horiba Jobin Yvon
LabRAM HR800 confocal microscope spectrometer equipped with a Synapse charge-coupled
device detector and LabSpec 5 software. The beam from a 633 nm laser was passed through a
632.8 nm laser line filter, and for certain samples, a neutral density filter (OD 0.3), and focused
onto the sample using a lOX microscope objective. Power measured at the exit of the objective
lens was 10 mW. Samples in liquid format were mounted as droplets on an aluminum foilwrapped microscope slide. Samples containing AgNPs were allowed to precipitate and settle on
the tinfoil surface prior to focusing the objective and collecting a spectrum. Scattered light was
collected by the objective and passed through a 632.8 nm notch filter. A 500 pim hole, 100 ptm
slit and grating with 1800 grooves/mm were used for all measurements. With these parameters,
the spectral resolution is -1.25 cm-1. Prior to all measurements, the spectrometer was calibrated
against a pure silicon sample.
Since all samples containing C6 showed background fluorescence, all Raman spectral data
presented for C6-containing samples have been postprocessed for baseline correction using a
polynomial fit. Spectra were also smoothed for visualization purposes using the LabSpec 5
smoothing function (parameters: degree 4, size 21, height 2). These parameters were selected so
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as to provide excellent smoothing while having minimal impact on the relative peak heights.
Peaks were picked prior to smoothing. Finally, each spectrum was self-normalized to its highest
intensity peak for the purpose of comparison.
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hemicyanine dyes with varying dialkyl tail length and ionic character.
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Figure A2.2 I1H NMR overlay for the C1, C2 and C4 dyes. No significant impurities
observed, aside from residual DMSO, acetone (used for cleaning NMR tubes) and water. Note
the DMSO and H2 0 peaks partially obscure some dye peaks. Solvent used was DMSO-d6.
Regions from 0-0.5, 4.5-6.5 and 9-10 ppm omitted due to absence of peaks. Intensity scales
adjusted for clarity.
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Figure A2.3 I 1H NMR overlay for the C6, C8 and C10 dyes. No significant impurities
observed, aside from residual chloroform. Small, but nontrivial singlet peaks at 1.9 ppm (C6)
and 2.3 ppm (C10) were observed in multiple dye samples, but transient. Given their transient
nature, failure to occur with other peaks, and absence from tables of common 'H NMR
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impurities 0 , the peaks remain unidentified. Incomplete drying of dye is the most likely cause.
Solvent used was chloroform-d. Regions from 0-0.5, 5-6 and 9-10 ppm omitted due to absence of
peaks.
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Figure A2.4 I1H NMR overlay for the C6B dye. No significant impurities observed, aside
from residual chloroform and methanol, along with a small, but nontrivial peak at 1.8 ppm.
Given its transient nature, failure to occur with other peaks, and absence from tables of common
1H NMR impurities10 , the peak remains unidentified. Incomplete drying of dye is the most likely
cause. Solvent used was chloroform-d. Regions from 0-0.5, 5-6 and 9-10 ppm omitted due to
absence of peaks.
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Figure A2.5 I 13C NMR for the C6 dye. The DEPT 135 curve (black) shows -CH and -CH 3
with positive peaks, whereas -CH 2 peaks have negative peaks (below the axis). Carbon atoms
with no attached hydrogen atoms do not appear on DEPT 135, but do on a standard

13

C NMR

(red). Solvent is chloroform-d6 for both spectra. The peak at -75 ppm is the chloroform solvent.
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Figure A2.6 I13C-1H HMQC NMR for the C6 dye. The pattern of peaks is consistent with the
structure assigned in Figure A2. 1. Solvent is chloroform-d6 for both spectra.
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Figure A2.7 I 1H-1H COSY NMR for the C6 dye. The pattern of peaks is consistent with the
structure assigned in Figure A2. 1. Solvent is chloroform-d6 for both spectra.
Additional Comments: Figures A2.2-7, in combination with the LC-MS data reported, show
unequivocally that the structures posited in Figure A2.1 are in fact what was synthesized. 1H-1H
COSY and 'H-' 3C HMQC data, in tandem with LC-MS, support the postulated molecular
connectivity. The coupling constant of the olefeinic protons, at 15.9-16.1 Hz, is consistent with
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trans stereochemistry". Additionally, no NMR-active ('H, 13 C), UV-active (flash
chromatography, liquid chromatography), iodine-reactive (thin-layer chromatography), or
molecular weight > 200 Da (LC-MS) impurities were observed in the final products, indicating a
high degree of dye purity; this is critically important due to the interfacial activity under
assessment.
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Figure A2.8 IFluorescence enhancement for dyes in micellar solutions. Fold-enhancement
measured by dividing area under the curve (AUC) for the fluorescence emission spectrum
between 500-700 nm in a 1OX CMC solution by the same AUC in a 0.iX CMC solution. Dye
concentration is 10 pM. Lines are drawn between data points to guide the eye. The excitation
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wavelength used for each solution was that of the maximum absorbance value for that solution
(which occasionally differed between 0. 1X and lOX CMC solutions for the same dye/surfactant

pair).
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Figure A2.9 IFluorescence quantum yield for dyes in micellar solutions. An excitation
wavelength of 485 nm was used for all measurements.
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Figure A2.10 IAbsorbance spectra in dilute (O.1X CMC) surfactant solutions indicate dyesurfactant monomer and dye-dye interactions occur for C6-C12. For the C1, C2 and C4 dyes
(Cl and C2 not shown), no impact on the electronic structure of ground-state chromophores is
observed in dilute surfactant solutions. For the C6 dye, a transition is evident; hypsochromic
shifts and broadening bandwidth are observed in the presence of dilute anionic surfactants.
Shoulders are observed in these blue-shifted spectra, indicating the simultaneous presence of
multiple absorbing species. This data is consistent with the coexistence of dye monomers and
either surfactant-dye multimers or surfactant-promoted dye aggregates". In the presence of
non-anionic surfactants (and in pure water), the C6 absorbance spectrum broadens, its maximum
decreases and the background level of absorbance increases; but no corresponding blue- or redshift of the maximum occurs. This is consistent with the formation of light-scattering dye
aggregates that shield some chromophores from incident photons, but do not significantly impact
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the electronic structure of unshielded chromophores. The C6B dye exhibits slight hypsochromic
shifts for all surfactant-dye pairs relative to dye in water, indicating dye-surfactant interaction.
The C8 dye (as well as CIO, not shown) shows most surfactant-dye pairs (except DPC)
exhibiting a hypsochromic shift. Shoulders are again observed in most cases, indicating the
presence of multiple species. An identical hypsochromic shift is also observed for C8 and CIO
dyes in pure water, suggesting that the structures formed are H-aggregates. 10 piM dye
concentration used for all curves.
Additional comments: Several trends observed in Figures A2.8-10 merit additional explanation.
Fluorescenceenhancement for C6B vs. C6. C6B uniformly achieves 1-2 orders of magnitude
lower fluorescence enhancement than its sulfonated counterpart, C6, despite similar quantum
yields in micellar solutions. This can be explained by an increase in AUC for 0. IX CMC
solutions due to increased formation of fluorescent adducts at sub-CMC surfactant
concentrations. Put another way, lacking a strongly hydrophilic sulfonate headgroup, C6B is
more prone to interact with surfactant monomers in such a way that the chromophore
experiences a less polar or more rotationally constrained environment (or both). This is
especially obvious in the case of sodium cholate (Figure 3.1).
Impact of alkyl tail length on quantum yield. Longer alkyl tails effect a nearly monotonic

increase in quantum yield in 10X CMC surfactant solutions. Changes in dye partition coefficient
are unlikely to play a major role in this trend; the partition coefficient for C1, the least
hydrophobic dye, is already ~103 in a micellar solution of SDS and ~102 in a micellar solution of

CTAB, both at surfactant concentrations just above the CMC". Rather, quantum yield in
micellar solutions is much more likely to be a function of interfacial orientation. In other words,
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longer alkyl tails embed the chromophore more deeply within the micelle-water interface,
leading to a more nonpolar, rotationally restricted (and hence, emission-promoting) environment
for the chromophore. While several exceptions to this trend were observed, it is noteworthy that
they occurred only with the anionic surfactants SDS and cholate, whose negatively charged head
groups may interact with the chromophore in ways that confound simple, hydrophobically-driven
dye penetration.
Association of dyes with self and with surfactant monomers. By causing changes in the electronic

structure of the ground-state chromophore (observed via dye absorbance spectra), dilute
surfactants are shown to either promote or inhibit the formation of dye aggregates for dyes with
dialkyl tail length 6 carbons and longer (C6-C12). No J-aggregates, characterized by
bathochromic absorbance shifts and decreased peak bandwidth, were observed for any pairing.
Rather, aggregates are likely to be a mix of H-aggregates - characterized by participation of
multiple dye monomers, a hypsochromic absorbance shift and decrease in dye fluorescence - and
surfactant-dye aggregates. For the C6 dye, it is clear that surfactant both promotes and
participates in the aggregate; shifts occur only for anionic surfactants, do not occur in pure water
and differ between the two anionic surfactants tested. Surfactant-dye interaction alone is
sufficient to explain the hypsochromic shifts. However, dye-dye interactions are observed in all
other surfactants for this dye, as well as in water; significantly decreased absorbance maxima
point to dye aggregation. As such, dye-dye interactions resulting in H-aggregates may or may not
be responsible for the absorbance shifts observed in dilute anionic surfactant solutions. For the
C8 dye and dyes with longer alkyl tails, the presence of surfactant in the aggregate is uncertain;
identical shifts occur for all but cationic surfactants, but identically blue-shifted absorbance
occurs in pure water as well. From this data, several relevant conclusions may be drawn: (i) At a
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10 pM concentration, dye interacts with self and with surfactant monomers in such a way that
the ground-state electronic structure is impacted once the dialkyl tail length reaches 6 carbons.
(ii) The ionic nature and chemical structure of the surfactant influence this interaction. (iii) While
the nature of the aggregates formed for all dye-surfactant pairs were not conclusively determined
in this study, the absorbance data alone is consistent with the formation of H-aggregates. In
addition, as discussed below, formation of H-aggregates for C6 and longer-tail dyes would
explain several otherwise puzzling trends in fluorescence emission enhancement between 0. 1X
and lOX CMC surfactant solutions.
Nonintuitive jump in fluorescence enhancement. The impact of alkyl tail length on fluorescence

enhancement, taken alone, is not intuitive. In particular, between C4 and C8, fold-fluorescence
enhancement changes by nearly an order of magnitude across all surfactants. Quantum yield
differences in lOX CMC solutions cannot explain the results because (a) they do not follow
identical trends and (b) they do not differ by the magnitude required to explain changes in
fluorescence enhancement. Partition coefficients similarly cannot account for the large changes
which occur. Thus, some significant decrease in fluorescence intensity must occur for dyes in
dilute surfactant solution. If the aggregates observed for C6 and C8 in the absorbance spectra of
Figure A2. 10 are indeed H-aggregates, this change can be accounted for; H-aggregates are
routinely associated with quenched fluorescence.
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Figure A2.11 I Characterization data for adsorption of DPC onto 200 nm silver
nanospheres. (a) Addition of 1.2 mM (a sub-CMC concentration), flips the zeta potential from
negative to positive, consistent with strong adsorption of DPC. (b) C6 adsorbs strongly to both
naked AgNPs and DPC-coated AgNPs. (c) C6 fluorescence intensity increases by a factor of 2 in
the presence of adsorbed DPC. C6 concentration is 10 tM, silver nanosphere concentration is 1
mg/mL and KCl concentration is 100 mM in all samples.
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Figure A2.12 ISERS spectra for C6 dye with bare and surfactant-coated
J_
silver
nanospheres. Raman scattering data show that when adsorbed alone at the surface of silver
colloids, C6 most likely interacts with the surface via an Ag-N interaction, with the alkyl tails
directed away from the surface. When adsorbed in the presence of DPC admicelles, the C6
chromophore remains in close proximity to the surface of the colloid; spectral shifts in peaks
assigned to the anilino (tail) side of the chromophore are greater in magnitude than those
assigned to the pyridinium (head) side of the chromophore, indicating that the tail region
experiences a more constrained environment. This is consistent with tail-on insertion into the
interface of DPC admicelles. (a) 200 - 600 cm 1 . The strong peak at -200 cm' corresponds to
Ag-N interactions, where the nitrogen atom in question appears to be located on the pyridinium
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ring of the molecules. (b) 800 - 1050 cm- 1. A vibration associated with the anilino nitrogen on
-

the C6 molecule undergoes a significant shift, of -7 cm-1 , in the presence of DPC. (c) 1250

1350 cm-1. The olefinic group undergoes a shift of -2.5 cm-1 in the presence of DPC, whereas a
group associated with the pyridinium ring shifts by only 0.7 cm-1 (d) 1450 - 1490 cm 1 . (e) 1500
-

- 1600 cm 1 . Peaks assigned to the benzene ring / olefinic group and anilino stretch shift by 1.5
2 cm 1 in the presence of DPC, whereas a peak assigned to the pyridinium ring undergoes no
spectral shift upon addition of DPC. (f) 2600 - 3200 cm-1 , the alkyl tail region. Where used,

AgNP concentration is 1 mg/mL, DPC concentration is 1.2 mM, and C6 concentration is 10 pM.
100 mM KCl was used in all aqueous-phase samples to assist in AgNP agglomeration (that is,
for all but the solid C6 sample).
Additional Comments: Peak assignments are derived from those in previous works 30 . Although
this AgNP/KCl/DPC/C6 system consists of a fundamentally different interface from the
silica/DPC/C6 system, it was employed to understand how dye might be oriented in adsorbed
surfactant assemblies. Several features are of note.
Dye binding is chromophore-firstfor bare NPs, ratherthan tail-first. This is evident from the

peak at -200 cm-1 attributed to Ag-N binding, and the very low intensity observed in the 28003000 cm-1 region for C6 and AgNPs alone. In addition, red shifts of 3.5-9 cm' in aromatic
vibrations for adsorbed species, with no appreciable change in bandwidth, indicate
chemisorption at the surface (likely via the pyridinium nitrogen) with a tilted orientation relative
to the surface, as opposed to pi-bonding of aromatic groups 30
Spectral shifts which occur when DPC is added are more pronouncedfor the anilino side of the
molecule than the pyridinium side of the molecule. These are almost universally blue shifts, as
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well, indicating weakened interactions with the silver surface. This supports the notion of tail-on
binding to admicelles, as opposed to head-on.
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Figure A2.13 I Increasing solvent viscosity increases fluorescence quantum yield, but does
not have a solvatochromic effect. Dyes at a concentration of 10 .M were added to 0-100%
(v/v) mixtures of glycerol/ethylene glycol. Ethylene glycol and glycerol were chosen to isolate
the role viscosity plays in dye fluorescence; their mixtures span nearly two orders of magnitude
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in viscosity, whereas their dielectric constant is approximately equal (37.7 vs. 42.5, respectively).
Mixture viscosities were calculated from the Refutas relation. (a) Emission profiles of C2 in
ethylene glycol/glycerol mixtures, at 485 nm excitation. No solvatochromic effects of changing
ethylene glycol/glycerol concentration are observed, indicating that the solvent polarity
experienced by the chromophore is nearly identical in all solutions. (b) Fluorescence AUC vs.
mixture viscosity for all dyes. Note that all dyes follow a similar trend of increasing fluorescence
emission intensity with increasing mixture viscosity. Notable exceptions are the C10 and C12
dyes, which exhibit decreasing fluorescence intensity with increasing glycerol content - this is
attributed to difficulty in dispersing these dyes in viscous solvents. (c) For the C1-C8 dyes
(including C6B), fluorescence AUC (proportional to quantum yield) obeys the Kramers equation
(Eq. A2. 1) relating quantum yield and solvent viscosity.

Equation A2.1: DF

=

1

-

FluorescenceAUC

1.s+C("O/,,)

Values used: C = 45.5, 710 = 1 cP, and a = 0.7. The values of C and a were measured by

Fromherz et al." for the C4 dye at room temperature and in a solvent with viscosity of 1 cP.
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Figure A2.14 IStokes shift increases for all dyes with an increase in solvent polarity. Stokes
shift increases linearly as a function of solvent polarity (as assessed by the Brunschwig,
Ehrenson and Sutin polarity parameter Fl) for two broad classes of solvents: monoalcohols and
polar organic solvents. These Stokes shifts proceed in nearly identical fashion, regardless of
alkyl tail length between C2-C12. Alterations in the length of dialkyl tails or zwitterionic
character of the dye thus have little impact on the general charge transfer mechanism of
solvatochromism. Solvents used to generate the plots were: (a) methanol, ethanol, 1 -propanol, 2propanol, 1 -butanol, isobutanol, benzyl alcohol, 2-ethyl-i -butanol and 2-ethyl-i -hexanol. (b)
dimethyl sulfoxide, N,N-dimethylformamide, N,N-dimethylacetamide, methyl acetoacetate, 1methyl-2-pyrrolidone, acetone, 2-butanone, acetonitrile, poly(ethylene glycol) [MW 200],
aniline, pyridine and4-methylpyridine. Most nonpolar organic solvents were unable to solubilize
these dyes, and chlorinated solvents like chloroform, dichloromethane and chlorobenzene
showed significant deviations from linearity regardless of grouping, indicating specific
interaction with the chromophore. When monoalcohols are plotted with polar organic solvents,
linearity is similarly disrupted, indicating that the -OH functional group interacts with the

chromophore in the ground and/or excited states; however, the consistent linearity among
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monoalcohols indicates that solvent polarity still plays a major role 16. Following Mishra et al., if
within a family of solvents, the orientation polarizability (or F1 parameter) is linearly related to
Stokes shift, this implies a common molecular ground state, a common molecular excited state
and a slope which depends upon the change in dipole moment when excited 16. That the slopes
are virtually identical for C2-C12 indicates virtually identical chromophore behavior in regards
to electronic transitions upon absorbing a photon. All dye concentrations were 10 V.M. 6 refers to
the static dielectric constant of the solvent and n refers to the solvent's refractive index. Lines
drawn are linear fits to the data.
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Figure A2.15 IAll dyes synthesized exhibit symmetrical solvatochromism and
solvatofluorochromism. (a) C1 (b) C6 (c) C6B (d) C12. Absorbance maxima, fluorescence
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maxima, and their average are plotted against the Brunschwig, Ehrenson and Sutin polarity
function Fl. Lines drawn are linear fits to the data. Dye concentration was 10 riM. Solvents used
to generate this plot were: methanol, ethanol, benzyl alcohol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, 1-butanol,
isobutanol, 2-ethyl-1-butanol, 2-ethyl-1-hexanol, ethylene glycol, dimethyl sulfoxide, water,
N,N-dimethylformamide, dichloromethane, chloroform, acrylonitrile, acetonitrile, acetone, 2butanone and PEG 200.
Additional Notes: Figures A2.13-15, taken together, provide strong support for the claim that
the dye emission mechanism proposed by Fromherz et al. for C4 holds generally for all dyes
synthesized here'1 ,8. Put more simply, there appear to be no significant variations in
intramolecular interactions that arise from varying the structure of the alkyl tails or the ionic
head group. Rather, any variations in dye performance that occur with changing molecular
structure, within this family, will occur as a result of modulated intermolecular or
supramolecular interactions.
Briefly, the Fromherz mechanism holds that such molecules can utilize either fluorescence or a
twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT)-based radiationless deactivation to return to the
ground state after absorbing a photon. Cis-trans photoisomerization, while possible, occurs too
slowly to be of import under ambient conditions. The kinetic barrier to radiationless deactivation
is postulated to be controlled by both the polarity and viscosity experienced by the chromophore.
In particular, low viscosity and high solvent polarity are shown to reduce this barrier, and hence
reduce fluorescence quantum yield. Furthermore, the sulfonate head group is thought not to
participate in the charge transfer processes which occur upon absorbing a photon.
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Figure A2.16 IComparison of measured CMC values with CMC values from the literature.
Measured CMC values were obtained at ambient temperature using 1 ptM C6 dye and a Tecan
SAFIRE microplate reader. Data sources for literature values: sodium deoxycholate' 7, sodium
,

cholate' 7 , SDS 18 , sodium octyl sulfatel 8 , sodium decyl sulfate18 , dodecylpyridinium chloride1 9

cetylpyridinium chloride 20, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich tech sheet), Triton
X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich tech sheet), Tween-20 2 1, Tween-80 (Sigma-Aldrich tech sheet), Brij-58
(Sigma-Aldrich tech sheet), N-dodecylsulfobetaine (Sigma-Aldrich tech sheet), Noctylsulfobetaine (Sigma-Aldrich tech sheet).
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Figure A2.17 I1 IM C6 can detect hydrophobic interfaces formed by polymer-surfactant
aggregation. Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) 450 kDa forms aggregates with negatively charged
surfactant (SDS), but not with positively charged surfactant (dodecyltrimethylammonium
chloride [DTAC]) or in the absence of surfactant. Whereas poly(acrylic acid) 450 kDa,
negatively charged at pH 7, forms aggregates with positively charged surfactant, but not with
negatively charged surfactant or in the absence of surfactant, as expected.
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Figure A2.18 IDye absorbance in ionic mixed micelles of varying morphology and
composition. Absorbance curves for 10 tM CI dye as a function of vol % CTAB in a 5 wt%
surfactant mixture of CTAB/SOS. High normalized absorbance at the tail end of the curve
indicates the presence of turbidity, whereas hypsochromic (blue) shifts indicate increases in
polarity in the vicinity of the chromophore. Morphology classifications were assigned according
to previous literature 9
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Figure A2.19 IAbsorbance maxima, fluorescence maxima and Stokes shift changes for
selected dyes in mixed CTAB/SOS micelles. The observed shifts may be used to differentiate
between mixed ionic assemblies and monoionic assemblies, but are unable to differentiate
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between different morphologies. The spectral shifts observed are qualitatively what would be
expected from polarity-sensing dyes as the mean environment at the micellar surface shifts from
uniformly cationic to dipolar to uniformly anionic. Dye concentration is 10 tM and all surfactant
mixtures are 5 wt% total surfactant.
Additional Notes: Excellent agreement with literature values is obtained for CMC
measurements using C6. In addition, use of dye absorbance, fluorescence or Stokes shift shows
promise at differentiating between monoionic and mixed-ion micelles. Another dye that is wellequipped for this purpose is prodan, as extensively used by Karukstis et al.22

Figure A2.20 I Comparison of existing techniques for quantifying nanoparticle
concentration. Most techniques are characterized by slow/low throughput, the need for
significant amounts of sample or expensive equipment, the need for a label (such as a
radioisotope or encapsulated fluorophore) or an inability to assess small nanoparticles. For
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routine sample evaluation, the C6 dye + microplate reader fills the need for a rapid, sensitive,
accurate and accessible tool that requires no label to be added at the time of particle synthesis
and that functions for all relevant nanoscale assemblies.
Additional Comments: Today, quantifying the mass concentration of optically inactive
nanoparticle suspensions either requires large samples (lyophilization), internal labels which may
significantly increase the cost and hazards (radiolabeling) or alter the physicochemical properties
(fluorescent encapsulation) of the nanoparticles being used, or instrumentation with significant
limitations on particle size (turbidimetry, light scattering, resistive pulse sensing) or practical
accessibility (laser-induced breakdown, TEM, spICP-MS, etc.) 23 ,24 . While use of the C6 dye plus
a widely available fluorescence microplate reader substantially relaxes these constraints, some
restrictions on the C6 dye do exist. First and foremost, the measurement is only accurate in noncomplex samples, i.e., samples that do not contain substantial amounts of free protein, biological
debris or competing nanoscale particulates; the C6 dye readily fluoresces upon binding to
hydrophobic pockets on free proteins, as well as vesicular interfaces or cell membrane remnants.
For this variety of samples, direct radiolabeling of particles or the use of some separation process
for isolating the nanoparticles of interest remain the tools of choice. Next, it is expected that
nanoparticle suspensions with distributions that vary significantly over the course of an
experiment will not perform well. Due to its mechanism of action (adsorption to the
nanoparticle-liquid interface), C6 fluorescence intensity will be impacted most strongly by
changes in total surface area, and hence, by the small particles in a broad distribution. For this
variety of samples, radiolabeling or the NanoSight (to the extent it is capable of visualizing the
small particles in question) may be preferred. Finally, samples must be in aqueous media to take
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advantage of the extremely low fluorescence background from free dye, and hence, the
exceptional sensitivity of the technique.
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Figure A2.21 ISize, zeta potential, limit of detection and limit of quantitation for all
nanoparticles used. Size and zeta potential measurements were taken in 0.1% SDS solution,
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zk

- - - em - zM

--

except for PCL, liposomes and SiOH NPs, which were taken in unbuffered DI water, and SiNH2
particles, which were measured at pH 5 (10 mM acetate). NM = not measured. Note that 0.1%
SDS solutions are not necessary for a sensitive, successful measurement using C6, but were
rather used for convenience to prevent nanoparticle aggregation during storage.
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Figure A2.22 IReproducibility of nanoparticle concentration assessment via C6
fluorescence. Each of the three curves on each plot was generated (via NP dilution from stock)
and measured independently. To tabulate average percent error, as in Figure 3.3, the curve
marked "standard" was assumed to be truth, and the curves marked "independent" were assumed
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to be experimental samples of unknown concentration. While all standard curves may be wellfitted by a 5-parameter logistic regression (provided the concentration range is sufficient to show
both the upper and lower plateaus), their shapes may be significantly different, reflecting
differences in C6 adsorption. C6 concentration is 1 pM.
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Figure A2.23 ISurfactant adsorbs on polymer nanoparticles, but does not substantially
alter fluorescence intensity observed with C6. Poly(caprolactone) and poly(methyl
methacrylate) nanoparticles contain sites for SDS adsorption, slightly enhancing sensitivity.
"200" and "50" on the x-axis labels refer to the particle diameter in nm. C6 concentration is 1
pM.
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Figure A2.24 IComparison of existing techniques for measuring surfactant adsorption on
colloidal particles. Existing techniques are extremely limited, valid within just a narrow range
of concentrations, require significant amounts of colloidal material and rely on particle depletion
to function. This precludes routine measurements on ultrasmall particles, restricts surfactants to
those with UV/vis-absorbing functional groups or that are otherwise amenable to
spectrophotometric detection, and may impact measurement fidelity due to the centrifugation and
particle compaction step required to make a measurement. In addition, to make an accurate
depletion measurement, experienced technicians and a significant time investment are required;
while this experimental frustration is difficult to quantify, it represents a real hurdle to the pace
of additional research in this field.
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Additional Comments: All three commonly used techniques for measuring surfactant
adsorption on colloids (total organic carbon, direct depletion, and disulfine blue dye partitioning)
rely on depletion, or the separation of surfactant-colloid assemblies from free monomer in the
supernatant via centrifugation. Total organic carbon measurements are notoriously difficult to
perform accurately, the disulfine blue method is limited to certain cationic surfactants, and direct
depletion is restricted to a limited set ofUV/Vis active (e.g. DPC) or UV/Vis reactive (e.g. SDS
+ Stains-All) surfactants. All require a particle compaction step prior to measurement, which
may impact the results for systems where surfactant is loosely bound or introduce significant
technical difficulty where particles are < 50 nm in diameter or are similar in density to water. All
also require a large, yet carefully titrated concentration of surface area per unit volume, to ensure
surfactant depletion is actually measurable. Other fluorescent labels routinely used for CMC
measurements either do not work (pyrene) or have not been assessed

25 .

Several important

restrictions on the applicability of our technique are worth mentioning. First, it is critical that
colloidal suspensions be well-dispersed (e.g. by sonication) at some point after addition of dye
but prior to measurement; in the absence of excellent dispersion, spurious drops in dye
fluorescence will be observed when particles are agglomerated. Agglomeration likely impedes
the ability of dye to access a nontrivial subset of the total admicellar surface area. Sonication to
clarity after addition of dye, in contrast, yields results that track exceptionally well with depletion
measurements. Next, the particles in question should not be strongly absorbing or fluorescent in
portions of the visible spectrum that interfere with C6 fluorescence. Finally, the technique may
be of limited use in measuring surfactant adsorption onto particles where the particles themselves
have substantially hydrophobic interfaces.
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Figure A2.25 ISchematic of the depletion method for assessing surfactant adsorption on
colloidal particles. Notably, this method fails if nanoparticles cannot be spun down, if the
surfactant concentration falls outside of a suitable analytical range or if no reliable analytical
procedure exists for the surfactant in question. Surfactants with UV-absorbing groups (such as
dodecylpyridinum chloride) may be compared directly against a standard via an absorbance
measurement; SDS concentration may be assessed via absorbance of the colorimetric StainsAll/SDS complex formed, and comparison against a standard; other surfactants require expensive
and/or unreliable methods such as total organic carbon (TOC) assays or disulfine blue
partitioning assays (only works for certain cationic surfactants).
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Figure A2.26 IExample direct absorbance standard curve used to measure DPC depletion.
Corrected absorbance here refers to Abs(258 nm) - Abs(500 nm). DPC does not absorb in the
visible spectrum, and has its peak absorbance at 258 nm.
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Figure A2.27 I Example Stains-All (colorimetric complex formation) absorbance standard
curve used for SDS depletion.
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Figure A2.28 I Quantitative fluorescence imaging data for solutions in Figure 3.5. Red
circles indicate areas that depart from quantitative accuracy. Numbers below x-axis correspond
to the rows in Figure 3.5.
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Figure A2.29 IAdsorption isotherms for ionic surfactants on variably charged 100 nm silica
particles. Fluorescence values were converted to specific adsorption values by normalization
with the depletion-based curve at one point: the point of maximum adsorption (at the surfactant
CMC). Intermediate alkyl tail lengths show proportional fluorescence intensity increases with
amount of surfactant adsorbed. Short alkyl tail lengths fail in some scenarios, whereas long alkyl
tail lengths and cationic dyes fail in all scenarios. (a) Dodecylpyridinium chloride on SiOH, pH
9. (b) Sodium dodecyl sulfate on SiNH 2 , pH 5. Gray shaded areas represent the area between
error bars.
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Figure A2.30 IMethod used to measure dye adsorption isotherms via depletion. Due to the
strong fluorescence of the dye, adsorption of very small dye quantities can be reliably assayed.
After the dye adsorbs to surfactant-coated particles, the particles are spun down and a volume of
supernatant is mixed with a micellar solution of the same surfactant. Since the micelle solutions
contains micelles in excess, the dye fluorescence intensity increases linearly with the amount of
dye present in the supernatant.
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Figure A2.32 IAdsorption of dye on surfactant-preadsorbed nanoparticles. For zwitterionic
dyes with 6-carbon alkyl tails and below, adsorption increases monotonically with increasing
surfactant concentration. Increasing the number of alkyl chains also increases adsorption at all
surfactant concentrations. For cationic dyes and dyes with 8-carbon alkyl tails and above,
adsorption either peaks at an intermediate concentration or exhibits near-monotonic decreases.
For many dyes, the CMC may also be observed via a sharp decrease in dye adsorption on
nanoparticles (data not shown). Silica NP concentration is 1 mg/mL; 100 nm SiNH2, pH 5 10
mM acetate buffer used for SDS graphs, 100 nm SiOH, pH 9 10 mM Tris buffer used for DPC
graphs. Initial dye concentration is 1 p.M (in 1 mL), hence the initial dye amount is 1 nanomole;
1 nanomole adsorbed represents complete adsorption onto surfactant-coated particles.
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Figure A2.33 I Relationship between zeta potential and long-chain dye adsorption isotherm.
For long-chain (8 carbons or greater) dyes, adsorption onto surfactant-coated silica begins to
decrease at the point of zero zeta potential, regardless of which surfactant is used or whether the
zeta potential flips from negative to positive or vice versa. This could indicate elimination of
surface binding sites by growing admicelles, formation of dye-surfactant aggregates or another
phenomenon that has the effect of diminishing the dye's partition coefficient between coated
NPs and the solution phase. The point of zero zeta potential is indicated by the blue dashed line.
Additional Comments: Taken as a whole, Figs. A2.28-34 indicate a preferred dialkyl tail length
and head group structure for measuring surfactant adsorption over a range of surfactants. More
specifically, a zwitterionic head group and intermediate alkyl tail length (C4-C6) is required for
excellent performance. C1 and C2 fail for the DPC/SiOH system, but not for SDS/SiNH2. C10
and C12 fail dramatically at assessing adsorption isotherms for all surfactants, as does C6B. The
failure of C6B is intuitive; when SiOH particles are used, the electrostatic interactions between
C6B and ionized silanol groups at the particle surface impede interactions between dye and
admicelles, whereas when SiNH2 particles are used, electrostatic interactions between C6B and
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SDS monomers impede accurate fluorescence measurements. The failure of C1 and C2 is also
somewhat intuitive; insufficient hydrophobic interactions between dye and admicelle, along with
electrostatic repulsion (between the pyridinium rings of DPC and dye) result in a failure to
'productively' adsorb, or adsorb in a way that produces fluorescence. The performance of CIO
and C12, however, is in no way intuitive. From Figs. A2.29, A2.33 and A2.34, dye fluorescence
is highest at lower surfactant adsorption values, whereas dye adsorption is highest at the lowest
colloidal zeta potential. At low surfactant concentration, dye even adsorbs less well than dyes
with shorter alkyl tails (e.g. the C6). In tandem with Figure A2. 10, this data is consistent with the
following interpretation. At low surfactant concentration, dye-dye aggregates are present in
solution, but dye adsorbs strongly to adsorbed surfactant to form fluorescent assemblies. Moving
along the surfactant adsorption isotherm toward the isoelectric point, dye continues to adsorb in
increased quantities, but quickly saturates, along with fluorescence. Once the isoelectric point is
reached, dye desorbs as surfactant monomer-dye interactions become more favorable in relation
to dye-admicelle or dye-particle interactions. This has the effect of greatly decreasing
fluorescence as the surfactant's adsorption plateau is reached.
Another trend of interest is the increase in adsorption on nanoparticles in the absence of
surfactant as alkyl tails are lengthened from C1-C12. This indicates that adsorption of dye to
particles is not driven purely by electrostatics (i.e. via dipole-monopole interactions), but rather
by hydrophobic interactions or cooperative hydrophobic/electrostatic interactions at the solid
interface. This can be explained by reference to the presence of mildly hydrophobic patches on
the silica surface. In addition, zwitterionic amphiphiles unrelated to this family of dyes have
previously been shown to bind silica by a combination of dipole-monopole electrostatic
.

interactions and dispersion forces between the surface and alkyl tails 26
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An interesting aspect of this data is the roughly equivalent performance of C4-C8 in both
surfactant-colloid adsorption systems despite what appear to be incompatible dye adsorption
isotherms. For SDS adsorption isotherms, C4 and C6 increase in dye adsorption as the amount of
added surfactant increases, but ultimately plateau at significant levels of dye adsorption. C8
shows a similar plateau until the isoelectric point, at which point it begins to desorb in a similar
fashion to the nonfunctional CIO and C12. This difficult-to-resolve data points to the existence
of a complex set of interactions that occur in such systems; dye-dye, dye-surfactant monomer,
dye-particle, surfactant-particle, surfactant-surfactant and dye-admicelle interactions are all in
competition. It also points to a difference between dye adsorption and productive dye adsorption,
which results in fluorescence. C4-C8 are thus characterized by both (a) nontrivial partitioning to
admicelles in the presence of other dye monomers, surfactant monomer or the silica particle
surface and (b) binding to surfactant monomer or the silica particle surface that does not result in
substantialfluorescence.In other words, short alkyl tails yield an insufficient driving force for
adsorption. Longer alkyl tails result in excellent adsorption to the particle surface, but are
ultimately displaced from admicelles by monomer-dye interactions. Intermediate alkyl tails,
rather, result in a delicate balance of interactions that result in excellent adhesion and remarkably
accurate fluorescence reporting of secondary variables, like adsorbed surfactant quantity. A
zwitterionic head is required to prevent specific interactions with the varied ionic species present
in the system.
Finally, given the extreme swings in zeta potential, net hydrophobicity and admicelle structure2 5
over the adsorption isotherm, erratic scaling of fluorescence or scaling as a direct function of
admicellar surface area would both be reasonable hypotheses. However, neither are correct. As
seen in Figure A2.30, dye fluorescence is remarkably linear with the molar amount of adsorbed
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surfactant;this is what makes possible a faithful quantitative reproduction of the surfactant
adsorption isotherm. Potential explanations for this phenomenon include: (a) Operating in a
productive binding-site limited regime, where the number of dye binding sites scale linearly with
adsorbed surfactant amount. This explanation would demand that changes in admicellar
aggregation number do not affect the ratio (number of binding sites) / (number of adsorbed
surfactant monomers), i.e. the dye adsorbs to surfactant assemblies that recur in a consistent way
across admicellar morphologies and aggregation numbers. (b) Dye binds predominantly to the
particle surface in a pseudorandom way, rather than adhering directly to admicelles; this occurs
in such a way that dye fluorescence is 'activated' when a growing admicelle contacts a dye
binding site. This explanation would demand that the fraction of the particle surface covered by
admicelles scales linearly with adsorbed surfactant amount. (c) The dye-admicelle partition
coefficient scales linearly with adsorbed surfactant.
Of these explanations, either (a) or (b) can be reconciled with both the data in this work and the
literature. For instance, in support of (a), Turro et al. note that the microviscosity of an adsorbed
SDS micelle on alumina is approximately an order of magnitude higher than that of a free SDS
micelle2 5 . Shah et al. note that for similar dyes (C1, C2 and C4), approximately 5-10 dye
molecules (at most) are incorporated per micelle near the CMC 27 . At the highest level of
surfactant adsorption measured in these experiments, there were:

Nsurf

=

(Csurf,ads)*(ANP sufface)

= (10

tmoles/m 2)*(0.14

M 2) =

1.4 ptmoles SDS adsorbed.

These levels were measured near the CMC of SDS, where for an alumina surface, the
aggregation number was measured to be -300. Assuming similar aggregation behavior, that
leaves -0.005 pimoles, or 5 nanomoles, of SDS admicelles. Compare this to -1 nanomole of dye
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present and adsorbed in the system. If we assume that the number of binding sites per admicelle
is substantially less than the number of binding sites per free micelle, due to the increased
microviscosity, the system could easily fall within a dye-saturated regime. All that is necessary
for linearity, then, is for the number of binding sites per micelle not to change significantly with
the 5-fold change in admicellar aggregation number that occurs over the course of the isotherm.
Whether or not this is true is uncertain.
In contrast, (b) is also supported by existing literature and the data observed here. Existing
literature points to an increasing, but never saturated surface coverage of silica as the amount of
surfactant added increases 28 . For dyes like C4, C6 and C8, adsorption plateaus well before
fluorescence, indicating a change in partition coefficient between unproductive binding
orientations, as in binding to the bare silica surface, and productive binding orientations, as in
binding to an admicelle. Rather than relying on happenstance linearity in partition coefficient,
invoking linear growth in admicelle coverage is a more reasonable proposition. In addition, in
transition cases like the case of C8 with SDS, where dye adsorption isotherms resemble a blend
of the adsorption isotherm for intermediate-length dyes at low surfactant concentration and the
isotherm for long-chain dyes at high surfactant concentration, reasonable fidelity (albeit much
less accurate than that of C6) to depletion data is still achieved despite significant dye desorption
at high concentration. Desorption occurs in parallel with a significant drop in total fluorescence
intensity relative to that observed in a micellar solution. This indicates that for C8, while
linearity with adsorbed surfactant still holds, the number of dye molecules participating in
productive binding are significantly fewer across the board than for C6. This in turn could point
to adsorption onto silica of both quenched dye aggregates (unaffected by being subsumed into an
admicelle) and unquenched dye monomers (which become fluorescent upon being subsumed).
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Explanation (c) is difficult to reconcile with the combination of adsorption and fluorescence data
obtained here. In addition, dye partition coefficients are unlikely to change in nearly perfect
linear fashion across surfactants and particle types.
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Figure A2.34 IFluorescence lifetime of C6 dye in selected surfactant micelles and
admicelles. (a) Lifetime curves in lOX CMC surfactant micelles. (b) Lifetime curves in DPC
micelles, SDS micelles and their corresponding silica-adsorbed admicelles. Fluorescence
lifetimes may be markedly different in admicelles vice micelles in solution; this indicates
differences between micelle and admicelle structure or differences in the way C6 partitions to
admicelles vice micelles. Dye concentration is 10 pM. The instrument response function (IRF) is
also shown.
Additional Comments: Fluorescence lifetime of aminostilbazolium dyes in micellar solutions is
known to be correlated with quantum yield". As such, the data in Figure A2.34a and Figure
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A2.9 compare well. In addition, changes in either fluorescence lifetime or quantum yield indicate
changes in the dye's microenvironment. Figure A2.34b shows large differences in the lifetime of
DPC admicelles vs. DPC micelles, and little difference in the lifetime of SDS admicelles vs. SDS
micelles. We can infer from this that the conformation and orientation of the dye (C6 in this
case) is quite different for DPC and quite similar for SDS. For the DPC samples, it is uncertain
whether those differences are due to changes in admicelle structure (a conclusion supported by
both microviscosity and thermodynamics studies 25 ,29) or changes in C6-SiOH adsorption.
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